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Appendix

1. 0 Introduction

Upon completion of the Transducer Chart. Table II.
a series of conferences was undertaken with the Panel of Experts
to come upon a general agreement as to the possible combinations
of transducer-coupler-shield which had promise of good performance.
reduced sise and weight, and improved comfort tolerance, and
should be subjects of intensive investigation. Evaluation techniques
were also intensively reviewed. The discussions leading to
these conclusions, and the detailed design of the exploratory investigations
are summarized in Appendix 1. and represent a thorough and
stimulating re-appraisal of voice communication possibilities
and techniques for evaluation. In the course of the Panel conferences
we were at first at pains to elicit individual thinking and suggestions.
Thereafter the contributions were combined into the form presented
in Section A-I. and sent without identification of source to the
Paisel for criticism. As !resented in this Appendix. the source
or sources of each buggestion are indicated by initials with
each comment.

The key to the initials which identify the contributors

by individual or organization are as follows:

HF - Harvey Fletcher

WS - William B. Snow

BBN - Bolt. Beranek and Newman - Leo Berauaek. Franzis Wiener

CH - Cyril Harris

GP - Gordon Peterson

WR - Wayne Rudmose

RCA - Radio Corp. of America - Willard Meeker, Max... Touger

DM - Dan Martin

RB - Robert Benson

PV - Paul Veneklasen

HL - Haskins Laboratory - Alvin Liberman. Franklin Cooper. Katherine Harris

NEL - Navy Electronics Laboratory - Robert Gales. John Webster

GM - George Miller

JL - J. C. R. Licklider

GC - General Comment

A•l -1.
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1. 1 Prospective Transducers - Microphones

1. The following transducers seem most feasibie
and therefore should be evaluated for relative usefulness:

a. Electrodynamic,
b. Ring Armature.
c. Electrostatic,
d. Piesoelectric. BBN, WBS. HF. RCA. WR

2. The absence of the carbon microphone was
noted in our list of speech projectors. Perhaps familiarity
has bred contempt. RCA, GC

3. The following types of microphone systems
should be evaluated for relative performance: pressure.
pressure gradient, throat. ear, head contact, each with
and without a noise shield. GC

4. The addition of chest contact has been suggested. CH

5. The possibility of a microphone inside the
mouth has been suggested. In most places where a pickup
might be placed one might expect considerable alteration
even of vowel sounds, by favoring one resonant region over
another. The most likely place would be just inside the
lower teeth since the edge of the lower teeth is effective
in consonant production. A tirty cylindrical barium titanate
transducer might be imbeded in a dental plate. GP. PV

6. A probe tube in the nose should be tried. GP, PV

7. Dan Martin's long experience with the throat
microphone concludes that this device is hopeless for high
iittelligibili y in noise. It can be better than marginal in
the quiet. The failure is in consonant production. DM

8. The ear microphone has been investigated
by many groups but it is doubtful whether the proper data
has been taken for our purpose. RCA, PV, NEL

9. A study of the ear microphone at CID using
an Air Force receiver in a doughnut cushion produced intell-
igibility equal to an open-air microphone in a noise field
of 118 db. RB

10. All of our experts consider it extremely
unlikely that a speech pickup can be successful unless it
is clove to the lips and teeth where the consonant sounds
are formed. In other words, we can only lose information
as we move away from the lips. Exploratory tests should
qui,!kly show what information is lost. GC

11. It is most important to evaluate the effect-
iveness of pressure vs. gradient microphones. Harvard EAL
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experiences teods to discredit the gradient type.
BBN. PV, WR, WS, DIE', RCA

12. A Baldwin project bas compared pressure
vs. gradient microphones in a mask. The results favor the
gradient type. DM

13. Some noise cancellation should be expected
from a directional microphone, in fact this may be one
mechanism of the gradient type. WS

14. A pressure microphone may have some
advantage over the gradient microphone because the single
opening can be closer to the lips. WS. PV

IS.. There is some evidence th t a gradient
microphone alters speech sounds, especially those involving
nasal resonance. ý RCA, DM

16. Besides the pressure vs. gradient argument,
another major factor has existed in microphone pickup.
namely the obstacle effect which exists in both types.
None of the microphonahas been small enough to avoid direct
impingement of the breath on the microphone with resulting
alteration of speech sounds. Furthermore, the baffle between
the pressure sensing openings detracts from pure differential
action. The true differential effect might be approached bv
two small probe tubes. PV

17. The possibilities of a thermistor bead should
be considered as a microphone because of small size. A
pair of thermistors might be arranged as a gradient microphone.
J. A. Becker and Howard rhristenson are the experts at
Bell Telephone Laboratories. HF

18. A "diversity pickup" micropt one array has
been suggested in which the optimurn position regarding S/N
would be used for each sound or each frequency range. JL. RB, WS

19. Orn the basis of known data a dual microphone
is suggested for optimum noise exclusion. The idea is to
pick up the consonants where you can get them best and to
pick up the vowels where you get rid of the noise. For example.
if the ear microphone proves to have the best S/N for low
frequencies. and the lip position is essential for detection
of consonants, and good noise shielding can be provided at
h'gh fr( uencies. then we might pick up the low frequencies
at the ear and the high frequencies at the lips.

20. In testing new techniques such as head
contact or the ear microphone, the question is how much
time should be spent in assuring that we have the optimum
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type of pickup? It in not necessary that the transducer be
the beat one for the purpose in terms of economics or -acdapt-
ability; rather it is the method which in being tested and we
must simply show that Me transducer is not the limiting
elemeirl in the method. 'jC

21. In regard to probe tubes, it has been questioned
whether a termination which is appropriate at sea level will
remain optimum at a high altitude. RCA

22. It may be possible to artificially accentuate
cues for consonant sounds by producing auxiliary turbulance
in the breath stream. The baffle of a close-talking micro-
phone may perform this function. It may be that this form
of distortion or alteration of speech sound is not unfavorable. GP

23. The eventual limit for communication in
noise will be the maximum vocal output. It has been suggested
that this limit may be overcome by using an artificial larynx.
possibly incltlding also a tube with an artificial airstream for
the productirn of consonants. WS

24. We cannot locate data on the miximum sound
pressure level which can be generated at a very close talking
position. This data was t,.en at Harvard but apparently not
recorded. It must be measured as sooi, as possible. WR, PV, BBN

25. One featu&re of the AIC/IO System most
needs improvement: the microphone response is most un-
fortunate; the midrange dip occurs in the frequency region
most important to intelligibility, and the high frequency peak
gives the unpleasant quality and is not of any value for in-
telligibility. The dip tends to accentuate the p.,eak. This
is less so at high altitude. DM, WS, BBN, PV

26. Since the S/N achieved at the microphone
is favorable except at high frequencies in the AIC/10 system.
the boosting of the high end is wrong for the achievement
of better intelligibility. Experience shows that given good
S/N, overall equalization is not an important factor in intell-
igibility. In other words, equalization is useful only for achieve-
ment of better S/N which might well be the case at the listening end. GC

1. 2 Prospective Transducers - Receivers

I. Among transducers for receiver units the same
four types (see above) are suggested for evaluation. In both
the pieso and electrostatic types humidity will be a problem. GC

2. The air modulated system has been suggested
for a loudspeaker or for a receiver unc; is undergoing further
study, sponsored by the Signal Corps. - Mr. Farella - in
a contract with Stanford Research - Vince Salmon. BBN, WS
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3. The ionopkhoe or ioaic source should be added
to the electro-acoustic transducer listU tox possible use as
a loudspeaker only. The leoophone is being developed by
the DuKane Co. in St. Charles, Mll. Rb. RCA

4. In the morphological chart. coupling by
means of mechanical contact to the head had been omitted.
This should be added. RCA

S. The Thermophone should be added to the trans-
ducek list. What is the frequency range? WS

6. For the sake of completeness, add to the
list of electroacoustic transducers - the electrophonic phen-
omenon: electrodes are placed on head. attempting to directly
excite cochlea. Reference: Davis - "Hearing and Deafness. "
Reports that pain threshold is reachcd only a fww db above
the aural threshold. RB

7. RCA is exploring the power limitations of
their present earphones. The question in regard to our
program is whether the units have enough power capacity
to establish a useful signal-to-noise ratio outside an ear
using an earplug, in other words, for external sound levels"n excess of 130 db. Except for limited power handling
capacity, there is potentially available communication using
earplugs for an additional 15 to 20 db of noise. This possib-
ility is of great importance for use by field mechanics around
turbojet engines. PV

S. Increase in power capacity of the receivers
will be part of RCA's product improvement contract and hence
may be incorporated in our program by reference. RCA

9. In regard to the engineering analysis of other
transducer types, the RCA group (Joe Hirtley) has been making
an analysis of the electrostatic type (in accordance with
Hunt's book) which has not been reported. This may be made
available to us. RCA

10. A liquid transmission system for coutpling
to the head has a major limit. The wave length of sound in
the liquid is too long for a good radiation impedance aroind
the edge of the coupling fluid, hence energy is by-passed.
Mechanical coupling may be the best way. But then there
is the skin compliance shunting the force, i.e. between force
application and the skull. HF, PV

11. Silicone putty has been suggested instead
of liquid coupling. P V. DM WR
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IZ. What are the properties of Silicone putty?
A liquid at low frequencies and a solid at high frequencies? WR, PV

13. Further study is urged of a receiver unit
with tubing coupling to the ear; also an electrostatic trans-
ducer lining a helmet. GC

14. The Harvintip should certainly be evaluated
vs. the receiving end of the AIC/10 system. Also, the ANB-
H-IA receiver in the Harvard Cushion should be evaluated
vs. the AIC/10 system. PV, BBN

15. It has been suggested that a basic solution
to the receiver problem would be an earphone small enough
to be inserted in the ear canal, with a noise exclusion device
placed over the entrance to the canal. GC

16. Refer to Baldwin AFAC-16 on acoustic per-
formnance of earphone, ear cushion, helmet combinations.

17. Considerable improvement should be possible
in loudspeaker communication by means of:

a. increased power input.
b. closer placement.
c. higher efficiency.
d. greater clipping and optimized equalization. GC

18. In regard to use of an external loudspeaker:
the operational feasibility must be evali.-'ed in terms of
power input and distance. If an earplug is to be used for
attenuation, then the helmet itself might as well be made
the attenuating device. One questin, is whether a useful
attenuation spectrum can be achieved with a helmet. The
primary question is whether an adequate signal-to-noise
ratio can be established outside the head. GC

19. Regarding communication by loudspeaker:
Appendix 7 and 8, pp VIII - using a loudspeaker with one

,watt input at a distance of 3 feet shows intelligibility in 98 db
noise. Report AFAC-3, Figure 3 at one foot shows intellig-
ibility in 115 db PN and 100 db JN.

Z0. Re loudspeakers: If for normal use a fairly
close distance can be used. then for particularly critical
conditions the helmet could be pressed against the loudspeaker
forming a sealed cavity and hence increasing the effectiveness
of the acoustical transfer. If necessary, a valve could be
so arranged as to pressurize the cavity between the helmet
and loudspeaker to the pressure altitude within the helmet,
again improving the couplin?. PV
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ZI. Although performance of the AIC/10 system
is admirable, It is probable that improvement in regard to
other factors cuch as wearability may degrade the acoustical
performance, in which case this would have to be restored.
Hence with this anticipation improved performance must
"be an objective. For example, if a cushion may not touch
the ear, this has vast implications in regard to transducer
design. GC

1.3 Noise Reduction - Microphones

1. The gradient microphone of the A/lOi10 system
behaves similarly to the early carbon noise-cancelling units
during the war in that the noise field is decreased until the
mouth is opened; In other words, the articulation modulates
the noise field. In fact. the modulated noise has some degree
of intelligibility itself. It has therefore ',ten suggested that
the increased noise during articulation may be an assistance
rather than an interference with speech. However, since
the source of the modulated noise is exterral to the mouth
and the speech has an internal modulator, it is inconceivable
that these two sources would have any degree of coherence.
Hence we suppose that the noise is destructive. PV

2. Many have stressed that there may be mrnoz
to be gained by achieving improved noise exclusion than by
improving the type of speech pickup. HF, CH, (GC. NEL

3. We must recognise the importance of the helmet
because it controls S/N at both ends of the system. Important
aspects are attenuation, effect on the voice, acoustic modes
inside the helmet influencing voice pickup, how to control
these resonances. The following should be measured:

a. The attenuation of the present type helmet,
b. The voice response inside the helmet, and
c. What is the maximum attenuation that

can be expected from a helmet? PV

4. We need data on the attenuation of the oxygen
mask. Is there a di"-rence in the apparent attenuation depend-
ing on whether a preisuxe or a gradient microphone is used? WS, WR

5. Improvem 'nts in a noise shield may be
possible. It may be important that the microphone be flex-
ibly suspended within the mask as near to the lips as possible
Acoustical absorption may be added. PV

6. It has been suggested that if and when extreme
noise or discomfort become insurmountable problems.
then perhaps speech communicatior should be abandoned in
terms of Morse Code in the form ox a tactile signal on the
arm or leg. An intermediate phase is to use the tactile
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signal to warn when auditory cornmuaicatior is to be expected
so that the necessary equipment can be applied. for example,
a very uncomfortable noise shield. HF

1.4 Noise Reduction - Receivers

1. It is our general impression that helmet
design is being pursued with too little experienced or compet-
ent acoustical guidance. GC

2, In connection with the limits of attenuation.
the mechanism of bone conduction is important. From
Fletcher's papers on Dynamics of the Middle Ear (JASA
24. 129, 52) and on the Dynamics of the Cochlea (JASA
23, 637. 51, it would be concluded that the mechanism
conduction is an inertial one. Also the inertial sensitivity
of a pair of ears should be relatively independent of the
direction of the sound. HF

3. A useful reference is to Shaw and Yates
(PAL) method for loudness balance method of measuring atten-
uation.

1. 5 Evaluation Criteria - Physical

1. In regard to evaluation criteria: it is important
in studying various methods of speech pickup that the eval-
ualw" technique should be diagnostic. explaining the reasons
for the su,:cess or failure of a given system as well as simply
giving an overall evaluation of relative performance. The
diagnostic criteria should minimize uncertainties associated
with pe jonnel as in articulation testing. It seems likely
that the associated physical tests may furnish diagnostic
data. GC

2. Among the various physical tests, real
voice frequency response should be measured and adjusted
before any further testing is attempted, including articulation.
In an electronic system overall response or real voice
response can be so readily corrected by equalization that
correctness in this respect is the least that can be expected. GC

3. The net overall evaluation in physical terms
should be the speech-to-noise ratio, shown in our chart
as dynamic speech/noise ratio by which we more properly
mean speech/dynamic noise ratio. This measure as a function
of frequency coupled through the articulation index would
correlate with word articulation, but only if the speech is
normal speech in terms of vowel-consonant ratio at the pick-up
point. PV, WS, GC

4. Lacking correlation or in other words, for



diagnosis, one should measure coas•oant.vowel ratio, and
speech-sound alteration (instead of distortion) properties. PV

5. It is questionable to what extent consonant-
to-vowel ratio can be measured for consonant sounds.
This may be possible for only a restricted group of consonant
sounds. such as the fricatives. These at least have some
duration and distinctive portion. Opinion was that we should
be satisfied to Let consonant vowel ratio only for fricative
consonants. CH- GP, GM. 3., HL

6. In choice of word material for measurement
of consonant-to-vowel ratio, much might be done by proper
selection of words. For example, a short "ill vowel is both
low in level and short in duration, as for example ;in the word
"chick. " C 4

7. It must be realised that a 'microphone" is
always a combination of a transducer. coupler and noise
excluder. The properties of interest are always for the
Co1.1' ination and therefore evaluation has meaning only in
terris oi the combination. PV, WS

8. There is the large subject of talker/listener
acceptability in terms of listenability, naturalness, pleasant-
ness (lack of annoyance), speaker recognition, discomfort
at high levels, comfort in terms of wearability. GC

9. In regard to evaluation criteria for speech
reception, the measurement of masked threshold was added
to the list after clarification. This has been a favorite
technique both at PAL and RCA during the war. The confusing
thing about this technique is that it is difficult to understand
its function so far as any unique characteristic is concerned.
Actually, it evaluates the combination of real ear response
and cushion or helmet attenuation. In other words, if the
motor mechanism is the same for two systems, the technique
will evaluate attenuation, or visa versa, etc. One must
also assume that the noise spectrum is the same. In terms
of the calculation of word articulation, the masked threshold
establishes a floor for the plotting of articulation index, RCA, DM

10. We have discussed coupler vs. real ear
calibration of receivers. The real ear calibration shows
a drooping characteristic as compared with coupler calibration.
This is a characteristic of the ortho-telephonic concept,
which includes the diffraction properties o, the head. The
difference is an extremely basic one in the overall response
of systems. Pertinent references are:

JASA - 11. 278, 1940 - Dunn and White
JASA - 19, 90. 1947 - French and Steinberg



IRE - 35. 880# 1947 - Beranek
JASA - 22, 833, 1950 - Martin and Touger
JASA - 26, 679, 1954 - Burkhardt and Corliss,

DM, RCA$ PV

11, In relation to the word envelope traces
which PSV displayed to the Panel. the low frequency mod-
ulation in the envelope, even in the high frequency bands,
was quite intriguing. Several possible explanations were
suggested. One was that the high frequency components
may be amplitude modulated by the low frequency components.
Another was that the speech wave is not symmetrical and
therefore that a full wave rectifier will produce a modulation
at the fundamental rate. Another was that even when the
low frequency components of a wave form are eliminated
by filtering, the residual wave, consising of a group of
high frequency harmonics, will still havc a wave length
corresponding to the fundamental frequency. The latter
proves to be the correct one. PV, WS, JL,. GP

12. Some opinion favors igLnoring a physical
measure of S/N, but rather relying on articulation tests
designed to stress consonants. HF

1.6 Evaluation Criteria - Articulation

1. It is generally felt that the whole subject
of articulation testing could use a re-study. The major question
is whether word lists can be optimized to provide greater
efficiency in terms of information per unit time. Perhaps
optimization must be for a specific purpose. GM, JL, GP, PV, W ,S

2. Use of PB words for articulation testing is
considerably limited in efficiency because too much of the
score depends upon easily recognized sounds and the know-
ledge that the words are standard English words is a form-
idible clue to recognition, and hence the sensitivity of the
test is diluted. Lists consisting of words which are often
missed should make the test more sensitive and therefore
increase the spread between various systems. GM, JL, GP, PV, WS, WR

3. Articulation testing in some form must be
considered as the basic overall evaluation for exploratory
systems in our program. GC

4. Presumably valid general principles re-
garding speech intelligibility are:

a. vowel sounds are very durable in terms
of recognizability under various types of stress and

b. relative intelligibility of systems will
therefore depend largely upon their ability to project consonant
sounds.
If this is the case it would seem t'at the most efficient
articulation testing would be accormplished in terms of coii-
sonant recognition. GM, JL, GP, PV
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S. Study of the confusion tables of G. Miller's
paper (JTASA 27. 338. 1955) will find the most difficult con-
son~ants. GMK WS

6. We have had considerable discussion of the
question "how do we recognise consonants?" Certainly not
entirely on the basis of consonant energy alone, as if one
could assign a definite time interval to the consonant alone.
In many cases, such as the stop consonants or plosives,
no specific time interval can be attributed to the consonant.
In all cases there is a mutual influence between the consonant
and the following vowel sounds. The building blocks of
speech are appartntly not isolated or unique entities (phonemes).
Coupling is an all-important factor. (See Harris, JASA
25. 962. 1953) CH, GP, HL, HF, WS

7. The vowel energy is not what we want to
measure. We want the consonants and their influence on
the vowel. In many cases this influence may be the sole
"ýue to the consonant intelligibility or recognition. GP, CH

8. G. P. demonstrated samples af speech with
either vowels or consonants removed. Neither is intelligible.
He then demonstrates a sentence which is spliced together
from discreet consonant and vowel sounds. This is also
completely unintelligible. It may be questionable whether
this synthesis was accomplished with the precision of phoneme-
duration and relative levels which may be required. In any
case it illustrates thoroughly the fact that intelligibility is
greatly dependent upon the transitions from one speech sound
to another. It certainly cannot be assumed that speech sounds
are unique, self-sufficient entities which can be placed in
succession to create intelligibility. GP, CH

9. An important basic study would be to find
where the significant part of the consonant or word is by:

(1) cutting back on the word until the remain-
der is completely masked in the noise background, hence
the remainder cannot be significant or,

(2) cut the initial part of the word until
the difference is distinguishable. In this wa• one could presurn-
ably find out the relative importance of the static vs. the
ýransitional portion of a consonant sound. It is at a st 'nal-
to-noise ratio of about i 10 db, the static portion of consonants
can be contributing greatly tu intelligibility when they are
probably at a signal-to-noise ratio to the order of -10 db.
and being of rather distributed spectrum, are probably com-
pletely masked. Therefore, one is inclined to suspect that
the transition regions must be the principle cue to con:ornarit
sounds. PV, GP

10. We discussed at length the possibility of
using a continuous series of spoken syllables using the same
vowel with several starting consonants and determining the
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signal-to-noise ratio at which the listener caa distinguish
the difference between the syllables. in other words, dis-
tinguish the consouants. This test may be particularly
effective by using a low level vowel of short duration. This
may be better restated as follows: What we are really looking
for is a short single point test which will measure the noise
level in which a system will achieve some fairly high de-
gree of intelligibility. We wish to find a test which will
rank-order systems properly in regard to excellence of
speech articulation. It may be that a given system can
never achieve high articulation by virtue of limited frequency
range or poor consonant pickup. If this were so it would
be evidenced by a test based upon recognition of consonant
sounds where it might never be evidenced by recognition of
vowel sounds. The proper diagram for illustrating this
test is shown below.

1001

R A system

A
R system

T
I
C
U This point may Thres Id of
L move upward on Distlnc on of Conso ants
A a poor system or
T never occur; i.e.
I it may correspond to
0 a very high w.a.
N Threshold of

Detectability
(for vowels)

Noise Level -

The test would work as follows: For a fixed voice effort
level, noise to quiet test, and a fixed favorable listening
level for the listeners, the noise level surrounding the
speaker would be gradually decreased until the listener
achieved the ability to recognise and distinguish the words
by virtue of hearing the consonant sounds. The noise level
at which this occurs is presumably at a fairly high value
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of word articulation. It may not necessarily be the same
percentage word articulation for all systems. It is presumed
that systems rank ordered in this manner would have the
same relative rating as if they had been rank oidered in
accordance with a complete and more conventional study. PV, OP

11. Now the question is, how can the effectiveness
of this proposed system be proved? Presumably one could
perforr,, e test indicated in the above chart using one ex-
cellent system and another system which is stressed in
some particular way, such as limited frequency response
or by poor consonant pickup. The complete curves should
be traced out for each system and the threshold of detection
for words and then for the special consonant word list per-
formance. If the points turn out to be oriented as supposed
by the chart, the method would have been proved, at least
for these two systems. PV, GP

12. The task of evaluating ten microphone
systems by standard word lists has been evaluated: use
five talkers, six listeners (crew of seven) six points on S/N
curve, each point 10 .ora lists. Hence 300 word lists per
system -56 hours per system z 392 man-hours per system.
Hence for 10 systems - 4000 man hour; - 2 man years.
Hence the need for an abbreviated technicue is evident. DM

13. There is considerable approval of use of
CVC word lists, choosing one vowel and using all the consonants.
Vulgarities must be eliminated. GP, CH, JL, GM, HL, PV

14. Much might be done by proper selection of
words to stress consonant-to-vowel ratio by duration as
well as level. For example, a short "i" vowel is both low
in level and short in duration, as for example in the word
"chick." CH

15. The mutual influence of consonant and vowel
is such that by proper choice of vowel sound the consonant

sound may be enhanced. CH

16. Assuming that there are 25 possible initial
consonants and 21 possible final consonants, there would
be 525 possible CVC words using only one vowel. If all
15 vowels and diphthongs were used there would be 7875.
Many of these cannot be spoken. With such a list on cards
thoroughly shuffled, one would not need formal word lists.
Should the carrier sentence be used? Should the words be
written? How to avoid wasted time for grading? If we con-
centrate on the fricative consonants and choose only one vowel.
there would be 8 x Z a 16 CVC words. This same word list
can be used for the physical measurements. Question is
whether the consonants would be properly represented when
used with a single vowel. Regarding choice of vowel, see
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Fletcher pps. S7, 63 and 2. A vowel can be chosen from the central
region. Harris concludes that three vowels are enough. Our tentative
conclusion from all this was to use the sinsplest possible test for rank
ordering until the differences are too small to be distinguished by
the %ccuracy of such a simple tert. For this purpose we propose a
short word li,,t such as the 16 CVC (fricative) words spoken in random
sequence without carrier sentence, noting only the noise level in the
surrounding space for a threshold of distinguishability. For more
accurate testing, we would use the longer CVC word list with the
carrier sentence, hoping to arrange for a self-grading scheme. GC

17. Another test which was proposed was to read newspaper
material continuously and to adjust noise level for the threshold of
intelligibility. Will rank ordering be different for different talkers? JL

18. The suggestion has been made that whispered speech
might be of value in rticulation testing. There is considerable interest,
but it is not favored because it is an unusual manner of speaking.
RB, GP. GM, JL

19. It has been asserted that most efficient articulation
testing is with talker-listener pairs, especially when the microphone
end is suspect. Reason is that talker efficiency is such an important
factor in the result. JL

20. There is a testing method which automatically finds 50%
(or any other) articulation point: each word rightly heard decreases gain
I db. each word wrongly heard increases gain I db. JL

21. Circular articulation testing has been suggested: a
word is started and repeated by each listener. Result is to sharpen
articulation vs S/N curves, presenting (W. A)n. Question is how this
technique -- n be used ir. A noise-to-quiet test. JL

22. For rapid testing the process may be simplified by
uncover;ng successive words in a list, the listener simply marking
"right" ,)r "wrong" as heard, hence self-grading. BBN

23. Ir the interests of repeating words or sentences con-
sistently, quickly, or with good diction, it may be well to use a cuing
record which is played into the speaker's ear just before he repeats the
sound. CH

24. A technique for monitoring speaking level for each
talker is as follows: using a VU meterfind the output level for maximum
effort for a given microphone system. This will vary from system to
system depending on the encumbrance of the voice by enclosures.
Having found the level for maximum effort for a given system, it is
reduced 6 db and this voice level is held. WR

25. The IC-10 microphone must be included along with the
exploratory systems, because performance must be measured in relation
to this system. GC
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1.7. OTHER EVALUATIONS

1. There is the large subject of talker/listener acceptability
in terms of listenability, naturalness, pleasantness (lack of annoyance),
speaker recognition, discomfort at high levels, comfort in terms of
wearability. GC

2. Evaluation of transducers must also be in terms of
unusual feed requirements ur shock voltages. RCA

3. There may have been a wrong trend in AIC/ 10 development,
in having attempted to achieve a flat overall orthotelephonic response with
a 6 db/octave response from the iz.crophone and the reverse in the head-
set. This original concept was in terms of ose of a bone conduction
r'eceiver. The change to an air conduction receiver changed this concept.
The real ear response of the receiver (Figure 5 of Snow summary) shows
a rising real ear response for the receiver as well, hence accentuating
the high end of the microphone - giving very disagreeable quality.
C & N Lab. considered this to be essential for high intelligibility. DM

1. 8. ELECTRONIC TREATMENT

1. On the morphological chart another excellent reason for
sptech clipping should be added. namely protection of the ear against
pain or discomfort of overload from too loud talking. RCA

2. Discussions have stressed that clipping is of value only
when an adequate signal-to-noise ratio has been established at the micro-
phone. (WS, PV)

3. On the basis of work with deaf childi -n, frequency selective
compression has been suggested. This is elaborate, requiring separation
of spectrum into frequency bands. RB

4. The use of the Scott "dynaural" suppressor for suppressing
noise in a clipping system has been suggested. This system may also be
used to change equalization with le iel so as to leave the low end in the
speech spe trum when the power capacity of the receiver units is adequate.
W!,

5. In regard to equalization: the question is whether it should
be adapted to the noise conditions at the microphone end or the receiving
end of the system. So far as the sending end is concerned, it will do no
good for intelligibility unless the S/N is adequate. If the S/N is adequate.
then it may be helpful in extreme cases to equalize the speech spectrum so
that at the listening end the speech lies within the residual hearing area.
There is in general an upper limit to the usable hearing area, generally
definable by pain, tickling feeling, or extreme annoyance. This ar-a for
the moment may be assumed to be flat as a function of frequency and a
an overall level of 130 db spl. The noise spectrum at the ear will define
a lower boundary of usable aural area. As the noise level increases the
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residual useful area may become very small. Hence~there will be
an optimum shape of speech spectrum, presumably requiring maximum
speech clipping, to make optimum use of the residual hearing area as a
function of frequency. In other words, a typical speech spectrum might
protrude into the residual hearing area only over a narrow frequency
range, whereas with proper equalization it could be fitted into the
i esidual area across the entire frequency band. PV

6. Referring to the possibility of frequency division and
clipping, which is suggested in the interest of reducing distortion, it has
been suggested that this can be accomplished at a microphone by using
a two-way microphone, one for high frequencies, the other for low
frequencies, the low frequency unit being equipped with diaphragm stops
to accomplish the clipping mechanically. RB, WS

7. There has been considerable discussion of compression,
or variable gain, in contrast to clipping. There is still some difficulty
in concept involved. We must distinguish between compression, delayed
compression, compression with time constant, and clipping. In regard
to clipping vs instantaneous variable gain: if 0 is output, I input. G is
gain, then for fixed gain 0 - G I. G - lob I/I. In general, the variable
gain amplifier should have less violent distortion than a clipping system.
From this point of view a clipping system is simply one form of
instantaneous variable gain amplifier in which G is constant and zero
above some value of 0. PV, WS, RB

8. It is believed that the virtues of compression and clipping
have been well used in the AIC/10 system. GC

9. The concept of a uniform speech spectrum has been
favored. Instead of differentiation which decreases the low frequency
level while increasing the high frequency level, the difference consists
in simply raising high frequencies level so as to produce a flat real
voice spectrum. Any virtue wculd presume an adequate S/N at the
microphone. DM

10. There is some feeling that in order of priority no
effort should be devoted to the electronic system until the microphone
and receiver end have been clarified. This is because the value in any
electronic treatment is contingent upon having established an adequate
S/N at the microphone. GC

1.9. ALTITUDE COMPENSATION

1. The virtue of automatic altitude compensation built into
the receiver unit of the AIC/10 has been questioned. There are so many
other things which change with altitude, even vocal output, that it would
seem preferable to find the overall function and provide automatic
pressure actuated overall compensation. To build compensation into
the receiver alone is a compromise, since efficiency suffers and also
the acoustic source impedance is raised so that output level is more
sensitive to the volume of the cushion. It has also been questioned
whether the required compensation may be different for vowels and
consonants. GC
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1.10. LIMITS OF THE PROGRAM

1. The objectives of the program are sufficiently broad
in statement that some limitations must be chosen. First we shall
exclude coding devices. i.e. we assume that the program is to deal
with direct voice communication. GC

Z. On this basis we exclud, teletype as a possibility
unless an extremity of noise field demands. Cc

3. Interesting possibilities have been suggested. There is
evidence (Pro[. Roman Jacobson - Language Dept., Harvard University
1949. "On the Identification of Phoneme Entities"), that a code could
be devised from the position of lips. tongue, jaw movement, etc; George
Miller, JASA 27. 338. Mar. 1955 "An Analysis of Perceptual Confusions
Among Some English Consona its" suggests that a code could be devised
from a classification of consonants in terms of voicing, nasality, affrica-
tion. duration, place. BBN. GM

4. Another interesting suggestion is the use of an intermediate
dummy voice located in ., noise-isolated box. The idea is to take mechanical
position code from the real voice and feed it through a position servo to the
dummy voice which does tha actual speaking, which should then be free
of noise interference. JL

5. An objective view of the present situation will undoubtedly
conclude that the greatest single shortcoming of the AIC/10 system is
in regard to wearability. While this subject should be vigorously pursued,
it is disclaimed as an assignment for our particular program, even though
our work is intimately dependent upon solutions to this problem. GC
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Oqujirpod with a g~ain control rand peak aclippino circuitry,
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cover (rago 19, R~ef, 3), It Is stated that 'the bu~lk or tho packing
surrounds the pIrna, placing thoc lArgest Dart of the eu.r cushion
preclutru on tho hciid " It is an 'earcapl, however, not a dour~ltnut
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difference Detwoon the curves, or the signalssto-noise ratio,
aprnrnan F1!!ureA2IO(Fig. 18$, Roe. 5)*e

6.2) r-irpre it shous the maukal threshold level for the 1175/AIC
ho.:a.Int in aR helhcot in the 120 db jet noise (Fie ' 12 iR.f* 5).
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Appendix
3.0 STUDY OF TRANSDUCER TYPLS BY W. B. SNOW

3.1 GENERAL CONSIDERATIONS OF SPEECH TRANSMISSION AND RECEPTION

3.1.1 SPEECH TO NOISE RATIO

In quiet surroundings, surprisingly low speech levels
yield high intelligibility to those with normal hearinr (Ref.l).
leople with hearing impairment may have difficulty under these
conditions. When the listener is surrounded by noise, the speech
levels must be raised until they exceed the noise levels in the
frequency regions imrortant to speech perception, namely 250 to
6000 cps for perfect intelligibiltty, or 1+00 to 4000 cps for
pood intelligibility. 'Vith the increased speech levels the
rerson with impaired hearing will have less d 4.fficulty or none
at all.

It is necessary to have only a moderate margin between
spe.:ch and noise, iLrid = mr in 11 olitthrourhout t:
frek.Dnx ranu. This is demonstrated well In the calculations
of HCA Iropress Retorts No. 1 and 2 (Bef. 2). However, %ith
poor ,-quirment, or even with rood equirment mismatched to the
apr lication, it is possible to have speech levels in some
frequency rttgions which greAtly exceel the noise, while in
other regions they do not. Such conditions result In high,
annoying and unnecessary sleech levels without mood Intelligibility.

Adequate hearing depends, then, upion the ratio of speech
levels to noise levels, rathtr than upon a particulAr speech
level. If the noise is hivh, It c i te overcome by a hifh
s~eech level. But if the noise at the ear can be reluced,
adequate intelligibility can ba obtained with lower and more
acceptable spr.ech levels.

3.1.2 NOISE RFDUCTION

There are, of course, limits to the Vroccss of providing
hipher , eech levels. It is because these limits are being
reached in current situations that this study was undertaken.
From the standroint of the man, prolonged exposure to high
levelz can produce yermanent hearing loss, in addition to the
annoyance. Possibly this asrect of the system may be considered
as a military hazard which must be accepted if necsqary. The
exposure is not continuous, and the hearinp lon o will be of a
tyTe which may affect the man's activities In quiet surrounlinas
¾,ut will not interfere appreciably with his sreech rerception
in the noise.

H1ovever, another physiolorical aspect of very hiph
speech levels does have extrenely imlortant military si.niticance.
'his is the fact that the ability to understrnd speech decreases
at these levels, tvcfn though they cAn be trleratel. Consequently
the &fficiency of communication suffers. ýf both s[pech And

_ nois- levels are reduced, better communication re'sult: for the
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same ratio of speech and noise. This adds uy to the fact that
there is a top limit for speech levels which can be used, and
if voice communication is to be achieved the noise levels must
scmehow be maintained suffitiently below this limit to allow
intelligibility. In this region any addition to the noise
shielding rays an extra dividend In added intelligibility.

There is a distinct engineering advantage to noise
reduction in addition to the factors pertaining only to hearing.
A decrease in noise allows a corresponding decrease in the
power requirel from the earrhone or loudsteaker and its driv-
In! amrlifier. At low and nolerate noise levels this is not
of much concern. The minimum physical size of components
practicable from a construction standroint will furnish all
the Tower r%;quirel. In the high noise fields in militAry
aircraft this is 1y no means true. While the nece-sary powers
do not represent a significant drain on the aircraft electrical
system, they do necessitate equipment of size And il-ht which
tecome serious rroblems. In addition, for instruments which
satisfy adequate weara•,ility standards, high acoustic rower
requirements pose Other rroblems. The instruments may not be
cprAble of great enough diaphragm movement, or may not be able
to dissipate the heat adequately or safely.

From the standioint of effective communication,
thcrefore, it is extr e-ly important to r3dume the noise levels
at the listener's ears (or head) to reasonable values.
Conversely, of course, this yrocess neel not be carriel rast
the foint where the smallest equipment is more than aiequate.
lloweovur noise shleldinv is so difficult to achieve in aircraft
in the lace of all the conflict!np requirements of wearability,
personnel mobility and weight, that there arrears no likelihood
of invadine this latter rcglon. It appears certain that All
fcasihle noise reluction will aid devt lopment of the most
effective communication system.

Noisu reduction is imrortant at the Ticrophone end of
thE systell as well as at the listening end. A t-ilkr can Iroduce
a definitely limited amount of scund (Ref. 3). If this sound is
not sufficiently above the noise licked ul by the 'iI'rorhone,
the speech is irretrievably lost. Once the speech and noise
become mixed in the microphone output, nothinp can be lone to
Improve the sreech-to-noiz• ratio on a srectrum basis, i.e. in
each individuAl frequency region over the ImrortAnt ranpe.
Consequently, the micro;hone end of the system also h•. an
utper noise limit beyond which speech communication becomes
impossitle.
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3.1.3 TRANSDUCTION - POWER AVAILABLE

The microphones and earphones or loudsreakers of a
speech communication system .we electroacoustic transducers
devices that convert electric quantities into acoustic quantities,
or vice versa. In acoustic form these quantities are sound
pressure, particle velocity and energy, while in electric form
they are voltage, current and energy. For the transducers useful
in this study there is always a mechanical structure interposed
between the electric and acoustic ends of the transducer which
makes the conversion anJ affects the rerults. Ance there' are
miny forms of trinsducers operating on a number of Irinciles,
there are many imledance variations in the instruments anl the
coupled electric circuits.

It is al,,ays true that the power or energy delivorel
ty the transducer equals the rower it absorls minus the Tower
lost in its own action usually in the form of heat. This lost
power may be anything from very low to very hi~h, mAkinp the
transducer have high or low inherent efficiency. However, rowpr
ctn be transferred only to a resistdnce, even though high currrr,'.s,
voltages, Iressures or rarticle vw-locities -nay exist In Associated
reactances. If reactance is hiah, the actual pow,.r trinsfer -ily

J letermined more by mismitched im;elance than by thtý inherent
transducer efficiency.

The term "power avdllableg has been worked out to
sirrl.tfy the situation. It is an extremely useful concept.
When a generztor or A load are not jurely resistive, tVo To,.,'r
transfer varies with frequency because the Imredances vary.
The Tower avAillAble is tht. lower vhich the generitor woutld
deliver to a lLid with resist4nce r uAl to ti.e .'neratoi
resistance - in other words, to a load -'hich tunes the -. nprat(-r
at the frequenc) of Interest. This Is the maximumT ower which
can be drawn frem the •onerAtor. The ratio of the dctual Tower
dlivered to th( power available is a measure of the reiuctiln
in transfer-effectiveness cxused by the reactances of the
circuit, which "use uyr" voltage without contributint, Towrr.
r£xprrssed in db, this ratio is frequently cil~od the "power
available response ."

In speech communicAtion systems It is not rossible to
tune the circuits because at leas4 several octaves rust b(, trans-
"-Ittel. For these systers, therefore, the Tower avAilivle
concept has Preat usefulness. It gives ai method of ez-sily
specifyini an unambiguous circuit cornfiruration which
corresponds to rractical operatinr conditions. 'Whenever ictual
energy transfer is the imrortant consideration, it is A most
convenient method of rivino data.

Lnergy transfer is not always the necessiry condition,
as will appear liter in the dis-:ission of ¶icrophonez AnJ eAryhones.
In these cases, other criteriA aprly. Particular arlications of
the use of toth lower avwllalle and other criterIA will be riven
In following s-.ctlons. ,3 -3



3.2 MICROPHONES

3.2.1 IICROPHONE TYPE DESCRIPTIONS

Llec trodynamic

A diaphragm carries a cylindrical coil which moves
back and forth in the ralial magnetic field in a slot into which
the coil fits. The voltage induced in the coil is the micror.hone
output.

.e ct romane tic

Motion of a diarhrarm varies the mavnetic reluctance of
4n airgap in the lath of flux from a permanent magnet. Fixed
coils surround the var able flux path and the voltage generate1
in these coils i.- the microphone output.

role-Price Magnetic: The magint is at the center of
the dlphragm. Flux passes throuah the whole diaphragm.

Ring trmature Magnetic: The magnet is a ring around
th jeriphery of the diaphragm. Flux Tasses throuqh only the
outside edge of the latter.

Reed Armature Viriaale Rluctance: The magnetic circuit
is a reel clampel at cne end and Irojecting out over the rignet.
ihE reed is driven by a link from the diaphragm.

?alanced Armature Variable Reluctance: Similar to
the reed Armature, except that the \"reeI" is supported at the
canter and both ends move in m?,netized gars.

E: iectrost tic

The di rhrarm is vk.:ry thin and forms one plate of a
capacitor. As it is Toved by sound prersure, the capacitance is
varied.

Condenser Microphone: The calAcitor has de and polariz. -

ing voltage. Capacitanc-. changes result in charginp curr. nts
tirough d resistor, tht- resulting voltage across which is amrlified.

I(dio Frequency CAicitor .Ikcrojhone: The capiItor
forms part of a tuned circult sulplied with rAlio frequency, or
part of an oscillator tuning circuit. The effects on tunlnp of
the capacitanc,. ch&nges are detected to get the audio signal.

Piezoelectric and Elegt . itrictive

Materials which generAte An electrical voltage between
tt rminals fastcnel to oplosite faces whcn subjected to stres-.
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Fiezoelectrlc materials such as Roohelle Jalt and ADP crystals
have this rroperty inherently. The titanate materials gain the
effect when they are charged with a high voltage and retain the
charge. In either case the impezlanco is essentially capacitive
and relatively hifgh.

Limorph Types The active material is made Into a
s4ndwich, similar to a bi-metal strip, which is clamped at one
place and driven by the di&phr-gm at another to gain maximum
output from the high stress inducel by bending.

ExpancbrTypei Tha matErial is drivw.n directly ly the

diaphrag.n In a comr-ression-expdnsion lirection without bendine.

V~r ible Besistince

All of these microphones operate upon the rrinclpl.Ž that
un effect o1" the sound alters tLteir resistAnce, changing the current
in an externdl polarizing surily circuit. Polarization is ordinarily
simnle dc, but need not be.

Carhnjg The diaphragm comr-res!es a mass of carton
pranules, and the changes in contAct surface alto"., the reristance.

..emi-Conduotor (Oer-iniM) and-rtrain apes The diaphrar
motions chAnge the stress in the material which has the prolErty
of changing resistance with stress.

lherMistor and !|ot i4rl: These materials, which vwry
their re--istinc,. as a functicn of tcýmyvrature, svnse the tenyera-
ture alterations reL.ultinp f-om the v-.Arylnr gas conlitions
iroiuceJ ty the sounJ wave.

hlectron Tube: The Friul of the tule Is moved ly the

diaihra'm motion, resultinp in clýinres in plate current.

11 -,CELLaLN,,,O~j

aimnetostrictive: The diaphrapm is conrecte l to a ma;ineto-
strictiva mat.rial, which vines its -r.pnetic reluctances us a
function of .Atr~ss, so ar to chan'e the stress. Tho .iater•'l
ca•rries travnetic flux and is surrounded Vy A coil. The flix
chang~s duc. to 'he vArying relt.ctance Induce voltades in the coil.
Imred~nce is mainly injuctive and usually low.
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3.2.2 SENSITIVITY RATINIS

The sensitivity of a microphone Indicates its
effectiveness In producing an electrical signal fromn the sound
actuating It. The commonly used figure gives the reneratei
open circuit voltage level In dt vs 1 volt, when the actuating
sound pressure is I microbar (1 d-.,ne/cm 2). To be useful, this
nuniter must be coupled to another, which is the microphone
imreiance. A low inijelance microrhone with low open circuit
volt.Ape can deliver as much electrical power Ls a microrhone
with hir'h voltage, but also high Internal imred-ince.

inl recoomition of this effect REM~A rating~ number rim
was- standardized. It is proportional to the rower available
fro-, the riicrophon2 for a sreciftie souni field, and thus gives
a rAting of the microphone's offtectiveness as a converter of
acoustic to electric energy, it includes the actual microphone
losses and impelance mismatches, as well as the effects of the
microphone- acoustic reactance in reduc-inp the al'snrption of the
full acoustic power avitlable in the sounl field. The GM rating
is TrimArily ust.,u1 where the reneritor Is re~zIstive, or at least
has a relatively lirgre reslstivtý comfonent. This is true of
microphonaioperating on resistive or magnetic Trinciples. For
thtim a r~presentative rating resistance may be chosen, and the
GM value is valid over the audio frequency range. They are
ch.Aracteristically of low impedAne-e. I resent simiple tr-ansistor
amrnlif lershave low inrut rcSistincc, The low imnpedince micro-
Thones are 'well alaptel to work with them, and the Gy, ratinfg
shows the relitive outputs that will be obtained.

Conversely, microphones depending on viriations in
electric chArge are of hifgh inijedance, larrely capacitively
reactive. They h~ve been developel becausc the vacuum tube hps
a high impedance input circuit, also capicitive, and requires
only voltaee to control Its outrut. Consequently, Vower outrut
from the microphone is not required and frequency listortion
does not result. In this case the 4M value~ has little Practical
sii'nificAnce. For thr, present, with simple circuitry, the high
impedance microphones must continue to be used 'with a vicuurm
tube as an input stage. LAnce this cin be a very small and
ruf'ged device o~erating At lo1W VOlt.,317 to feel a tr.;nsistor
,ArrTlifier, it Is not a serious' restriction on the usei of high
impredince microphones if they hitve other alvantaqes. 1:.v(-lop-
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ment of the transistor art may remove even this small complica.
tion in the future.

A valid indicator of microphone sensitivity for all
microphones Is the voltage which the instrument will deliver
to a vacuum tube grid xnder practical operating conditions.
The high impedance instruments can be directly coupled. Low
imredance microphones are coupled through a transformer, which
in this retort is assumed to transform the microphone rating
impedance to 100,000 ohms - a figure easily attained for the
voice-frequency range. In this case, the open-circuit volta-te
of the microlhone drives the vacuum tube. This gives a Pain
of 6 db in sipnal and 3 db in inherent signal-to-noise (Hef. 4)
over the loaded condition envisaged in the GM ratinp circuit.

uch a ratinv is piven in the tatles of a following section,
.n addition to GM.

3.2.3 oENWIIIVITY AND RL.,FONoL CR1TzRIA

Most microphones were leveloped with quite different
o-.Jectives than those characterizing this study. They were to
be usei under conditions of lew noise and low signal level, so
that high sensitivity was a prime necessity to reduce noisp to
a minimum in the reproduction. In addition, Voth for sound
systems and meAsurin7 Instruments, maximum uniformity of resronse
vs. frequency over a wide frequency range was desired.

For the helmet microphone, conditions are lifferent.
"Ihe sound level will always be hirh because the pickur Toint
is so close to the lips, and even at best the noise level will
also be high. Consequently, high sensitivity is not of the same
cruicial importance as in other microphones. wvc~n with r.!latively
low sensitivity the necessary amplifier gain will be less thAn
that required in ordinary systems. This should nnt bc interpreted
as sAying that sensitivity is not im~ortAnt, because it is. The
more output obtained, the lower the Pain that must be suprlied
Vy the amplifier, ani the 7reater the margin over electrical
picku; noise in the system. The true imterpretation is thAt
microyhone tyres or sizes which could not be considerel in
Yroidcast ricur, for examile, may be applicat'le to the helmet
situation if they have compensating advantages. 'xamrles of
these advantaees are size ind weight reluction, resin;tnce to
ru•gel eoilronmental conditions, ease of manufacture, constiincy
cýf outrut with altitude chanre, and noist. r•,ýuction Tonsi111ities.

.-imiilmr ccnsilerations aptly to frequerncy restonse.
In the mask microfhone a fallinp charicteristic 4t low frequencies
is desirable, because of the Trrssure vuil01ur inside a henmet
or mask which occurs in this frequency Panve (Ref. 5). If such
a characteristic is not inhernrt in the stri;cture, t will have
to Y: aided to the electrical circuit.
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Frequency response outside the intelligence-bearing
range is actually undesirable, for It only brings in adled
noise. This is a distinct Jifference from the criteria for
sound system microphones used with music or sreech in quiet,
where naturalness is of much greater imrortance. Thus, intuitive
ideas on microphones based uron much Fast experience have to be
adjusted to these new criteria, which are akin to hearinv aid
criteria.

A requirement reculiar to aircraft systems is the
desirability of maintaininp constant resronse characteristics
at all altitudes. This !s one of the most serious pro1-lems of
iesi',n, because microyhone structures inherently contain acoustic
n.-t,iorks And usually emtloy alditional acoustic networks for
resronse control. The characteristics of such networks vary
with air density. FAr from being an acalenic question, the
sjt~cifictlon of operatin' altitudes ani tolerable variations In
rt:'Ionse ovcr the necessary altitude rang'e is one of the crucial
dcisions in transducer desipn.

3.2.14 LL.CTRIAL CC.NoI DEt I0N.N

Low imledance microrhones can emloy long cables without
.ny effect uPon their sensitivity or characteristics (lone ca-les
do invite pickur troubles, however). Hif'h imyelance instruments
rriy •, severely limited as to cable lenpth. If the cable calaci-
tance apyroaches or exceeds that of the microphone, the sensitivity
will bc reduced by the voltage-dividin- action of the microphone
and cAb)le caipacitances, ý,ut the frequency resronse will not Ie
afficted. iliph imleiance circtits require cAreful shieldln!-
Against electrostatic piceut. They are suscejtihle to effP.cts
ciusei by noisture-inluced leuktae re.'istance. The hi'h Imreiance
inrtrumflnts giveŽ a hiph voltage outTut to a hiph-inrut-imreJance
am-lifier, obviatini, the trinrformrnr requirel for eqi:!v•]ent
voltage from a low imledAnce instrument. The relhtive character-
istics are well brought out in the tables below.

A lower limit to !icroihon, sensitivily is alvays set
by inh-rent electrical nolsc,, e*ven in the comrlete a's..nce of any
int,,rf,.Irence rickur. For self-veneratin7 tyrrs this nois, arises
in the re.-istance of the Ticrophone. For the variable resistance
tylt (e.g. carbon or rermanium) additional noiF(- Ir -crieratei by
the passage of the rcquired rolarizing current.

Vacuum tubes also lavo an inherent noise $floor' in
the gril- circuit which is in the range of that generatei by a
resistance cf IC&O to 10,000 ohms. -ith low imTýdAnce micro-
ihones whose resistince is transformed to about 100,000 ohms
facinp the grid, the tube noise contribution is neig-lible.
*Aut with the capacitive tyres, the tubc. noisu ind Prid resistor
nots• stt the limit, Current simple transistor amnlifiers have
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input resistances in the range of 1000 to 10,000 ohms. They
are frequently couPled by a matching transformer, so that they
load the microphone, reducing the signal-to-noise ratio. Trans-
istors also have a certain amount of noise in addition to the
pure resistance noise. The combination of these Pffects yields
a somewhat lower inherent signal-to-noise ratio for the transistors.

In the helmet microphone this tnherent noise is of
negligible importance with any probable design, because the
inherent signal-to-noise ratios for both vacuum tubo and transistor
amplifiers are so much greatir than those obtainable because of
ambient noiso in the !,eimet that inherent amplifier noisý Is un-
likely to be a rroblem.

3.2.5 NOISt. REDUCTION

The imfortance of noise reluction at the microrhone
has been pointed out. This Is partially accomf]ished by the
shielding of the helmet and 1lacement of the microphone close to
the lips. An adlitional expedient is the us.- of the noise-
cancelling type of instrument. This type Admits sound to both
sides of the }iarhragm, and, r~rticulariy at low frequencies,
yields a low noise output becaust. the noise can build up little
Iressure Jiff.ence across the diakhragm. When such a unit is
iited very c to the lips, sBeech sounds do not reach both
sides of the Iiaahragm equally well, and hi;her outiut results.
3.3 SPEWCH RECEPTION

3.3.1 INTRODUCTION
Transducers for reyrolucirp sound hay:- ten vuilt, or

proposed, using a wii- range of rrincirles just as in the cise
of micro~hones. For these transducers, as for nicrophones, the
nAture of the helm.?t intercommunication Troblem imjoses so-e
requirements differing from those usually aprlied. The resuirp-
mhnts for frequency range limitel to the voice hand but chincing
as little -s possible with altitude, rers-tanc- to difficult
environrental conditions, minimum size and ,ei,-ht all aprly.
It has Ieen found thAt weiral-ility rroble.s are evcn ror:: difficult
than for microphones.

At ti.is rorroducing eni of the systv-, efficiency Is
norot irnortant thin at the microphone enl, wh,-re A sin,7le small
vacuum tub, or transistor can add 30 db or more of ampification.
Here the tubcs or transistors are supplyinp rower, and every 3 db
increase in requirei amplifier output necessitates doullin" the
number of power tubes or resistors, or Poing to lar~er units with
double rower caracity. This is not the only limitation. .ven if
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amplifier power can be conveniently raised, the transducer
structure may not be able to accept the increase without
overheating or objectionablo distortion. Therefore, the
transducer should convert as much of the electrical power
available as possible iato acoustic power or souni pressure,
subject to the many other reauirements on its structure or
performance.

Assuming air conduction, the only thing that counts
is rroducinr rounl pressure variations on the car drum at the
`,ottom of the ear cinal, because the drum is a pressure-sensing
pickur. Outsile of the cinal, any sound is wastel which does
not reach essentially the cantl opening anl create sound pressures
in it.

On the other hanl, th.-- entrance to the can.al does not
stAy fixei, for the man must move about. The sourco Tust 0o
dlong with the cars, or a sound field of sufficient strc,.nth
must hc Troviled at all ilaces where the ears will t. Thus,,
Tossible solutions to the yroblem run from a tiny insert earihone
to loudspeakers filling the cockpit with sound. The character-
iVtics of the various methods are discussed in the following
sections.

3.3.2 EARPHONES

3.3.2.1 SENSITIVITY

An earrhone does not raliate sound as a louIsreaker
does, It works into a closed cavity terminated by he eardrum
and its joh is to create Tressure chanpes in this cavity. A
smrall unit unde.r these conJltions can work effective ly at low
frequencies vhert it would e comrletely ixeffectiv,-ý as an oren-
air loudspeaker. In essence, it is fushin•, against a sprinr and
not su rlyin! much owec,,

An earphone is essentially a piston moving in and out
of one ,all of a closed cavity. If the cavity is s.mall, a Fiven
Totion of the piston (egryhone dialhragm) will cause greater
prcssure chang.s than ir, a large cavity. A small insert phone
fitted into the ?ar canal can cause a hiph sound level with
relatively low irive power tecause the enclosed volume of air
to tbe comrresseJ is 2 cc or less. A regulAr-sizel earphone with
a small cap pressed against the ear encloses a volume of about
6 cc *ni also produces relatively hiph souni levels for the rower
iniut. Unfortunately, such an arrangement has very poor wearability
ch.arct-ýristics. For short reriods, as in telephony, it is satis-
factory; but for long I,-riods it is not. iaIdel ear caps aid
weira.ility but increase volume, while circumaural desimns which
completely enclose the iinna ari c'ontact cnly the heAd devwlop
Civities of 30 to 70 cc ani _-i - losses In souni lvc'l of 10 to
15 d!) for moving coil earphones. is is the Trice Taid for
wearab ility.
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The problem Is not that simple, howver. In a noise
environment the speech intelligibility depends upon the ratio
of signal-to-noise, not upon either alone, It is just as
effective to reduce the noise 10 db as to increase the signal
10 db. Unless there Is a tight seal between the earphone and
the ear or head, the leakage reauces the sound level generated
by the phone, particularly at low frequencies. Also, the lealage
allows noise to enter from outside. Small flat earcaps do not
give a good seal, and therefore do not exclude noise well. Some
of the larger-volume cushions, and particularly the latest designs
of flu.d-seal, hard-shell circumaural cushions, have high noise
exclus.on. In this type of earphone the greater volume increases
the noise redietion even though it dscreases the speech levels.
Consequently, the disadvantage of the lower signal level is
partially or even completely offset by the lower noise level.
At the same time, wearability is increased.

The insert Thone system not only gives small volume,
but good noise exclusion. It Is therefore acoustically very
effective. ,earability is the chief factor which will determine
its practicability.

3.3.2.2 IESPONSE
The structure of an earphone Is such that It would have

resonances and irregular frequency response unless measures to
simcoth its characteristics were employed. This is done by build-
ing into the structure acoustic cavities, ducts, openings and
damping screens which control the mechanical properties by motion
and friction in the air. But the proper action of these devices
depends upon the air density, so that at high altitudes the
characteristics change. In adlition, the sound radiated is
reduced at high altitude.

To correct this effect the acoustic networks in the
earphones of the AN/AIC-10 system are over-corrected at sea
level pressure. The diaphragm works against a cavity so small,
and therefore stiff, that the motion is reu1,d considerahly.
As the density decreases, this loading effect decreases, per-
mitting the diaphragm to move farther and to generate approxi-
mately the same levels at altitude as at sea level. This choice
of construction is based uron the rremise that the system must
have sufficient sound level to work at altitude, and that it
is an actual advantage to holl down the earphone efficiency at
lower altitudes, thus to maintain constant performince without
circuit gain adjustment. 'his emphasizes the necessity of
examining earphone response at the hiphest altitude where full
performance must be Trovided, as well as at grouni level. As
in the case of microphones, the most ideal design for ordinary
uso ma,.' not even be usable for the intercommunication system.

These statements are basei uron results with the
tyyes of earphones that have been usel in the past, and do not
aprly entirely to the electrostatic earphone. The lattler tyre
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has been given special study for this report and Appendix
details the results, both for earphones and loudspeakers.

LECTRICAL DRIVE
3.3.2.1 ELECTRICAL DRIVE

Both vacuum tube and transistor amplifiers have
resistive output impedance. There is no difficulty in driving
an electro-dynamic earphone from such an aurlifier, since those
priones have essentially resistive impelance and the current
remains essentially constant at all frequencies. This also
apflies nearly enough to the electro-magnetic types which are
only mildly reactive.

The capacitive transducers cannot be driven by a
resistive generator over a wide frequency range in a manner
that truly exploits tt. .r efficiency. The resistance component
of impedance of these units is usually very small ant if they
are tuned the effiL-ency is hiph. For wide-band oreration the
generator imredance must be selectel arbitrarily to equal the
absolute transducer impedance at some frequency in the band
and the reactance determines the voltage which will be aprlied
to the unit at other frequencies. Thus it is necessary to
choose a Iriving resistance which gives the best characteristic
for the job in hand. The rower availahle concept makes it rossible
to state the resronses of all types of earrhones on a comrarable
basis.

3.3,3 LCUJ...[ ,A1'e.RB

3,3,3-1 RADIATION AND DIlUXC'IVITY

A loudspeaker differs from an earphone in that it
radiates souni energy into space. To io th!: effectively, it
must have an "outlet" size comnrable to the wave lenpth cf the
sound, i.e. greAter than 1/,4 wave length. For direct radiators
this means the actual size of the diaphragm; in horn louisreakers
it means the size of the horn mouth, where the liaphragm can be
small if the horn is long enough. ?ecause the sleech frequency
range covers a band In which the lowest frequency is about 1/20th
of the highest, the outlet size will be several times the highest
frequency wavy length. This introluces the effect called the
iirectivity of the loulspeaker; the directivity increases as
frequency increases. For communication rurroses it would be
desirable to project souni only to useful areas without wastine
it elsevhere. fractical louisreakers are not this directive.
(%t the low frequency end of the range they are essentially non-
lirective ani listribute sound effectively in all tirections.
It is not always arpreciated that tthis aprlies to horns as well
as to lirect radiators o h=e sa sige. (Ref. 6). As frequency
increases And the dimensions of the loudspeaker become larger
compared to souni wave length, the sound is riliatei into a
n~rrower angular zone, and A confinci team results.
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Many refinements in deoiion of horns and direct
radiators are use4 to control this effect - usually to widen
an otherwise too narrow bean at high frequencies. As noted
above, a horn cannot concentrate sound at frequencies where
the wave length is relatively long, but at higher frequencies
,where a lirect radiator has a narrow beam, a properly designed
horn distributes the sount with a moderate beam width which
remains relatively constant with frequency. The effects of
iirectivity on speech reyrertion are illustrated by data in

Baldwin report (Ref. 7)describing tests on the AN/AIC-lO
direct radiator loudspeaker. O:lservers seated off-axis obtained
significantly roorer articulation scores in high noise.

3.3.3.2 EFFICIENCY
Hlh efficiency In a loudspeaker is of even greater

importance for this application than for earphones, because
higher powers are involve4. In any loudspeaker the portion of
Inrut energy which is radiatel as sound is the only Tortion which
is useful except very close to the unit. Power can only be
supjliel to a resistance. 1he sound radiation is representel
on the electrical side of the transducer as a part of the total
resistance - the rest constituting losses which merely serve
to heat the transiucer. The impedance of a rerfect louispeaker
would be a lure resistance, all of it representing raii tion.
Some rhysical trinsducers of the electro-dynamic or electro-
ma'netic type alproach this over a reasona'ly wide frecuuncy
range, but even they have maximum efficiencies of only 25 to
40%. As in the case of earphones these types are easy to drive
from resistive amllifiers. Capacitive types have low losses,
but cannot be Iriven to take full advantage of their inherent
efficiency, Althoughthe power available must be made large,
the transducer Aill not accept much of It. It loes an efficient
job of transducing from electrical to acoustic form what It does
accept.

It should be rointel out that exactly the samne funda-
mental situation holds for mawnetic devices where the reactance
is inductive rather than cipacitive. In generil, however,
magnetic transducers have a relatively high ratio of resistance
to reactance ani the impelance does not change a large amount
over the audio frequency band. This means that they do accept
the rower, but heat themselves up with most of it rather than
producinR sound from It.

No matter how light the motor elements of most loud-
speakers are made, they are massive comparel to the air into
which they are supposed to radiate sound. They can usually
generate considerable force, but a limited amlltude of motion.
They are therefore coupled to diaphragms so that a small element
in the motor will move a much large volume of air and will thus
te loaded by a force more nearly comparable to that which It
cin Fenerate. The diaphras'm may ra~liate directly, in which case
it is u•,ie relatively large. An acoustically more efficient
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method is to couple the diaphragm to a horn; then it is made
of medium size, and the Itrappedl air in the horn transforms
the radiatel sound pressure at the mouth to a much higher pressure
at the throat against which the diaphragm can rush.

Contrasted to the compact motor-diaphragm construction
is the electrostatic loudsleaker now coming into commireal use.
In this case the motor and diaphragm elements are identical. A
membrane is acted uron electrically and in turn raliates the sound
into the air. It is so thin in relation to its length and breadth
that its mass is almost negligible compared to that of the air
it drives. It therefore has very high inherent efficiency, which
partially makes up for its high capacitive inmedance. For high
output it must have high electric field strength both for bias
and signal, and the ultimate limitation is the dielectric strenrth
of the insulating material on the stationary electrode. This
requires high voltages, but they are supplied from extremely high
imledance and are not hazardous. The characteristic! of this clAss
of transducer has alpeared so interesting that a srecial study 1,as
made, rejortei in ttppendix 3.°4 . jee also Ref. 8.

The loudspeaker size is determined by the frequency range
ovwr which high efficiency is required. It was pointel out that
to raliate sound effectively the tiathragm or horn mouth must have
iimensions comparable to the wavelength. Consequently, the lover
limit of the necessary frequency ranf•d will tictate the minimum
size of the loudspeaker.

,in imlortant aspect of the loudspeaker technique is that
the best of present instruments have efficiencies of 2 5 to 1+O00 over
a considerable range. This is only 6 to 4 db below a perfect
loudsreaker. The effectiv,'ness of loudspeaker communication,
therefore, must be determined primarily vith units now attalnahle,
tecause large increases in efficiency are not rossitle. There is,
however, rlenty of room for 'evwlorment of small, compact units
equalling the present beet in efficiency.

3.3.3.3 UjE OE LQtJ i

Loudspeakers might bc used in this aircraft intercommuni-
cation problem for two distinct purros,ýs. One would be as a substitute
for earphones for pilots in a fixed location, to eliminate the neces-
sity of wearing any tight-fitting ear covering. The other would be
the more usual situation where the loudspeaker is used to provide
speech over an appreciable area to several persons, or to allow
mohility to one Terson, Both of these systems fall in the class
of brute force methods since the loudsreaker sound competes
Alirectly with the full interfer'ng noise. The system must create
speech sound levels sufficiently greater than the noise levels so
that tne sleech can be understood. If noise protection pear Is
provided, it attenuates speech and noise alike. Consequently,
this tyre of operation trades mobility of the personnel and
freedom from the necessity of wearing any hearinp apyaratus and
connecting corls, for the greater bulk and weight of equiTment
which is mounted on the frame of the aircraft.
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*.- COVERINO AN EXTENDED AREA

If the listener were out-of-doors, the on-axis response
(or the actual response at his angle) would be the only considera-
tion determining speech recognition. Sound raliated in other
iirections would have no effect. The loudspeaker characteristics
published by manufacturers are almost always measured under
conlitions simulating out-of-doors listening. The sound received
in this way is known as direct sound, since It travels directly
from loudspeaker to listeryr. It would not matter to an on-axis
listener if the loudspeaker were directive. but if the character-
istic were adjusted to give the best speech intellitibility in
noise for on-axis listening with minimum power Input, then a
lister~r tiff-axis would receive about the same low-freauency
leve'> out reduced hiph frequency level with consequent reduced
I nt-- iliibility.

In the aircraft the loudspeaker will be enclosedA by a
chamber which has walls that will absorb some sound, but will
reflect a large portion of the energy. Unler these conditions
the effects of directivity are partly overcome. The sound bounces
arounJ in the space and the sound level in the cabin will build
up to such a value that the sound energy absorbed by the surround-
ings just equals that emitted by the loudspeaker. Close to the
loudspeaker the direct sound predominates, and a listener there
will receive about the same sound as the listener out-of-doors.
"Lt a distance from the loudsreaker the sound consists mostly of
the bouncing or reverberant energy, as it is called. This sound
level is approximately the same throughout the space.

The reverberant level, consisting of the reflections
from all directions, measures the total tower raliated by the
loudspeaker, moiified by the absorrtion of the surroundings.
The loudspeaker radiates relatively the same energy in all
directions at low frequencies, but confines the energy to a
narrower beam at high frequencies. Out-of-loors the widesTread
energy was lost; in the cabin it is collected. Therefore, the
speech characteristi of the ruverberant sound will differ from
that of the closeup sound. The low frequencies will be accentuated,
both because of the collection of more souni from the loudspeaker
ani because, in general, high frequency energy is more rtadily
absorbed than low frequency energy by aircraft cabin surroundings.

It can be seen that enclosing the loudspeaker in a cabin
makes use of its total energy output, much of whict woull te
-wasted out-of-doors. It might seem then, that the cabin should
be made as sound-reflective as possible to builJ up a high re-
yroluced speech level. But this is not true, for two reasons.
If the cabin is reflective, the level of ambient noise will build
ur as well as the 3peech level; nothing is gained in ratio, and
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the absolute levels are higher. 3econdly, the energy which
builds up in the enclosure continues to bounce around after
the speech syllable causing it has ceased, gradually decaying
in level until it has been completely absorbed. If this
process takes too long, old sounds interfere with perception
of new sounds, and the gain in higher level is more than offset
by the loss due to Interference. It is probably true that any
amount of sound absorption which will be tolerated in military
aircraft from a weight standpoint will be an advantage to communi-
cation.

Certain conclusions can be drawn from this discussion.
For this case of extended coverage, the loudspeaker should
distribute sound at all frequencies over a wide angle and
shouli maintain good total sound output efficiency to as high
frequencies as possible. If it is necessary to tailor the
response to a noise characteristic, this shoull be done for
the reverberant field. Those listeners close to the loudspeaker
may then not receive the optimum relative signal characteristic,
but since they will be closer they will receive higher speech
levels and will actually have better speech perception than
those farther away. To obtain these effects in practice will
require ingenious combinations of units; they will not be
attained by a routine apprrach.

3.3.3.5 COM.RAGE FOR JINGLU INjIVIDUAL

If the loudspeaker is usel for a single pilot in a
fixed location, it has to cover only those locations where he
can put his head. The goal here would be to confine the sound
to this particular space volume. This would be facilitatel by a
large directive raiiator which would in effect always place him
in the direct sounA fir ld. An alternate solution wouli be a
system emrloying a group of small radiators spaced around the
volume, or some form of "stripm radiator along the main path of
movement. The effort here is to concentrate the sound in the
necessary space and distribute as little as possible anywhere
else. Irobarly maximum attainable directivity will be desired.

3.3.3.6 LOUOPItAKLR IN 11=49-T

An intermediate system is that In which a loudspeaker
is used to reproluce the speech inside a helmet. Here the sound
is confined to a small space which moves with the man and hence
the system is more efficient. t loudspeaker operating into a
closed helmet is in a position intermediate between the earphone
and the normal loudspeaker. The unit will be working under
unusual acoustical conditions, but its function will remain to
produce the proper sound pressures at the ear in the particular
helmet. At low frequencies it essentially creates only pressure
changes because the wave length is long compared to the free
dimensions of the helmet. .*t high frequencies it works more as
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a normal loudspeaker, especially If acoustli absorption Is
used inside the helmet. While the volwme is much greater
than that under an earcap, It is still relatively small and a
loudspeaker will build up in it a much higher sound pressure
than it can produce in space or even In an enclosed cockuli.
In this case too, the e-bient noise is reauced by the helmat
so that the loudspeaker does not have to produce as great
actual speech levels to override the noise as an external
loudspeaker must produce outside the helmet. These two gains
result in the greatly increased efficiency of this system over
the external loulspeaker (Ref. 9),

The helmet volume is larger than earphone cushion
volume and the earphone cushions give alditional noise shield.
Ing. ft can probably be predicted that this tyre of a driver
will outweigh headphone units; but the possibility exists that
it will be worth it because of a more favorable mounting posi-
tion and increased wearability time.

3.3*3,7 ACOU3TIC FL)BACK OR SINGING

The loudspeaker systems are susceptible to acoustic
fee.back or singing if sound from a loudspeaker has a chance
to enter a microphone connected to the same system. If the
sound from the louitspeaker becomes greater than the speech level
actually "recognized" by the microphone, the system will sing.
k noise-cancelline microphone treats the loudspeaker snuni as
noise and gives the same reduction in singing susceptibility as
it does to noise pickup. This is offset partially, at least,
by the fact that the loudspeaker sound must be greater than the
noise al l to be intelligible. Jinping will have to
he carefully considered in relation to loudspeaker systems and
the side-.tone level.

In this regard, it should be noted that the earrhone
systems, too, have the possibility of singing if sufficient
side tone is furnished. In them, however, the attenuation of
the ear cushion is in the singing rath when the rhones dre on
the ears; and if they are retracted the sensitivity falls because
of the large volume of the helmet. It is not uncommon, however,
for a hearing aid to sing when worn by a very deaf person who
needs high amrlification.
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Appendix
3. 4 The Electrostatic Transducer for Use in Cockpit Communications

3. 4. 1 Introduction
Because electrostatic transducers have only recently become

practical to design and produce commercially, their properties are
relatively unfamiliar to engineers. This appendix will set out
briefly the considerations and ,ssemptions under which the figure
in Chart 1 were calculated and will .all attention to ways in which
the behavior of the electrostatic units (ESU) diffes strikingly from
that of conventional transducers.

The form of the discussion will be as follows: first, expressions
will be given for the sound generated by a transducer in terms of its
geometry and the diaphragm velocity; then the velocity will be given
in terms of the electrical, mechanical and acoustical characteristics
of the transducer. By combining these equations with other appropriate
relations, all of the relevant data can be obtained, and further inter-
esting information deduced.

3.4 .2 The Generated Pressure
It has been assumed Ln the case of the loudspeakers that they

were plane surfaces radiating from an infinite btffle into a free field.
For this condition, the axial pressure is given £U(for frequenc,as above
a limit to be discussed in paragraph 3. 4. 17) by:

ILrr(N/419 (t

where 14 is the density of the med4 ,.mn

Sis the frequency (c/o)

5 is the effective membrane area (M 2 )

V is the average membrane velocity (rn/@)

r is the distance between the loudspeaker and the
point where pL% is measured (m)

All entries in the loudspeaker chart were calculated for this
condition. For the use of the ear inserts and the elements housed
with helmets, it was assumed that the volume is sufficiently small
that, to a useful approximation, no radiation occurse in the
frequency range of nterest. Under these circumstances, the
signal pressure ini

V (N/Mi) (2)

*e. e. the wavelength N is large compared to oa typical dimension, and
pressure changes are communicated instantly throughout the volume.
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where p, v. s and f have the same significance as before, and Ca
is the effective acoustic complianceC of the cavity into which the
transducer communicates.

3. 4.3 Dependence on Membrane Velocity Only
In comparing the output of an ESU with that from other types

of transducers, all of the variable of eqs. (1) and (2) were consid-
ered fixed except v, the average velocity of the diaphragm or
membrane. In each case, this velocity was assumed to depend
upon some (constant) driving force (either magnetic or electrostatic)
and upon the impedance associated with the diaphragm. The larger
the impedance, the smaller the velocity of the membrane, and hence
the smaller the pressure radiated from it. When wei have calculated
the membrane velocity, this can be put into eqs. (1) and (2) to find
the pressure. Numerical values for ESU voltage@ and dimensions
are, of course, subject to a wide range of design choices, but for
these calculations, values were chosen which are typical of units
now in production.

3. 4.4 The Membrane Velocity
The discussion of this report is concerned solely with the

ESU in "balanced - push - pull" operation because of its overwhelming
advantages over the single-ended type. The push - pull ESU comprises
two mobile conducting membranes, symmetrically supported between
two fixed, acoustically transparent electrodes. A DC bias voltage
is applied between the membrane (pof itlve) and both stationary
electrodes (negative) through a very high resistance, thus establish-
ing a constant chaLgeeq on the membrane. The signal voltage is
applied to the two stationary electrodes to create a field between
them which varies with the signal, both in magnitude and polarity,
and in which the charge on the membrane is forced to move. A
schematic diagram appears in Figure 1. **

The electro-mechano-acoustical equations for such a system
are:

ik " -ZrV = T.'• Zv (3a)

em "-.L Tv (3b)

where e is the signal voltage (volts)
i is the signal current (amperesI
v is 'he average membrane velocity (m/s)

Ze is the electrical impedance of the transducer (electrical ohrms)
Zr represents the radiation impedance (mechanical ohms)
Zm is the mechanical impedance of the transducer (mech. ohms)
T is the electromechanical transduction coefficient

0 C-i L (t'%?where JVo is the cavity volume (M 3 ).p isa* above and
c is the velocity of sound (m/s).
*0 We will discuss operation at the fundamental frequency only. An
extensive discussion of harmonic distortion in such a system is given
in Hunt's Electroacoustics, Wiley. (1954). pp 208-211.
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The solution of ego (3) for the symmetrical (and quite practical)
case n which d& dW ucd , a Ca- c. , CI•C - M and

Re, Rb- L -m Lt L.o 0
sothat Ze z is:

where
C. is the bias voltage (volts);
£-.is the dialectric constant of the medium between

the electrodes (farads/m);
d is the separation between the membrane and

either stationary electrode (M),

1+ is the mechanical impedance of the
jW

membrane whose mass (K.). resistance (N-s) and
m

compliarce (m/N) are 1m, rm and cm

Eflch. ohms a £

4X j x) is the specific acoustic radiation
impedance for radiation to BOTH sides cd the
membrane (N--);

m

Xv K. (W)A(4
KfIavv/x W/C (w

b is the length of side of square radiator 1m)

J, and K1 are Bessel functions of the first order;

.N6 is the entire denominator of equation (4) above
3S/

This equation is in the form of 7F/S a force (per unit area)

divided by an impedance (per unit area), as was suggested above
in 3. 10. 3.

*The argument of the Bessel functions is ordinarily given as IKA (where
a is the radius of a circular element); for the present case of square
radiators, we calculate for equivalent area: bm T. C so that
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3.6. 5 The ufective bapedeae. Zm
Computations were made for three aims of square UUs:

MidelAto 4z4 i; 5is 6x6in. andCtSx8 6in. Allare
about 1/2 in. thick and have outside dimensions. I in. greater
in each case. They weigh 3 - 4 on. apiece. If we assume a
construction, typical of laboratory and production models, in
which the membrane is made of 1/2 mil SARAN (specific gravity 1.6)
the various components of the impedance may be reckoned for the
three sides of FSU at 1000 c/o as follows:

IL 
Iai tS) 4 + '0 69 4. 3 6 / (5)Cb 0.47, 4 0%o

The relative magnitudes of the terms comprising this
impedance are such that Zm1 & Zr over most of the relevant
frequency range (250 - 7000 c/s). Thus, the velocity of the membrane
is determined, not by its own properties, but by its acoustic load.
Here arises the first major difference between the ESU and conven-
tional transducers: the impedance of the latter (and hence the
diaphragm velocity) is governed, except at the resonant frequency,
almost wholly by its own mechanical properties, whereas the ESU
is controlled almost entirely by the acoustic loading upon it. The
implications of this difference will be made clear later.

3. 4 .6 Maximum Usable Voltages
It is clear from equ. (4) that for maximum membrane velocity.

both the signal and bias voltages should be as large as possible. A
pract',al limit exists, however, on the electric field strength, to
avoid electrical breakdown of the air gap plus the uasual insulation
provisions. This has been found to be about 100 volts/mil
(x 3.94 x 106 volts/m) for the bias voltage and for the peak signal
voltage; this corresponds to 70 v rms/mil(- 2.75 x 106 volts/m)
for the rms signal voltage. These figures will be ,used for the
present calculations. The value of electrode spacing has been
chosen as d : 0.017 in. since this, too, is ty?ical of production
units. Thus. the maximum bias voltage. ap.)lied from membrane
to electrode across a distance d. is 1700 volts, dc. The signal
voltage on the other hand is applied from electrode to electrode
across a distance 2d and may. therefore, have a peak value of
3400 volts or an rrns value of 2404 volts.

Notice that the bias and signal voltages enter equ (4) in the
form of field strengths (-o/d and e/Zd). Thus, although it is
possible to use voltages as high as those just mentioned, it is by
no means necessary to do so to achieve "ae sanme output. If the
choice of low frequency limit for the ESU is such that the required
sound level can be produced with smaller membrane excursion.
then the spacing d can be reduced and the voltages reduced proper.
tionately. This does not decrease the acoustical output (since the
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field strength and hence the membrane velocity is anchanSed), but
the membrane may tend now to strike the stationary electrodes in
executing the large amplitudes associated with low frequencies.
Of course, it is very seldom that a sound output corresponding to
maximum signal and bias voltages is required. This is a matter
for design compromise which will be discussed later, in 3. 4 . 22.

3. 4 . 7 Range of Stable Operation
It is often stated and widely believed that capacitance transducers

are inherently non-linear. Condenser microphones are indeed satis.
factory only because the diaphragm excursions are small enough to
render the distortion products tolerably low. Electrostatic loud-
speakers are generally described as having acceptably low distortion
( 5%) only if the signal voltage is lee,, than 15% of the bias voltage
AIND if the membrane excursion never exceeds 5% of the membrane-
to -electrode spacing. If this were so, there would be no hope of
realizing usable sound output with the ESU, at least not in any
competitive sense.

But these restrictions apply only to the single-ended type.
When advantage is taken of push - pull, constant charge operation,
the situation is entirely different. In this case, the bias voltage
acts through a very high resistor* to establish on the membrane a
constant charge which may be as high as desired, provided the
insulation doesn't break down. Then the signal voltage, applied to
the two stationary electrodes, establishes a varying field between
them, which is uniform throughout the space in which the membrane
moves and whose strength is limited again only by the breakdown
criterion. There is no reason why the signal voltage may not be
several times the bias voltage, since the situation is simply a case
of a constant charge moving in a uniform field: either charge or
field may be of any desired magnitude. Moreover, those criteria
no longer apply which determine for the single-ended ESU the
maximum deflection beyond which the membrane collapses onto the
stationary electrode (from the attraction of the bias voltage); they
are irrelevant here, since if the time constant of the bias voltage
circuit is long enough, the electrical forces which would act to cause
the collapse do not come into play until the membrane has returned
safely out of the danger region. In principle, the membrane excur-
sion may be from electrode to electrode without eit hter danger of
permanent collapse or excessive distortion. In practice, of course,
it is wise to provide a small margin of clearance to allow for
symmetry in production.

3. 4 . 8 Maximum Membrane Velocities and Amplitudes
With these design choices made and the values of

Zml/S as given in equ. (5) for 1000 c/s i
(A 380 j618 a 7z6,de. 5o (5)

Zml/S - B: 692+J 622 a 930 AjO
isC: 887*j 480 = 1010/28.4o

*This resistor is high enough in practice (20-50 megohms) to eliminate
any shock hazard from the high bias voltage.
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The membrane velocities can be found in each case from
*qu. (4):

V~ ~ ~~ I.\sa10)I94 & I'{1 i° t
A.0.26'5

oa ' .20(6)

C .0.109

N-te that the force per unit area and the mechanical impedance are
the same in all three cases; the membrane velocity for the
larger units is less because the acoustical loading (i. e. radia-
tion impettance) is greater.

These are the maximum permissible rms velocities
without risk of insulation breakdown. The corresponding peak
amplitudes are given by I a t2 *.r +or 100

X06•. 5: 0.00170a

0c: o.0 o01" (7)

Evidently the choice of 0.017 in. for the air gap was extremely
generous, provided that no lower frequency than 1000 c/o is
required 1

3. 4 .9 The Maximum Pressure at 30 in.
Now that the maximum membrane velocities are known, the

maximum axial sound pressure at 30 in. and 1000 c/s can be
found from equ. (1):

(o.7,,)4;. S., VM (Iz. 00
(A 4.2Z8 42.8 2B. 7. (N/mZ) £76 (dyne/cm2 )(a

A -106. 8 db )
$3 111.6 db re 0. 0002 dyne/cm2  (8b)

C:116.0 db

This pressure appears on both sides of the baffle.

Recall that the bias voltage for those pressures is 1700 v DC
and the signal voltage 2404 v rms.
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3.4. 10 Available Power for the ESU
The concept of available power is most clear-cut when

both the generator and the load have purely resistive impedance:

__
The power in the load is PL, " JZR. " ( L

Re. RL

Maximum potver will be availabl- when RL Rg and this will be
Pmax E _E

4 RL

But when the load is purely reactive, the generator imped-
ance remaining resistive, a certain amount of interpretation is
required in defining the equivalent of maximum available power.

In any practical case, the available power from an amplifier
is limited by the internal energy dissipation in the output stage. *
Thus, it seems reasonable to define available power for the ESU
as that power which would be delivered to a matched resistive
load when the internal power dissipation in the source is the same
as it would be when driving an ESU. Therefore, "matching" for
the ESU occurs when the same current is drawn from the source.
and this happens when Xc" r" fT

Values in each case are as follows:

ZE%. Fk3 ,Ec T.I I •

RIESISTIVE.
LOAD E -

YU4 R3 40%1

Oku AC Ir1V s

*Similar statements hold for other types of source.

7
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Note that for the same power demand from the generator
(in terms of internal energy dissipation) the voltage supplied to
the WVU is 73% (4.5 db) greater than would be delivered to a
resistive load.

The figures of the chart have therefore been calculated as
follows: instead of computing the sound output when the same
voltage is applied to the ESU as to a conventional speaker, the
output was found when the internal power dissipation in the gen-
erator is the same, The "matching" relationship. )sftyl RS

is assumed in all uomputations, so that an amplifier which
supplies EL r / IZ to a matched resistive load will supply
EL 3 rEI,/2 to the ESU and work no harder, giving the ESU
a 4. 8 db advantage in signal voltage.

3. 4 . 11 The Axial Pressure at 30 in. for I VA Available Power
The electrical impedance for the ESU is approximately

that of a pure capacitance. If the capacitance bL.tween the
membrane and either electrode is Ca, then since two such
capacitances app,'ar in series between the two signal electrodes,
the impedance .i approximately:*

XCM 5: 0-vic- IsXI *C 10 00 C/6 (9)
j C : O . 5 , 7 X t e -m

The volt-amperes circulating in the ESU when maximum
v'tages are applied and when the pressures of equ. (8) are hereby
generated are:

A -. 54VAa5.8 adb)

VA= .Siw... -j w .65VA9.34b RI LV (10)
XC C 5.4 VA: 118db

Then for I va circulating in the ESU, the rms axial pressure at
30 in. would be:

P~t A, So0 IM ISt 1. 6 - 9."3 102.SJ 4b

9) t4IZda

(A I&SS.SnI0/0d

*This neglects that component of current reflected through the
transduction coefficient from the acoustical side of the circuit.
but the error is less than 5%.
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But for I watt dissipated in the generator - - which is the case
when I va is supplied to a conventional speaker - - - these values
would all be raised 73% or 4. 8 db, as discussed in 3. 10. 10. to
give the comparison ,gures used for the chart:

A.105.86db04 107. 1db (11)

) C: 109.0 db

3. 4 . 12 Peak Instantaneous Pressure at 30 in. for

Maximum Rated (Available) Power.
The maximum voltages of 3. 10. 6 have led to the

rms pressures of equ. (8b) with volt-amperes into the ESU
given by equ. (10). The peak pressures at 30 in. would be
3 db higher than the res pressures, while the power dissipated
in the generator would be 4.8 db lets than (i. e. 33% of) that
circulating in the ESU:

(A: 109, adb2Peak P a i B 114.6 db re 0.0002 dyne/cm (12)
e ax3inC 119.0 db

1. 27 watts)
Max. rated available power a 2.86 watts (13)

5.10 watts)
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3. 4 .13 Retmna Rating
The equation for the RETMA rating is

GSP"m (SP at So') 10 o ,,( .)- 30 4 (b.
WIMOR(14)

For this rating the figures of equ. (11) for the axial sound
pressure level at 30 in. corresponding to 1 va of available
power were corrected to 30 ft. distance (-1. 6 db). With
WAS a 1. the second term of equ. (14) disappears and the
RETMA ratings are:

CA* 105S. 8- 2 1. 6-30 a 54.2Z db~
Gap B 107.1 - 21.6 - 30 a 55.5 db (15)

IC. 109. 0 - 21.6 -30 57.4 db

If a method is ever found to cancel the static capacitance of the
ESU and improve the power factor. GSp will increase enormously.
The transduction process itself is more than 99% efficient.

3. 4 . 14 Absolute Efficiency
Because of the highly reactive nature of the ESU (its

nearly complete lack of internal electrical resistance means
that the real component of its Impedance comnes from the
radiation resistance) it would be grossly uAfair to conventional
speakers to set up a conversion efficiency comparison based
upon the ratio of "energy radiated" to "energy dissipated
internally. " In the ESU. as Hunt has remarked. "the sound
radiation does not need to share the signal energy delivered to
the transducer with magnetic-hysteresis losses, eddy-current
losses, nor with heat losses in a voice-coil conductor; and since
the condenser dialectic is chiefly air, the dielectic losses are
- - - significantly lower than for most piesoelectric materials;"
the intrinsic couversion efficiency of the ESU is greater than 99%.

However, a more fair comparison can be formulated in terms
of an Absolute Efficiency: a ratio of the "radiated energy" to the
"total energy dissipated, in both the signal source and the trans-
ducer, " assuming all units matched to their sources.

The most efficient horn unit listed in the chart is the Altec-
Lansing 288B, a 20-lb. unit with a 3 in. voice coil. It produces
119 db at 30 in. on the axis with I va input. The directivity
index is given as -13 db so the total radiated power may be found
as follows:

Avg. SPL z Axial SPL - D. .: 119 - 13 106db at 30 in..
or an average pressure of 4 N/rme'at a distance of r - 0. 76 in;
and this, in free space, is an average intensity

.." -. w ._..- 385rmw a

414
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The total radiated power is 4Tr2 , , (12. 56)(0.76)2(0.0385) 3

0.26 watts for I watt input at 1000 ca7s. When matched for
maximum available power, there w.'11 be 1 watt dissipated in
the source for every watt delivered to the transducer (which is
divided between internal losses in the speaker and radiated sound).
Thus, the absolute efficiency is 0. 28 . 14% . about

half the usually quoted figure which does not account for power
lost in the source,

For the "C model" ESU the same computation yields:

Axial SPL - D.I. " 109 - 6. 1 - 102.9 db at 30 in. for
I va available power.

This represents an average pressure of 2 N/m 2 (into two
hemispheres) and total radiated power of 0.14 watts for I vi-iail-
able power. The only dissipated power is the I watt lost in the
source, so the absolute efficiency is 0. 14 = 12. 3%. As remarked

before, if a way can be found to eliminate the purely reactive
component of current, the absolute efficiency will rise phenomenally
to nearly 100%

3. 4 . 15 Directivity Index
The D. I. is defined as the ratio of the total power actually

radiated by a source to that which would be radiated by a point
source generating the same pressure at the same point on the
axis. The D. I. is always & unity; if the speaker is mounted in an
infinite baffle and account is taken only of the energy radiated to
one side, the D. I. is always & 0. 5(& -3 db). The latter case is
what is generally computed.

It can be shown that the directivity indes (D. 1. of a radiator
is directly related to the real part of its acoustical radiation
impedances:

D.I. - R (16)SK•

where S, K and R are as defined in equ. (4).

Fcr the three ESUs the directivity indices calculated for a
frequency of I KC, are a

D.I. : 0.337 or -4.7 db (17)
LC,. 0. 246 or -6. db
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3. 4. 16-30 in. SPL Minus D. .
This quantity is found directly by applying equ. (17) to

*qu. (11):

A. 105.6 - 3.6 a 1.02.0 db
B. 107. 1 - 4. 7 a 102.4 db (18)
C. 109.0 - 6.1 a 102.9 db

3. 4 .17 Usable F'requency Range
equ. (5) the relative magnitudes of the various components

of ZmA/S were given for 1000 c/s. It was shown that at this
frequency the behavior is dominated by the acoustic impedance
term. Zr/S. This situation prevails for frequencies up to 7000 c/s,
at which point the mass reactance of the membrane assumes
control and the output begins to drop at the rate of 6 db/oct.
If the membrane is made of 1/4 mril. MYLAR (S. 0. a 1.38) instead
of the '/2 mil SARAN (S. G. - 1.6), this upper frequency limit
is raised from 7000 c/s to 16, 000 c/s.

At the low frequency end, the membrane velocity continues
to be controlled by the radiation impedance down to frequencies
for A, B and C respectively of 240, 190 and 170 c/s. But aithough
the Zr/S term governs the membrane m'otion, radiation does not
occur efficiently for frequencies for which

-Kb .zf b * a'v
rT- C

It ýs this criterion that was used to set the lower frequency limit
of useful operation for each of the ESUs:

%B: 316 c/s (19)
(A il) C: 238 c/s

3. 4 . 18 Radiation into Small Enclosures
So far. all calculations have assumed the use of loudspeakers

radiating into the cockpit area where their sound output competes
with a high ambient noise level and must therefore be quite
great. An obvious improvement %ould be to place the transducer
inside the pilot's helmet so as to take advantage of the transmission
loss of the helmet as it affects the ambient noise level; this would
also restrict the space into whicl, Ae speaker must radiate. A
further step in the same direction would be to insert the transducer
into the pilot's ear canal. The light weight and simplicity of con-
struction of the ESUs make them very attractive for both these
applications, so comparative figures for these conditions were
calculated.

3. 4 .19 Ear Inserts
The design for a typical ear insert device was based on an

average ear cavity Vo - 2 cm (s2 x I0- 6 m 3 ). a figure derived
from physical measurements. The walls of the cavity were
considered rigid, as a first approximation. The device was
assumed to have a membrane area S a 0.3 cmZ (a 0.3 x 10- m- )
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with electrode-to-membrane spacing d - 0.005 in. (.1. 27x104 be.)
The effective radius was r e 3. 1 x 10-3 M.

If the same limitations on field strength are applied, the
membrane velocity can be comp•ted as before from equ. (4).
where, for the relevant range of frequencies and ear cavity
volumes, Zm! is contributed almost entirely by the ear cavity
stiffness. Radiation to the back side of the diaphragm is either
into free space or a large cavity (such as the helmet). When the
velocity is known, the pressure in the cavity can be found from
equ. (?.), whieh becomes

(~)( N (20)

Surprisingly. the oressure in the ear cavity is independent
of the impedance of the cavity! This implies, for example, that
if the transducer is once calibrated for one size of ear, the same
calibration will be valid for ears of other sizes. Furthermore,
the pressure is not affected bi changes in the density of the medium.
and, for constant input voltage, the cavity pressure is independent
of frequency, although the current rises as the electrical impedance
(capacitive) decreases. These observations depend cn the assump-
tion that ZmI/S is contributed primarily by the stiffness of the
cavity. As the frequency increases, however, this impedance
decreases and there will be an upper frequency limit above which
the mass of the membrane takes over control: above this frequency
the pressure drops 6 db/oct. For a 1/2 mil Saran diaphragm and
the assumed cavity volume, the critical frequency is 1650 c/s;
if the membrane is made of 1/4 mil Mylar, the critical frequency
is raised to 2500 c/o.* The lower frequency limit is imposed by
the required membrane excursion .

Putting the maximu ,a possible field strengths of 3. 10. 6
into equ. (20) ( s.- soo v D.C.; .. I 700 v rr,%,s)

gives a value for ear cavity rms pressure of 191. 8 N/m 2

(1918 dyne/cm2 ) or 139.7 db re 0. 0002 dyne/cmZ with 10 ovo.
into the ESU. For I milli-voltampere input, the pressure would
be 129.7 db and for I mw available power, 129.7 4.8 a 134.5 db.

The question should be mentioned of whethe, or not te use
of such high voltages would be hazardous in the case of a transducer
to be worn in the ear, considering the danger of permeation with
salty perspiration, etc. Of course, they might, but it should be
noted that if the signal voltage were decreased 31 db to 20 v rms
and the bias voltage reduced 23 db to 35 v DC, the pressure would

*The critical frequency, of course, depends on the sine of the
ear cavity. A more refined estimate of the effective (rather
than the actual physical) volume has been m-de Trom impedance
measurements at the eardrum, and theye indicate an average
effective cavity volume of only 0.82 cm ; this minimum achiev-
able value would raise the critical frequency well above the range
that would be used in communications.
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still be a respectable 86 db at the ear drum. (The lower
frequency limit in this case would be below 10 c/s I) Moreover.
since the bias voltage could be (in fact, for the present theory
to apply. must be) applied through very large resistor, the haznard
from this scoie would be negligible even if the bias were increased
to 100 v, and the SPL to 95 db. The smaller excursions at these
lower levels permits reduction of spacing and hencela still further
reduction of voltages.

In any event, the techniques of casting plastic materials are
so sophisticated nowadays that a great deal of hazard may be
eliminated by skillful design of the transducer and strict production
control. The units would be intrinsically cheap enough that consid-
erable care here is still economical. The same considerations apply
to the signal source voltage. Even though it should be from a low
impedance source the DC resistance can be made very high.

3. 4 .20 Helmet Insert
This transducet ws envisaged as an adaptation of the square

model "Al ESU (4 - 4 in.) facing into the MA-I helmet and covered
on the back with a cavity I in. deep and lightly filled with Fiberglas.

The relevant volumes were taken as follows:

Volume of MA-I helmet 7740 cm 3

Volume of padding 2290 cm 3

Volume of average male head 3630 cm 3

Remaining open volume in helmet 1820 cm 3

Thus the ESU faces into a volume Vi - 1. 82 x 10" 3m 3 and is backed
by a volume V2 - I x 4x 4 in. - 2.61 x 10o-4m 3 . It is again assumed
that the cavities act as lumped parameters (in this case pure stiff-
ness) and that thus they present to the ESU an effective volume

Vo a VIV 2  2.3 x 10" 4m3 which governs the
VI+V 2

membrane velocitythrough the acoustic compliance

CA z V 1. 6 4x 10- 9 mS/N

at 1000 c/s, m'/S a S/JwCA :-J 103 N-s/m 3 , and the corresponding
maximum membrane velocity (from equ 4) is 0. 192 m/s; the maximum
peak displacement is 4. 3 x 10-S m. At 100 c/s the maximum peak
displacement is 4.4 x 10-4 m; that is. with the 0.017 in. ( -4. 32x10-4m)
spacing between membrane and electrodes, it Just "bottoms. " This
velocity, however, yields a pressure within the helmet of

P"jwcý dz

where CIA is the acoustical compliance of the helmet cavity only
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S7.94 x 10-3 Mae at 1000 c/s). At 1000 c/s this vms pressure is(W

Z4. 2 N/m 2 or 121.6 db, and again, the piessoure in the cavity is
independent of frequency and of the properties (within a certain
range) of the medium.

The electrical power dissipated within the source to achieve
this SPL is 2.41 watts. Assuming that the SPL inside the helmet
never need be more than 100 db. the bias and signal voltages can be
reduced 22 db between them - - - e.g. -10 dbfor Eoand -12db for
es - - - to give Eo = 535 v DC and e• a 600 v rms. The maximumn
peak displacemnent at 100 c/o for these decreased voltages is reduced
to 0. 35 x 10-'cm. and therefore the electrode spacing can be reduced
to about 0.43 x 104 cm. As a result of this, both Eo and es can be
further proportionately reduced another 20 db apiece to 0o a 54 v DC
and eo a 60 v rms to give a SPL of 100 db from the single 4 x 4 in.
transducer.

The original(maximum) voltages yielded a SPL : 121. 6 db for
2. 41 watts available, or 117. 6 db for I watt available. At this I watt
level and with the reduced spacing above, the low frequency limit
would be 50 c/o.

A useful figure for comparison in both the cases of the ear and
helmet inserts is the SPLproduced by an input of I volt at an 8-ohm
impedance level. An ideal transducer is assumed to accomplish
the stepup of impedance to match each unit:

(Nl) (El): z1  so that the secondaryZ ,
voltage in each case is E2 : Z2/ZI El for Ivrms applied to

the primary=

EAR INSERT HELMET LNSERT

Z2 : S x 107 .- Z2 a 1.36 x 106.%_

ZI • 84- ZI 1" 8.AU

EZ12500 v.rms E L x 10 x I : 412 v. rms

(N. B., this voltage
exceeds the breakdown
limit).

p 0 x 3835 a 6850 dyne/cmz p I1 483 41.7 dyne/cmz

:151 db :106 db
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3. .4.11 Variation of Radiated Pressure with Altitude
Mention should be made of an unusual corollary of the fact

that the acoustical loadings govern the membrane velocity of the
ESU. It has already been seen in the case of transducers operating
into closed cavities that the resulting pressures are independent
of the cavity idse and the properties of the medium within
reasonable variations.

It can further be shown for the elements radiating into a
field that, whereas the acoustical output of virtually every other
source of sound diminishes as a result of changes in the properties
of the medium as the altiFude is increased, the ESU output increase is.

For example, let it be assumed that the average sound outputs
of several different types of sound source are equal at sea level.
Then, if with the same signal voltage applied, they are all taken to
35, 000 ft. altitude, the sound outputs would compare with the common
sea level output as follows:

(ESU speaker baffled 6 db
Far ESU speaker unbaffled 8.5

Field Dynamic speaker baffled -6
"" unbaffled -3.5

ESU (near field) 0
Dynamic speaker (near field) -IZ
Aerodynamic noise -8
Boundary layer noise -1Z

In the case of decompression at high altitude, the ESU transducer is
the only type of unit for use in cockpit communications for which the
signal-to-noise ratio is not seriously impaired - - - in fact, with
the ESU it would be greatly improved, which is a highly desirable
feature in case the cause of the deccmpression is a sizable hole
which itself will be an intense noise source.

3. 4. ZZ Reduction of Operating Voltages
The voltages assumed throughout the calculations have been

quite high as a result of using the maximum practical field strength
and selecting an electrode spacing typical of a commercially
produced unit which has been successfully used in all climatic ranges
of temperature and hundity and at altitudes up to 10, 000 ft.

It was shown, in the case of the ear and helinet inserts, that
wherever requirements for low frequencies and/or high SP", are
not severe, the electrode spacing and hence the voltages may be
reduced while maintaining the same electric fields in the A, B anci
C. models, as well.

For example, instead of choosing the 0.017 in. spacing as a
standard for all three models, it would be better to design in terms
of the peak excursion associated with the maximum pressures of
equ. (8) at 'Zhe low frequency limits of equ. (19):
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107 db. 4db, d

0.263 go/% O.c Vo Uq o.0o9

It' 416 cia t cs 138 C/S
u@~seACM~55

4. to 4 5O CS 500o /S %Go Ye/

11 -. 1.51 X53 x i0'm 2..1 6o 6m V

d a"1 ,S X 1o'm M2.0 x %6"m 3.0 % O0
WOIc1, % .%DAOs To

590v D.C.. 786 v D.C. IIBOv D.C.

Q 3vrm 1113Vrm% 1670 Vrms

If lower SPLs are required, the voltages may be doub4y
reduced: in the first place, to reduce the field strongth reciuired
and Ln the seco, 1. oecause with reduced membrane excursion the
spacing can be decreased and Cte voltages further reduced to
maintain the same field strengths.
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Appendix
4. 1 Evaluation of Microphone Systems on the Basis of

Physical Measurements

4. 1. 1 Introduction
In studying various methods of speekpickup it is important

that the evaluation technique b. diagnostic, i.e. it should
explain the reasons for the success or failure of a given system
as well as simply give an overall evaluation of relative perform-
ance. If possible the evaluation technique should give a predic-
tion of the intelligibility of speech in noise. The diagnostic
criteria should minimize uncertainties associated with individu,%1
differences, as in articulation testing.

Physiral measurements havethereforepbeen made to determine
the acoustic properties of each system. Examples of such
properties are real voice response, noise-cancelling properties,
signal-to-noise ratio, etc. An examination of each of these
properties is necessary to evaluate each system individually
and all systems may be compared on the basis of their physical
properties.

4.1. 2 Rating Scheme
4.1.2. 1 Purpose

Since a large number of microphone systems were tested,
a means of raaig the performance of each was essential. A
technique for rank ordering the syster-s relative to the per-
formance of a reference system was established.

4.1.2.2 Criteria
It hus been shown that the signal-to-noise ratio by octave

bands at the microphone may be used to predict a system's
effectiveness in noisei. A by-product of the physical measure-
ments undertaken was a measurement of signal-to-noise
ratio for a given speaking level in the standard 120 db jet
noise field. Hence, the signal-to-noise ratio by octave bands
was chosen as a convenient means of comparing systems.

4. 1. 2. 3 Reference System -

W., found it convenient to rate a microphone system's
performance in relation to a reference system. The reference
system chosen was a Western Electric 640AA with a probe
placed touching the speaker's lips. This choice was not
arbitrary since this reference system has several advantages:
(1) it may be calibrated absolutely; (2) its performance is
easily comparable to other systems; (3) it is highly stable
in characteristics; (4) since the probe opening is very small,
its position can be accirately defined.

4. 1. Z. 4 Technique for Rating Microphone Systems
As stated in paragraph 4. 1.2.2, the criteria chosen are

signal-to-noise ratio by octave bands. If now the signal-to-
noise ratio of a system is compared to the signal-to-noise
ratio of the reference system, we may obtain the "improvement
in signal-to-noise ratio of the system relative to the reference
system. " This is valid only if the same speaking effort and
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noise level are used for both systems. The procedure for
determining this improvement in signal-to-noise ratio is
shown graphically in Figure A4-1.

4.1. 3 Results of evaluation using the rating scheme
As described above, the end result of the physical

measurements is the improvement in signal-to-noise ratio by
octave bands of the system under consideration relative to the
reference system. It has been shown that signal-to-noise ratio
neasurements taken in the 300-600, 600-1200, 1200-2400, Z400-

4800. and 4800-9600 cps octave bands (Ref. I ) give the beat
reliability in predicting the intelligibility of communication systems.
The 1200-2400 and 2400-4800 cps bands are weighted twice in this
scheme.

Let
S/N in 300-600 cps band equal A

600-1200 " " " B
1200-2400 " " " C
2400-4800 ". " D
4800-9600 " " " E

A - B - 2C -2 D- E R

We will call the result R a figure of merit for the microphone
systems tested based on physical measurements. In our measure-
ments the quantities A to E are actually improvement in signal-to-
noise ratios relative to the reference system; hence, R is also
relative to the reference rating.

In Table 4~the improvement in signal-to-noise ratios obtained
from measurements outlined in Appendices 4. 2 - 4. 7 is averaged
for two subjects, TW and MG.

It should be stressed that these results take account only of a
known major factor in performance and may not correctly rank
order a system's effectiveness in noise because no account is
taken in these physical measurements of speech quality. In other
words, a system which distorts speech may actually give poorer
performance than a system with lower improvement in signal-to-
noise ratio but no speech distortion.



Appendix
4.2 Physical Studies of Pressure Microphone

4. Z. 1 Introduction
A pressure microphone is one that responds to changes

in sound pressure. A pressure microphone was constructed
using a Western Electric 640AA microphone with attached
probe tube. Measurements were mado with this microphone
close to the lips with no external shield over the subject's
face, in a noise shield covering his mouth and nose, and in
a helmet which completely covered his head.

This close-talking exposed pressure microphone is the
reference system described in section 4. 1.2.3 of the Appendix.
The performance of other systems will be compared to it.

4. 2.2 Description of Probe Pre,.,,ire Microphone

Two probe tube microphones were built for use in our
investigation of microphone placement for pickup of speech.
These two probe microphones were intended for use both as
close-talking pressure microphones, and also as components
of an experimental gradient microphone.

Several microphones were considered as the basic
pressure transducer for these probe microphones, and the
WE 640AA was chosen because of its availability at this
laboratory and also because of certain physical features which
facilitate the attachment of the probe. The threads which
normally hold the gridded cap on the 640AA may also be used
to retain &.& adaptor plug to which the probe tube is attached.

The probe tubes themselves are three-in,:h lengths of
brass tubing .125 inch 0. D. and .090 I. D. These tubes are
soldered to brass adaptor plugs whi4-h fit in front of the
640AA microphone. Figure A4-, shows the disassembled
parts of the protz microphone system and Figure A4-3 shows
the system as used on a subject.

Several response curves were measured on the probe
microphone to determine the optimum amount of damping
necessary to smooth the response without excessively reducing
the sensitivity of the probe at high frequencies. Figure A4-4
illustrates the effect of damping on the microphone response.

To achieve the "flat" frequency response ultimately
desired, a pair of equalizers were built into aluminum cans,
fitted with the proper plugs so that they may be attached to
the microphone cable socket on a Western Electro-Acoustic
Laboratory Type 100D Condenser Microphone Complement,
necessitating no internal wiring changes in this piece of
equipment. Figure A4-5 is the insertion loss of the equalizer.
In Figure A4-6 the response characteristic of the equalized
microphone with optimum damping is shown.

,14-3
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4. 2. 3 Pressure Microphone in the Open at the Lips
4.2. 3. 1 Maximum vocal effort

If a subject is placed in an extremely noisy environment,
he will raise his voice, if possible, until he can be under-
stood. There is, of course, a limit to the amount of speech
he can produce. No data was available on the maximum
sound pressure level which a speaker can maintain for a
short duration as measured by a microphone very close to
the lips. Accordingly, this data was taken on eight personnel
in our labsdralory, all male, between the ags of 20 and 41.
The results are shown in Figure A4-7 . A WE 640AA
microphone was placed touching the mouth, slightly above
the lips to be free f-'rm oreath blast effects. The "Joe . . .
lawn" sentence wa - epeated and an average reading was
taken over the two sentences. The Sound Pressure Levels
Siven represent the rms pressure averaged over two "Joe
lawn" sentences.

4. 2.3. 2 Speech spectrum vs effort
In Figure A4.8 speech spectrum for various speech

efforts ranging from quiet speech to maximum effort is
shown for one subject, TW. These measurements were made
with the pressure probe microphone described in section 4. 2. 2
above. These measurements allow one to determine the signal-
to-noise ratio for any noise tVeld as a function of speaking
effort. by octave bands.

4. 2. 3.3 Sound pressure level vs subjective speech effort
Description of test:
A subject was seated in a sound proof room with highly

absorptive walls with his lips one foot from a WE 640AA
microphone directly in front of him. The individual parti-
cipating was asked to speak at the following seven different
vocal efforts:

1. whisper
2. very soft
3. lowered
4. normal conversation
5. raised
6. very loud
7. maximum effort

These efforts were called for in random order and the
effort exerted was completely subjective and left up to the
C roon speaking. The sentence "Joe. . . lawn" was repeated

oral times at each effort and the output of the microphone
was read on a Western Electro-Acoustic Laboratory Sound
Analyser with the meter movement damped to read the long
time average level for the sentence. The talker could not
see the meter.

- - - - --k--



Results
No results of these tests are shown in Figure A#-9..

Ton male speakers were used in these tests, each one
tested approximately three times at each level. The spread
in results at a given effort for a particular individual was
surprisingly small.

4. 2. 3. 4 Response of pressure microphone as a function of
distance from lips.

In order to obtain as high a signal-to-noise ratio as
possible, a pressure microphone should be placed as close
to the source - in this case. the lips - as possible. A study
in the decrease in speech sound pressure level as a function
of distance from the lips for a constant speaking level was
made. Results of this study are shown in Figure A4-10.

The position at the lips denotes the closest position the
microphone could be to the lips and still not seriously impair
speech. The lips were actually contacting the microphone.
A separate fixed microphone enabled the speaker to maintain
a conslant speech level as the travelling microphone was
moved.

The results in Figure A4- 11 will be compared with other
moveable microphones discussed in later sections.

4.Z.4 Pressure Microphone in Noise Shield

4.2. 4. 1 Description of Noise Shield
A noise shield was made of a hard Fiberglas shell with

a thicknees ranging from 3/16" to 5/16"1 depending on position,
The shell encloses the speaker's nose so as not to lose nasal
sounds. Breath opening can be provided in several manners:
(1) A narrow slot between the lower lip and chin which thus
leaves the chin free of movement; or (Z) , 3" long 3/8" I. D.
tube protruding from the bottom of the shield. The interior
of the shield is lined with 1/4" ultrafine Fiberglas aircraft
blanket. The volur-e of the mask is 310 cc. When it is
placed on a subject, the unoccupied volume is approximately
180 cc.

Two small holes on either side of the shield allow entry
of the probe microphones. These holes have been fitted
with soft rubber grommets for vibration isolation. Two 3/16"
thick Plexiglass windows were made to allow viewing inside
the noise shield when it is on an observer. A photograph of
the probe microphone in the noise shield is shown in Figure
A4- 12.

4. 2. 4. 2 Apparatus
The pressure microphone used consisted of the WE 640AA

with probe tube attached described in section 4. 2. 2.

Some mnodification of the probe assembly was necessary
when the microphone was used inside the noise shield. A
possibility of a flanking acoustical and/or mechanical path

54



exists when the probe is placed in a nolse shield since part
of the microphone system (0. e. , part of the probe. 640AA and
preamplifier shell) ts directly exposed to external noise,
while the probe opening may be in a noise 'leld which is
30 to 40 db lower.

After much experimentation the apparatus of Figure A4-13
was chosen. The following precautions were observed:

(1) The joint between the microphone and probe tube was
covered with a thick grease to prevent the entry of acoustical
signals through the leak.

(Z) The preamplifier was ,iurrounded with an additional
shell filled with Fiberglas to prevent tube microphonics due
to external noise.

(3) The microphone assembly was hung by Neoprene "0"
belts from the ceiling for vibration isolation.

(4) Two soft rubber grommets through which the probe
tubes pass were placed on the noise shields. This aids in
isolating the probes from the shield, since the fit is quite
loose. This leak is then sealed with lubricant.

The attenuation of the noise shield under several conditions
is shown in Figure A4-14. Note that the measurement on the
dummy head indicates that the shield is potentially capable of
approximately 40 db of attenuation.

The decrease in attenuation on human subjects may be
attributed to the passage of sound through the unprotected
fleshy portions of the face and neck into the shield, and of
course the effect of any air leak -o the outside.

4. 2. 4. 3 Long time average speech spectrum in noise shield
Long time average speech spectrum using the 640AA

pressure probe microphone in the noise shield was measured
for several speakers. A typical result is shown for talker TW
in Figure A4-15. A level approximately 6 db over normal
conversation level ii used. For comparison, the speech
spectrum in the open is also shown for the same speaking
effort, using the reference system. Note the increase of
speech sound pressure level in the shield at the low and
middle frequencies. We refer to this increase in level as
speech amplification.

4.2. 4.4 Improvement in signal-to-noise ratio of a pressure
microphone in the noise shield relative to the
reference system

The data outlined in sections 4. 2. 4. 3 and 4. 2. 4. 4 may be
combined to obtain the improvement in signal-to-noise ratio
of the pressure microphone in the shield relative to the
reference system. This improvement in signal-to-noise
ratio is the summation of the attenuation of the noise shield
and the speech amplification. The results for one subject,
TW, are shown in Figure A4-16.
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4.2.5 Pressure Microphone in MA-I Helmet

4.2.5. 1 Description of helmet
The MA-I helmet is used in conjunction with a full

pressure system for high altitude flying. It is roughly
spherical in shape with a canvas and rubber collar which
attach to the pressure suit. It contains a face plate which
may be opened or closed. Photographs of the helmet and collar
are shown in Figures A4-17 and A4-18.

To facilitate measurements, two small holes were drilled
on the front of the helmet just below the face plate to allow
entry of the 640AA probe microphone. Clay and lubricant
were then placed around the probes at the point of entry to
seal the leak. A photograph of the helmet worn on a human
subject showing the microphone may be found in Figure A4-19.

4. 2. 5. 2 Attenuation of tht- MA-I helmet
The attenuation o( the MA-I helmet was measured as the

difference in sound pressure level at the lips in the open and
in the helmet when the subject was placed in a jet noise field.

The effect of the material at the base of the helmet which
fits around the wearer's neck is shown in Figure A4-20.
Curve 4 was obtained by removing the material and resealing
the helmet to a heavy steel plate with clay. It is easily seen
that the material used to link the helmet to the pressure suit
poses a serious limitation an the attenuation attainable in the
helmet.

The effect of opening the exhaust valve is shown in
Figure A4-21. This is not now a limitation, since the collar
now imposes the limit to attenuation; but if the attenuation
through the collarwere increased, this leak must be corrected.
A simple acoustic filter could be incorporated to insure
adequate attenuation and ventilation when the valve is open.

The attenuation of a later model of the MA-i, the MA-3
helmet, is shown in Figure A4-ZZ.

4. 2. 5. 3 Long time average speech spectra in helmet
The sentence "Joe . . . lawn" was repeated several times

and recorded. One sentence was made into a tape loop and
analyzed by octave band, using a full wave averaging voltmeter
with a very long time constant. Using this technique, the
long time average (LTA) speech spectrum was obtained. The
speaking level was approximately 6 db above normal conversa-
tional level.

Results are shown in Figure A4-23 for one subject, TW.
Also plotted for comparison is the LTA speech spectrum
obtained with the reference system for the same speaking
level. Note the slight increase in level in the low and middle
frequency bands. This speech amplification is compared with
the speech amplification in the noise shield (section 4. 2. 4. 4)
in Figure A4-24.

A4-7



4.2. 5.4 Improvement In signal-to-noise ratio of the
pressure microphone in the MA-I helmet
relative to the reference system

Combining results from sections 4. 2. 5. 2 and 4.2. 5. 3
we may obtain the improvement in signal-to-noise ratio of
the pressure microphone in the MA-I helmet over the
reference system. This is shown in Figure A4-25,

A14-8



Appendix
4. 3 Physical Studies with Gradient Microphone

4. 3. 1 Introduction
A pressure-Sr..dient microphone is one that responds to a

difference in pressure at two closely-spaced points.t This micro-
phone discriminates against noise coming from a distant source
wit i respect to sound coming from a close source. A laboratory
gradient microphone was developed using two pressure probe
microphones. Measurements were made to evaluate the performance
of this microphone with respect to its noise cancelling properties
and its effect on speech in the open, in a noise shield, and in a
helmet.

3. 2 Description of Gradient Microphone and Associated
Instrumentation

The gradient microphone was constructed using two WE640AA
probe microphones (see section 4. 2.2) mounted with only a small
didtance between the probe tube openings. This distance may be
easily changed. The pressure difference was measured by subtract.
ing the outputs of the two pr, be microphones electrically with a
transformer. The electrical block diagram is shown in Figure A4-26.
A photograph of the microphone is shown in Figure A4-27.

4. 3. 3 Gradient Microphone in the Open at the Lips
4.3. 3. 1 Noise cancellation

The construction of the gradient microphone described
above allows us to measure the noise cancellation of the
microphone directly. Let the difference in pressure of the
two microphones equal 6p. Let the pressure of one micro-
phone equal p. The difference p - dp, expret sed in db,
gives the noise cancellation of the gradient microphone.

Measurements were made to determine the noise cancel-
lation as a function of probe spacing. Results are shown in
Figure A4-28 for spacings of 3/16"1. 5/16"1, and 1/2"1. The
effect of a baffle between the two probes is shown in Figure
A4-29.

4.3.3.2 Long time average speech spectra
Long time average speech spectra for probe spacings of

3/16", 3/8"1, and 3/4" are shown in Figure A4-30. Also
plotted on this graph for comparison is the LTA speech
spectrum for the reference system. All spectra are at the
same speaking level, approximately 6 db above normal
conversational level.

4. 3.3. 3 Gradient speech output as a function of distance
from the lips

A constant speech level was maintained as the probe
gradient microphone was moved from the lips. LTA speech
spectra are shown in Figure A4-31 for distances up to I"

,t4-9



away from the lips. A constant probe spacing of 1/4" was
maintained.

4. 3. 3. 4 Improvement in signal-to-noise ratio relative
to reference system

By combining the data from sections 4. 3. 3. 1 and 4. 3. 3. 2
we may obtain the improvement in signal-to-noise ratio over
the reference system for probe spacings of 3/16", 3/8", and
3/4". These are shown in Figure A4-32. These results
show that the improvement in signal-to-noise ratio improves
at middle and high frequencies as the probe spacing decreases.

The noise cancellation of a gradient microphone remains
constant as it moves from the lips to a position I" away from
the lips in our noise enclosure. However, as seen in Figure
A4-31, the response of the gradient microphone decreases
relative to the reference system as the probe pair are moved
away frorrm the lips. Drawing upon results from Figures A4-20,
A4-28 and A4-31, the improvement in signal-to-noise ratio of
the gradient microphone relative to the reference system as
both are moved from the lips may be calculated. This is
shown in Figur- A4-33. These results show that by the time
the gradient microphone is moved only 1/2" from the lips,
the gradient microphone shows little improvement over the
iressure microphone in the 1200-2400 cps band and higher.
Moving it out to I" shows no improvement in the 600-1200 cps
band either.

We may therefore conclude that if maximum benefit is to
be derived using a gradient microphone, it must be used as
close to the lips as possible, and if the distance is as great
as 1", it has little virtue.

Further degradation in performance occurs when the
gradient microphone is placed above or below the lips or
if the anile between the axis of the gradient microphone and
the direction of incident sound is other than 900. These
positions were not analysed in detail, but showed qualitatively
great loss in performance.

4.3. 4 Gradient Microphone in Fiberglas Noise Shield

A photograph of tWi4 gradient microphone in the noise shield
is shown in Figure A4-34.

4.3.4. 1 Noise Cancellation
Measurements were made to determine whether the noise.

cancelling properties of a gradient microphone are effective
when placed in a noise shield. The noise shield described
in Appendix section 4. 2.4. 1 was used. Typical results are
shown in Figure A4-35. These results indicate that a gradient
does develop under these ccnditions in the noise shield which
decreases the noise cancellation at high frequencies.

A4_1o



4. 3. 4. Z Long time average speech spectra
Long time average speech spectra for a probe spacing

of 1/411 w.v. measured in the noise shield. A typical result
is shown in Figure A4-36. Also plotted on this graph for
comparison purposes are LTA spectra for the reference
system and the pressure microphone. These are all at the
same speaking effort. These results indicate that the
gradient microphone decreases some of the speech amplifi-
cation occurring in the noise shield.

It was impossible to perform a controlled experiment to
determine the effect of moving the gradient microphone from
the lips as the subject spoke at a constant level. However,
it was noted that the positioning of the microphone relative
to the lips was extremely critical; at least as critical as in
the open (see Appendix section 4. 3. 3. 3). Therefore, for
optimum performance, the gradient microphone should be as
close to the lips as possible when used in a noise shield.

4.3.4.3 Improvement in signal-to-noise ratio relative
to the reference system

By combining the data from sections 4.2. 4. 1, 4. 3. 4. 1 and
4.3.4.2, the improvement in signal-to-noise ratio of the
gradient microphone in the noise shield relative to the refer -

ence system is obtained. This is shown in Figure A4-37 for
subject TW. This is typical of results with other talkers.

4. 3. 5 Gradient Microphone in MA- I Helmet

A photograph of the gradient microphone in the MA-I helmet
is shown in Figure A4-38.

4. 3. 5. I Noise Cancellation
Measurements were made to determine whether the noise

cancelling properties of a gradient microphone are effective
when placed in a helmet. A typical result is shown in Figure
A4-39. This indicates that the noise cancelling property i,
approximately the same in the helmet as it is in a diffuse field.

4.3.5. 2 Long time average speech spectra
Long time average speech spectra were measured in the

MA-I helmet and are shown in Figure A4-40. A probe spacing
of 1/4" was used. Also plotted on this graph are the reference
system and a pressure microphone for the same speaking level.

4. 3. 5. 3 Improvement in signal-to-noise ratio relative
to the reference system

Combining data from section 4.2. 5. 1, 4. 3. 5. 1, and 4. 3. 5. 2,
the improvement in signal-to-noise ratio of the gradient micro-
phone in the MA-I helmet relative to the reference system is
obtained. A typical result is shown for subject TW in
Figure A4-41.

A4-11



Appendix
4.4 Speech Pickup in the Ear

4.4. 1 Introduction
Investigators have reported picking up intelligible speech

in the ear.% In this section we report certain physical measure-
mente to determine the absolute sound pressure level in the ear.
These measurements are combined with data to determine how
the ear microphone ranks with other systems on the basis of
signal-to-noise ratio.

4.4.2 Apparatus
4.4.2.1 Insert Device

A Harvintip was chosen to couple the microphone to the
ear. It was chosen because it is a generalized insert
device, its characteristics are well known, and it was
readily available.

4.4. 2. Z Microphone
It was considered essential that the performance of this

system be comparable on an absolute basis with all other
systems. ,,'Ie choice of a microphone was dictated by the
requirements that it be easily calibrated, have good
frequency response, and relatively small size. The 640AA
microphone met the first two requirements, and through
the use of an auxiliary headband. to support the microphone,
the size problem was overcome. A special adapter replaces
the grid of the microphone and attaches to the Harvintip.
The apparatus is shown in Figure A4-4Z. A calibration of
the 640AA on the Harvintip in a coupler simulating the ear
canal is shown in Fijure A4-43. The apparatus for making
this measurement is shown in Figure A4-44. A photograph of
the assembly on a subject is shown in Figure A4-45.

4.4.3 Airborne Speech in Ear Canal
Speech in the ear canal may arrive through two general paths,

i.e. path PI external airborne speech from lips entering canal and
second path PZ solid borne speech throlugh head entering the canal.
In this section we determine the level in the ear canal due to solid
borne and airborne speech only. Since we are here only interested
in the solid borne speech, we must determine the contribution due
to airborne speech in the ear canal,

It is helpful to define the following quantities which apply to
Figure A4-46.

Let L speech level at the lips in db
0 - speech level outside the ear canal due

to airborne speech in db
I speech level inside ear canal due to

airborne speech plus bone conducted
speech in db

A a speech level inside ear canal due to
airborne speech only

B = attenuation of Harvintip assembly to
airborne noise



Firstplet us consider the level of airborne speech alone in tho
ear canal for a given speaking level. For a given level L, there
will be a level 0 which is lower than L due to the path length
P1 and any directivity at the mouth, shown in Figure A4-47.
The level inside the ear canal is also diminish. i by quantity B.
the attenuation of the Harvintip assembly. (Figure A4.48)
The level O-B:A. the level of airborne speech in the ear canal.
The technique for measuring B is shown in Figure A4-46, Part I.
Now with the same speaking level L we measure the speech level
I inside the ear canal. (Figure A4-46) Now if l) A, it is clear
that the solid borne speech is greater than the airborne speech.
The contribution of the solid borne speech, of course, depends
upon the quantity I - A in db. If I - A : 16 db, then airborne
speech is contributing only about . I db, whereas if. I - A a 6 db,
then the airborne speech is contributing 2 db. Measurements
were undertaken to determine the quantity I - A for each speaker
used. This quantity may be thought ef as a solid borne/airborne
speech ratio. A typical result is shown iii Figure A4-49.

4. 4.4 Long Time Average Speech Spectrum in the Ear
Immediately after the measurements to determine the level

of airborne speech in the ear were made, speech at the lips and in
the ear were recorded. Although both recordings were not made
simultaneously, the same speaking level was maintained through
the use of a monitor microphone 1' away. Results are averaged
in Figure A4-50 for three speakers. Using the technique described
in section 4. 4. 3, it was possible to say that the airborne speech
was not contributing significantly to the level in the ear.

4. 4. 5 Difference Between Level at the Lips and the Level in
the Ear for Same Speaking Effort

This difference, taken from data not reported here, is
averaged for the speakers and is shown in Figure A4-51. We find
that the speech level in the ear is lower than that at the lips,
especially at high frequencies. Since this is in fact a loss of
signal strength, external noise must be attenuated by the same
amount if an ear pickup is to have the same S/N ratio as an open
pressure microphone at the lips. The difference curve of Figure
A4-51 also indicates what the complementary -nicrophone response
of an ear transducer should be to match the characteristic spectrum
at the lips. This is shown in Figure A4-52.

4. 4.6 Noise Exclusion with Various Ear Protectors
As was pointed out in section 4. 4. 5, since the speech level

is low in the ear, considerable noise exclusion must be employed
to achieve a satisfactory S/N ratio. Several alternatives are
possible:

1. An insert tip, such as Harvintip
2. Aninsert tip plus ear muffs
3. An insert tip plus helmet

Representative data on the noise exclusion of these devices is shown
in Figure A4-53.
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4. 4. 7 Improvement in S/N Ratio
Combining the speech data from sections 4. 4. 4 and 4.4.5

and with the noise exclusion data of various ear protectors of
section 4.4.6, we may compute the improvement in S/N ratio
of an ear microphone over the reference system, i.e. a pressure
microphone at lips. Results are shown in Figure A4-54. The
results are averaged for three observers.

This improvement in sigrnl-to-noise ratio may be somewhat
misleading since it does not take into account the quality of speech
in the ear. The relative merit of the ear pickup will be ascertained
only with articulation testing which is discussed in section 4.8.

4.4. 8 Ear Microphone Used in Articulation Tests
4.4.8.1 Response

The bulky size of the 640,.a, on the Harvintip made it
unfeasible to use the device under the ear muff. However,
we wished to test the ear microphone under a muff as part
of our articulation testing program. We, therefore, sought
another transducer other than the 640AA, since the b40AA
had served its function, i.e. an absolute calibration of the
sound pressure level in the ear.

A small American dynamic microphone pressure unit was
available in this laboratory which could be attached to a
Harvintip. It is shown in Figures A4-42 and A4-55. Its
relative calibration is shown in Figure A4-56. The decrease
in sensitivity at low frequencies corresponded nearly to the
equalization required at low frequencies (Figure A4-52).
Some additional equalization was needed above 2000 cycles,
however. (Figure A4-52)

Long time average speech spectra using this equalized
dynamic microphone on subject MG are shown in Figure A4-57.
It compares favorably to the spectrum shape at the lips.
Similar agreement occured on other subjects.

4.4. 8. 2 Improvement in signal-to-noise ratio of dynamic
ear pickup over pressure microphone

The improvementdignal-to-noise ratio of the dynamic
ear microphone using just the HIarvintip and Harvintip plus
Clark Muff Model #372-8A-F (Figure A4-58) over an open
pressure is shown in Figure A4-59. These were computed
by comparing the S/N of the ear pickup to the S/N of the open
pressure microphone in the same noise field and with the same
speaking level.
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Appendix
4. 5 Forehead Pickup

4. 5. 1 Introduction
Speech pickup at many anatomical locations has been

described in the literature., Since our time was limited, we
chose to make a quick survey of these locations, and if any
looked promising, to explore this location more fully. A
simple coupler was made using a 640AA microphone which
could be placed on the body. On the basis of quality the forehead
appeared the best.

4. 5. 2 Measurement of skull vibrations with a cavity-coupled
condenser microphone, with special attention to bone-
conducted speech

For many years throat microphones have been used for
picking up speech. The quality is poor and it is known that a
suitable transducer, placed on the forehead, will give a higher
intelligibility. Design of such a transducer requires knowledge
primarily of the spectrum of the skull vibrations, and it is shown
in the following how a Western Electric 640AA condenser micro-
phone can be used for absolute measurement of the vibration
spectrum.

4. 5. 2. 1 The principle in the measurements is simply to
place a rigidly held coupler on the forehead in such a
manner that the forehead constitutes one end of the coupler,
while the 640AA microphone is placed in the other end,
(see Figure A4-60). Skull vibrations will produce pressure
variatiom in the cavity, which are picked up by the micro-
phone.

Although a simple device, several factors must be taken
into account when such a coupler is designed. They are all
concerned with the compliance of the skin.

The problems are most easily interpreted by a discussion
of Figure A4-61, where two basic coupler designs are shown.
In both designs the cavity is made up by the coupler (MR) and
a diaphragm (CD, MD). The microphone (included in MR)
is omitted in the drawings for the sake of simplicity. In the
left hand figure the coupler contacts the skin (CS Me) by the
diaphragm only, while in the right hand figure it contacts
the skin partly by the edges, partly by the diaphragm.

In each drawing three forces are acting upon the cavity,
namely

f : the force due to internal vibrations (in this
case, the speech generation in the throat and
in the mouth cavity)

fR" the force on the coupler unit due to an external
sound field (fR) p p x f (surface), where p is the
sound pr,;sure and f (surface) is proportional
to the equivalent surface area, upon which p is
acting.

fa" the force on the diaphragm due to sound vibrations
conducted through the skin



We want the hhrgest ratio between f and fR, fa' An
analysis of the design problems is most easily carried out
by first studying the equivalent electro-mechanical diagrams,
shown in the lower part of the figure.

The two diagrams are identical except for the shunt
element Mj Cs - Cc Cd and Ms Ce - Cc Cd - Mee Cs..
The pressure in the cavity is proportional to the force fc
rcross Cc (fc =MC . When Cc is constant, the largest

velocity uc (and hence force fc) is obtained when the imped-
ance of the shunt element is small, and no diaphragm should
therefore be used. Furthermore, as the diaphragm is a
common shunt element for all the forces, it will not be able
to give any discrimination between them and thereby influence
the signal-to-noise ratio (A...: the ratio between f and fR + f&).

4. 5.2. 2. Below the resonance frequency of Lhe skin (2-4 kc)
the equivalent diagram for the coupler without diaphragm is
shown in Figure A4-61.

The skin compliance C.' under the edges of the coupler
is to be interpreted as a transversal compliance that acts
as a leak for Cs - Cc.

A small value for Cs' is preferable since this will give
higher attenuation of fa and at the same time give less shunt-
ing of the cavity for the velocity from the force f.

The impedance MR - CR has an effect similar to Csg and
should be large, indicating a high value for the compliance
CR and the mass MR.

Th,. compliances Cs, C.' and C., are correlated, and we
shall therefore briefly discuss the influence of the couplers'
dimensions on their respective values. All three are pro-
portional to the compliance of the skin, in this case the skin
on the forehead. It is very unfortunate that the agreements
between measurements of skin compliances are poor. (5 6)
Furthermore, the compliance will vary from one individual
to another, and finally, it is dependent on the static pressure
that is applied on the skin.

Eartier considerations(7) indicate that a value of C'
3 x 10- m/Nt for the skin compliance under a piston of area
I sq. cm on the forehead is applicable. (Static pressure
250 gmis./cm 2 )

Four parameters are necessary for evaluating the sensi-
tivity of the coupler, namely (see Figure A4-61)

Outer diameter n x R (meter) (n > 1)
Inner diameter R (meter)
Length of cavity h (meter)
Applied pressure on the coupler.
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The compliance Cs is simply

Cs a Co x 10-4 ( nmtj
T (R In meteR4

and Cc is h xVR 2

Cc a POV

('WRZ)2

h

V Poi RZ

Css is dependent upon the static pressure that is
applied to the coupler on the forehead. This can be
introduced in the calculations by adding a factor y, which
is equal to I for a static pressure of approximately 250 jins.
per sq. cm and . S for 750 gan. sq. cm.

C, x lo-4
Css xyx WR 2 (nZ-1)

It is not possible to set up ,% simple formula for Cs.
It must, though, be kept in mind that the wider the ring.
the more it will attenuate sound transmiusion through it.
A suitable mechanical representation is a multiple diaphragm
(see Figure A4-61c). The equivalent electrical impedance
is a series connection of capacitors. The wider the ring is
made, the larger are the added capacitors. The resulting
capacitor will, therefore, be proportional to I/logen instead
of 1/n.

A simplified equivalent diagram is drawn on Figure A4-6?.
Disregarding Cs', the pressure in the cavity is

PC a fc x I-• 11

I

ucx XjCo-4 h

Zu x I orw~wo for w >
Tw(C'xlO- h) h

"r Po

h must be small in order to obtain high sensitivity. A low
resonance frequency is obtained by making
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C* an(Cs + cc) lre
CBs.*(C C-c

C* I VR' T"RI(no - 1j

(C'xlO'4 + h ) yxC x 10
"TPo

R and n should be small. Furthermore, a low resonance
frequency is obtained when the static pressure on the coupler
is held low (y : 1).

Practical values for R and h are

R: 16 mrn
and ha 3 mm,

inserting these values and

C' a 3 x 10-S rn/Nt

V'Po 1..4x 10-5 Nt/mZ

gives
1

"W x 256 x 10"6 wx ZS6 x 10-6 x (nZ - 1)

(3 x 10-93x0- y x 3 x10
+ 1. 5 11005- 9

10-3

33+ 1...(n - 1) x 268Y

The smallest practical value for n is 1. Z:

C * _ 10-3

33+1 x 117
Y

A pressure of Z50 grs/sq, cm (y a 1) gives

C* : .65 x 10- 5 m/nt

The area under the edge of the coupler is -ff x 1. 62 x
(n2 - 1) a vix 1.62 x .44 : 3.5 sq. cm, and the applied
force on this coupler should therefore be in the order
of two pounds.

The low value of n has one drawback: decreasing
attenuation under the edge of the coupler. This effect can



p

be partly reduced by applying a larger ;force. , say 5-6
pounds, on the coupler. The value for C* is thereby changed
to C*s .4 x 10-3 m/Nt and consequently the resonance
frequency is shifted slightly upward.

In order to obtain further attenuation of the sound under
the coupler edge, a ring with two cavities was made up of
Satinflex (see Figure A4-63).

When using the coupler it is necessary to provide a
release of the static pressure in front of the microphone
in order to prevent i static deflection of the diaphragm.
The pressure-release takes place through the !coustic
filter shown on Figure A4-63.

The acoustic filter consists of three cavities witl-
interconnecting tubes.

Tubes were chosen since they have less flow resistance
than slits with same mass. i. e. tubes have higher Q. The
tubes were made of aluminum, extruded over thin piano wire.

The dimensions of the cavities were chosen so as to
prevent resonances below 8-10 kc. Several modes may oc:ur
in the cavities, and except for the lengthwise standing waves,
are to a great extent dependent on the ratio between outer
and inner diameter of the coaxial cavity. A solution of the
wave equation with the boundary conditions that the radial
velocity is zero for the radius equal to rI and r2 (see
Figure A4-64) results in the curves shown. Exept far the
low order tangential modes (et ma) it is seen th,.d a Zshould

be chosen large.

For the cavities used in this filter, only the low order
tangential modesat 10, 0 Z andk 30 occur below 10 kc
and the outer diameters of the three cavities were made
slightly different so they would not resonate at the same
frequencies. The resonance frequencies are shown on
Figure A4-63

If the connection between two cavities consists of one
tube only, the chances are great that one or more of the
modes will be excited. There are, therefore, three
assymetrically placed tubes between the cavities in the
filter.

The lengths of the tubes were chosen as long as possible
which will give the highest 0 when cavity volume and cutoff
frequency are given. (Fo: the same air mass, the resistaince
will be smaller for a longer tube than for a shorter tube.)



The pressure in the coupler cavity will, due to the
leaks, drop off at low frequencies. It was felt that the
head vibrations would give high pressure levels at low
frequencf a, and the leaks along the 640AA microphone were
therefore adjusted to give a roll-off from 200 cps and down.

The attenuation vs frequency curves for the filter are
shown on Figures A4-66 and A4-67.

Before the experiments with the forehead microphone
are described, we shall briefly discuss how we can make
an absolute measurement of the skull vibrations.

The relation between the velocity u of the skull and the
pressure PC in the cavity is, above the resonance frequency
of the coupler on the forehead, given by

PC a u X jw(C' x 10-4 h)

The acceleration g of the skull is given by

g ZW lul
"Z wZlC, x 10-4 h xolP

T7 Pc

For the coupler used in these measurements we find

Acceleration in m/sec2 g : w 2 x 25 x 10.9 x p

Velocity in m/sec u • w x 25 x 10-9 x p

Displacement in m x 25 x 10-9 x p

where p is in Nt/rn2 . If p is in dyne/cm2 the factor 10-9 has
to be changed to 10-10.

On Figure A4-68 the results from the use of the forehead
pickup is shown. Taking the leak in the coupler cavity and
the resonance of the coupler on the forehead into account, we
can by use of above formulae calculate acceleration, velocity
and displacement of the skull.

The resonance frequency for the coupler on the forehead is

I
2 \I' Mot CO.CI

C4 CRot
When the coupler is hand-held. CR is large, and therefore
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MR's mass is approximately 500 gre. and C* is earlier
found equal to approximately . 5 x 10-5 m/Nt:

4 t ioo cps

Below 100 cps the measured pressure (Figure A4-68)
must be corrected with 12 db/octave. In addition, the
correction ,.arve on Figure A4-65 must be applied. These
corrections result in Curve B shown in Figure A4-68.

Applyin the formula g : wZ x 25 x 10- 1 0 x p whereg
is in rn/secý and p is in dyne/cy,' results in curve c. This
c- rve shows the acceleration of the forehead in db above 1 G •
9.91 M/sec2 . and the output from an accelerometer with
sensitivity 1 mV/G should therefore be the same .urve, but
with the other right-hand scale, giving the accelerometer
output in db above AMV.

4.5. 3 Experimental Apparatus

4.5.3.1 Coupler
The theory leading to the design of a suitable coupler for

forehead speech has been discussed in the previous section.
The microphone in its coupler is shown in Figures A4-69 and
A4-70-71.

4. 5. 3. 2 Separating Plane
As was the case with the ear pickup, we desired that

airborne speech not contribute to the signal picked up on the
forehead. The coupler itself offered some attenuation to
airborne speech, but due to the close proximity of the lips
and forehead, additional shielding was required. This was
accomplished by a 'Norizontal plane which helps to increase
the acoustic path from lips to forehead. Absorption was also
placed under this device. This kept the airborne speech
approximately 20 db less than bone-conducted speech in all
bands (Figure A4-72).

4. 5. 4 Attenuation of forehead pickup external noise
The attenuation of external noise is shown in Figure A4-73. It

was measured as the difference in sound pressure level just outside
the coupler to sound pressure level inside the coupler cavity on the
forehead.

4. 5. 5 Long time average speech spectrum on the forehead
A subject held the coupler to his forehead, and speech on the

forehead and at the lips was then recorded. The same speaking
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level was maintained for both recordings. These long time
average speech spectra for the "Joe. . lawn" sentence are averaged
in Figure A4-74 for several observers.

The difference between the speech level at the forehead and at
the lips (rel. speech change) is shown in Figure A4-75 for the
speakers. The average of this data shows a slope of -12 db/octave
in the low bands, decreasing to -6 db/octave in the higher frequency
bands. The -12 db/octave slopt is explained from the diagram
Figure A4-62. ZB is at low frequencies a pure mass (inductance),
but at higher frequencies it becomes resistive and the slope of the
pressure in C: (force over Cc) can be represented by an inductance
in parallel with a larger resistance.

4.5.6 Influence of the forehead pickup on the skull vibrations
It was felt that the weight of the forehead pickup might load the

head and thereby impair the skull vibrations. Two measurements of
speech pickup on the forehead were therefore made, and during one
of the measurements a heavy steel rod was placed on the skull. No
difference in spectrum or level was observed, and it was concluded
that the skin's compliance gave sufficient isolation between the skull
(ZB) and the forehead pickup (MR). This is further indicated by the
low resonance frequency (approximately 100 cpaj. between the forehead
pickup and the underlying skin,

4. 5. 7 Improvement in S/N ratio when using the forehead pickup
By combining data on the attenuation of the coupler to external

noise, and net speech change data, we can compute the improvement
in signal-to-noise ratio when using this forehead pickup compared to
the reference system, a pressure microphone in open. This is shown
for 3 observers in Figure A4-76, curve 1.

4. 5. 8 Additional forehead pickups
4. 5. 8. 1 640AA coupler with auxiliary aluminum diaphragm

A . 025" thick aluminum diaphragm was sealed to the coupler
(see Figure A4-69 ). Data combined shows an improvement in
signal-to-noise ratio over the referenc'ý system as shown as
curve 2 in Figure A4-76. No significant difference is noticable
between the coupler with or without thi diaphragm. This is in
agreement with theory, as indicated in paragraph 4.5.2. 1.

4. 5. 8. 2 Magnetic Microphone
A small magnetic receiver unit with a circular diaphragm

.007" thick was obtained. It is shown in its coupler in
Figure A4-77 - 78. The improvement in signal-to-noise ratio
using this device is shown as curve 3 in Figure A4-76. Results
are similar to the 640AA microphone pickup. A water pillow
placed between the microphone diaphragm and the forehead was
tred in the interest of improved comfort due to distribution of
pressure; however, the signal-to-noise ratio is decreased at
low frequencies.

This magnetic unit was chosen for use in the articulation
testing program since its small size permitted its use under
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a helmet (Figure A4-79). In Figure A4-80 the equalised
long time average speech spectrum of this microphone is
compared to a pressure microphone at the lips. Similar
results were obtained on other observers. The additional
reduction in noise achieved when the magnetic unit is worn
under the MA-I helmet is shown in Figure A4-81. No part
of the unit was allowed to touch the helmet. The improvement
in signal-to-noise ratio over a pressure microphone at the lips
in the open is averaged for observers TW ane- MG in Figure
A4-82.
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Appendix

4.6 Speech Pickup on the Teeth

4.6. 1 Introduction

The possibility of detecting speech through vibration of
the front teeth was discussed wifh moembers of the Panel of
Experts. Even in our proposal before the program, we stressed
the search for a pickup ",ragion" which could maximise the rat.c
of consonant-to-vowel energy in speech. Since the consonant
sounds are in general produced forward in the mouth, in fact in
some cases. by the constricted flow of air between the tongue and
the teeth, while the vowel sounds are produced by oral resonance
with a more open mouth position, it was natural to suspect that
tooth vibration should exhibit a larger proportion of consonant
sound. Hence, this method of speech sound detection seemed most
prospective from the start.

With the development of small accelerometers, it became
feasible to construct a microphone which could be attached to a
tooth. A tooth microphone was constructed and in this section we
discuss the measurements which were made to compare the opera-
tion of this microphone to other systems.

4.6.2 Apparatus
4.6.2.1 Transducer

A Columbia Research Laboratory Model 607 Accelerometer
was chosen because of its extremely small size. It has a
sensitivity of I mv/g and has a useful range of from 5-50, 000
CPS. A drawing is shown in Figure A4-83.

4.6.2.2 Mour*ing
One problem was the mounting of the accelerometer on a

tooth. Of course, the type of mounting required would depend
upon which tooth was used. Intuitively one would expect that
the incisors should give highest consonant intensity since they
are closest to the formation of many conson:.nts. With this as
a guide, we hand-held the accelerometer or several teeth.
Although speech was somewhat impaired by the hand since it
blocked the lips, speech on the upper jaw and on the front
teeth sounded most natural. Vowel energy was higher on teeth
of the lower jaw.

We therefore consulted with Dr. R. E. Groetzinger,
West Los Angeles dentist, on mounting schemes. He
individually fitted a "Rocky Mountain" tooth cap to two
subjects, JPC and MG. These are simply slipped up o0er
the tooth and held by friction at the contact points. A 448
machine screw nut was welded to the cap. This techni ue was
difficult and the prospect of fitting several other subjects was
not attractive.
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Another scheme was tried which proved to be
successful and much quicker. Small bands of . 002 inch
thick brass shim stock to which a 4-48 nut was soldered
were constructed. These are slipped up over the tooth
until good contact is made. Once it is on. the subject
"forms" the band to his tooth by pressing his tongue and
the teeth of the lower jaw to the back of the band while
pressing the front of the band with his finger. Using this
technique, a very rigid contact Is assured, and the bands
require only a few minutes to build. A photograph of the
accelerometer, t-n*h bands and caps, appears in Figure
A4-84.

The accelerometer is then screwed into the nut on t'ie
band or cap and the assembly is slipped up over the tooth,
The accelerometer protrudes through the lips and the lead
extending from it is led to one side, as shown in Figures
A4-85, 86 and 87. Very little if any distortion in speech
occurs because of this encumbrance. The reader may
convince himself of this by pressing the eraser end of a
lead pencil to his tooth and then speaking.

4.6.3 Long-Time Average Speech Spectra Using the
Tooth Microphone

In Figure A4-88 speech spectra for the tooth pickup and
pressure microphone at the lips are drawn. Both are at the
same speaking level. The db scale is arbitrary. Instrument
noite did not permit reliable measurements in some bands,
and they are therefore omitted. The acceleration spectrum
shape on the teeth is seen to be quite similar to that at the
lips except in the 1200-2400 CPS band, which may be due to
a tooth resonance.

4.6.4 Improvement in Signal-to-Noise Ratio Ove. an Open
Pressure Microphone Using Tooth Pic ,up

The signal-to-noise ratio for the tooth microphone and
open pressure mcrophone for a fixed speech level, and
noise level was measured. These two S/N ratios were then
compared. The result gave the improvement in signal-to-
noise ratio of the tooth microphone over the open pressure
microphone. This was done both in the open and with the
MA-I helmet on the subject's head. Results are shown for
the three subjects in Figure A4-89. These results show he
tooth microphone to be superior to any of the experimental
microphone systems tested thus far on the basis of improve-
ment in signal-to-noise ratio over the reference system.

4.6. 5 Advantages of Using the Tooth Microphone
I. Good signal-tc*-noise' ratio:

This is discussed in section 4. 6. 4. A by-product is
minimum susceptibility of a system to acoustic feedback or
singing.

2. Consonant intensity is high:
The microphone is near the area where consonants

are formed, therefore consonant intensity is high.



3. The microphone is fixed to the mouth:
Since it cannot move. it will not suffer degradation

in performance that others do as they move away from the
mouth.

4. Relatively comfortable:
Will be more comfortable than ear or forehead micro-

phones and less annoying than microphones placed against
the lips.

4.6.6 Disadvantages of Using a Tooth Microphone
1. Physiological aspect of putting foreigh material into

mouth.
2. Problem of electrical leads supported outside the

lips.
3. Custom fitting may be required.
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Appendix
4.7 Physical Studies and Data on AIC-10 Components

4.7. 1 Summary

Three microphones used with the AIC-10 system were made
available to this laboratory. They included:

1. M-32/AIC microphone which is fitted into MSU2001 oxygen
mask.

2. M-331AIC microphone
3, M-34/AIC microphone in MX1334/U noise shield.

They are shown in Figures A4-90-93. A few physical measurements
were performed on these systems and they were also tested in the
articulation testing program.

4. 7. 2 Long Time Average Speech Spectra

Long time average speech spectra for the AIC/10 microphones
are shown in Figure A4-94. Also shown for comparison is the LTA
spectrum for the reference system, i.e. open pressure microphone
at the lips.

4. 7. 3 Attenuation of MS:22001 Oxygen Mask and MX1334/U Noise
Shield

The attenuation of the MS:22001 oxygen mask and MX1334/U
noise shield is given in Figure A4-95 respectively.

4. 7. 4 Imnpr'ovement in Signal-to-Noise Ratio of AIC- 10 Microphones

The improvement in signal-to-noise ratio of the AIC-10 micro-
phones relative to the reference system is shown in F~gure A4-96.

4. 7. 5 Response of the vl-33/AIC microphone as a function of
distance from the lips.

The decrease in response of the M-33/AIC microphone as a
function of distance from the lips is shown in Figure A4-97.

4. 7. 6 Improvement in Signal-to-Noise Ratio as a function of
distance from the lips.

Combining the results of Figures A4-10, A4-96 and A4-97, the
improvement in signal-to-noise ratio of the M-33 microphone as a
function of distance from the lips is obtained and shown in Figure
A4-98. The microphone performance decreases as it moves irom
the lips although it is still effective I inch away. If the microphone
is moved above or below the lip line, its performance also suifers.



Appendix
4.8 Evaluation of Transducers on the Basis of

Articulation Te sting
4. 8. 1 Summary

A new scheme has been devised to measure the relative
effectiveness of communication systems in noise.

Special word lists were constructed and a shortened
testing procedure was devised.

Each of the microphone systems described in Sections
4. 2 - 4. 7 were tested and are rank ordered on the basis of
intelligibility. An estimate of the maximum noise field in
which each will yield a given intelligibility for a fixed speech
effort is given.

4.8. Z Introduction

Early in the contract, after conferences with members
of the Panel of Experts, it became apparent that for our own
purpose the process of articulation testing needed critical
review. Three major questions tconsidered were:

(1) Can word lists be optimized to provide greater
efficiency in terms of information per unit time?
(2) Can a procedure be devised to effectively rank order

microphone systems ?
(3) Can an efficient procedure be found which will furnish

not only accurate relative performance data, but also will
be absolute with sense that the ultimate possibilities of a
given system can be determined in terms of vocal effort
versus ambient noise level.
With the help of the Panel these questions were explored.

Optimized word lists, techniques for rank ordering systems
and efficient procedures were developed. These are discussed
in detail below.

4. 8. 3 Word Lists
4. 8. 3. 1 Word Form

On the basis of conferences with members of the Panel
of Experts and members of the Haskins Laboratory and
other cooperating groups, it was decided to use consonant-
vowel-consonant (cvc) syllables as the tea. material for use
in intelligibility testing. CVC words have several advantages
over other material:

(1) Experience with articulation testing has shown that
vowel sounds are relatively durable, i.e. resistant to
noise in interference as compared with consonant sounds.
Hence, insofar as vowels contribute to recognition in
words, they dilute the sensitivity of the test. Therefore,
using the most difficult consonant sounds in the word
lists should give the most sensitive test and the greatest
discrimination between systems.
(2) The use of familiar English words tends to increase
recognition and hence dilutes the sensitivity of the tests.
In the case o; PB words, familiarity with the words is
assumed so that a learning period is required. If the
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words are ased in fixed wows lists, another memory
factor is introduced. In contrast, when using the CVC
words the intelligibility test becomes more purely a
recognition task. Hence. it has been found that an
extensive learning period is not required. Fixed lists
can be eliminated by card shuffling.

4. 8. 3. Z Choice of Consonants
An analysis of the article by Miller and Nicely

was made in order to choose consonants for the CVC words
which would be difficult to perceive in noises. From the
confusion matrices given in the article, we have determined
the percentage of times that a particular consonant was con-
fused under a certain S/N ratio or bandwidth. This analysis
is shown in Table A4-IUs.A summary is shown in Table A4-Ulb.

Since a bandwidth of at least 200-6500 CPS was anticipated.
the results at this bandwidth were incorpc ,ted to rank order
the consonants as shown in Table A4-I4I.

On the basis of these results 14 consonants were chosen and
are listed in Table A4-IV.

4.8.3.3 Choice of Vowels
At first it was hoped that only one vowel could be used to

shorten the word lists. However, we were advised by the Panel
that the use of only one vowel in CVC words is too limited be-
cause the formant transitions which contribute to intelligibility
behave differently for a given consonant with different vowels.

Three vowels were chosen:
a, as in father
u, as in shoe
i, as in hit.
The choice of vowels was based on Fletcher's Frequency

of Occurance Chart . They also give a good representation
of front, mid, and back vowels.

4.8.3.4 Formation of CVC Words
The 14 consonants and 3 vowels were used in all possible

combinations forming a total of 578 words which were written
on 3 x 5" cards. Approximately 50 words were removed
because they were difficult to pronounce, or vulgarisms. These
cards are re-shuffled after use, so that there are no fixed lists.

4.8.3.5 Carrier Sentence
The CVC words were imbedded in the carrier sentence,

"Write the word in the blank. " This helps the rAker to
speak the word m"ore naturally and to peratit influence of both
a prior and later word upon recognition. The word "blank" in
the carrier senence was stressed rather than the test item.
The intonation pattern was therefore .......
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4.8.4 Articulation Testing Crew

Three students from UCLA who majored in speech were
engaged. They were selected because we felt their interest would
be better sustained throughout the program than those whose
interest lay in another field.

4. 8. 5 Articulation Score of CVC words versus S IN Ratio

The articulation score as a function of S/N ratio for the
500-odd CVC words described in Section 4.8. 3 was measured. The
results are shown in Figure A*Orhe articulation score is determined
by the total number of consonants heard correctly divided by the
total numh.r of consonants in the list x 100%.

The purpose of the test was to provide a function of percent
articulation versus SIN which could be used later for extrapolation
to find the value of S/N which would have given 50% (or any other
nearby value), even though a particular test had resulted in some
other value of articulation. Incidentally, the placement of this test
in the program also provided a short training period for the crew.

The tests were conducted in the following manner. The 500
words, each in a carrier sentence, "Write the word in the
blank" were recorded on an Ampex 350 tape recorder.-'1"hree
speakers, TW, WO and MG, each recorded approximately the same
number of words. The words were divided into lists of 50. The pre-
recorded tapes were then played back and mixed with a jet noise
spectrum at various values of S/N ratio. A block diagram of the
apparatus is shown in Figure A.4-99.

The words were recorded in a soundproof room with highly
absorptive walls. T,,e microphone was 12 inches from the subject's
lips and the voice level was monitored on a damped meter. The
subject was tot to gage his level by the carrier sentence and not
to stress the test item. A level of 70 db SPL at I ft was chosen
arbitrarily.

When the recordings were played back the long-time average
of the carrier sentence determined the level of the signal. The long
time average of the noise level was also used. The output level of
the tape recorder remained constant, while the noise level was
changed by means of the attenuator.

The three speakers, TW, WO and MG, were also used as
listeners. The choice of talker and the SIN ratio were made at
random. The tests ranged from 8 db SIN to -16 db S/N. Approxi-
mately Z0 tests of 50 CVC words were conducted at each level.

4.8. 6 Parameter Used in Rating Microphone Systems
on the Basis of ltrticulation Testing Results

The following scheme was devised to measure the relative
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effectiveness of communication systems in noise: to measure the
talking effort level relative to maximum vocal effort which is
required to produce a given articulation percentage in a given
noise field. The given articulation percentage chosen was 50,
a point at which maximum sensitivity occurs and there is the
most room for variation among articulation score obtained with
different communication systems.

Maximum effort is defined in the list of definitions. This
effort was chosen as a stable reference point for a given speaker,
which has several advantages. For example, some systems which
impair speech, such as a microphone in an oxygen mask, will lower
the maximum speech effort attainable. This should be taken into
account since speech encumbrance will reduce a microphone's
effectiveness at any talking effort. Such a limitation will show up
in this testing procedure. Maximum effort is also, in our opinion,
more stable from day to day thar' any other reference level, such
as '"normal conversational level, " and is independent of a subject's
ability to hear his own speech, as for example when a helmet
covers his ears or the noise field masks hi,; speech.

The general approach of changing the speaking effort at a
fixed noise level rather than changing the noise level at a fixed
speech effort to achieve a 50% articulation score, was followed for
the following reason: for many systems to be tested, noise on the
order of 130-140 db would be necessary to reduce the scores to
50% at nominal speaking efforts. Since the noise levels in WADC
TN 56-411 indicated a sound envelope for jet aircraft in level flight
of less than 120 db overall, an increase to 130- 140 db seemed
unrealistic.

The approach of varying the speaking effort also follows from
actual conditions wherein a talker will raise his voice until he is
understood, and will generally not talk at a higher level than is
necessary.

4. 8. 7 Monitoring Speech in Noise Fields at Negative S/N Ratios

Briefly stated, the problem arose as to how to monitor speech
at low S/N ratios during the articulation testing. Low S/N ratios
were dictated by the requirement that the articulation scores be
approximately 50%. Witt some systems this meant a S/N ratio of
-10 db. No monitor system was available wvhich under the same
conditions would give a positive S/N ratio and thus would allow the
subject to monitor his speaking level.

Several approaches were considered. These included (1) a
method whereby static pressure generated in the vocal cavities
would be monitored and correlated to speech effort, (2) Electro-
myography - electrical potentials generated in the chest muscles



during speech would be correlated to speech effort. Both of these
ideas were abandoned in favor of a much more simple technique
which was suggested by Dr. Gordon Peterson. He pointed out that
it is possible for some persons to learn to talk at a given level in
the quiet, and, when noise is introduced, to talk at exactly the same
level. He suggested that it was a matter of practice to acquire this
skill.

Hence, we undertook this technique as a method of maintaining
a given speech level when the S/N ratio is negative. A program to
acquire this skill was begun. The testing crew took turns reading
CVC words at a given level into a microphone in the quiet. This was
monitored by a well damped VU/meter which each crew nember could
see. Noise was then injected into his ears through headphones and the
VU/meter was hidden from his view. Other members of the crew
determined by watching the VU/mete-,• if his level had changed. After
approximately a week of p"actice each crew member, after establish-
ing a level in the quiet, could hold this same level within I db over a
list of Z5 words after the noise was introduced. Various speech levels
were attempted to simulate the level which would be required in the
actual testing program. Tests of this type were also conducted using
external noise in the noise enclosure with the same repeatability.
After this practice we felt reasonably sure that the crew could maintain
any given level during the test over a list of Z5 words with a little
practice before each test.

4.8. 8 Description of Apparatus & Articulation Testing Apparatus

A block diagram of the apparatus is shown in FigureA,4-1ol The
function of the components will be explained in the procedure given
below,

Procedure for running articulation test:

1. W~th the subject seated in the noise enclosure a 120 db Jet noise
spectrum is introduced. With no speaking, the noise as picked up by
the microphone system under test is read on the voltmeter. Let this
noise reading be N db.

2. The noise is then turned off. The speaker then begins reading the
list of CVC words (these words are not used in subsequent tests)
placed in the carrier sentence "Write the word in the blank."
He has been instructed not to stress the test iter--Eut to allow it to
fall where it may in sentence. His average speaking level is moni-
tored by a VU/meter which has been damped to get an average reading
for the sentence. Zero VU is the target point. It is also monitored
by the listeners on the voltmeter which has also been damped to
obtain an average level. Let this average speech level in the quiet
be S db as read on the meter. Hence, a static signal-to-noise ratio -
S/N in db is established.

3. In the test we were striving for an articulation score of approximately
50%. Since the noise level is fixed, the score will be a function of the
speech level. The listeners can control the talker's speaking level
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by rneans al the attenuator. For example, if 2 db of attenuation is
added. the talker must speak on the average of 2 db louder to make
the VU/meter read sero VU.

4. Since we do not know what value of SIN will give an articulation
score of 50% with each systemn, a guess is made. After thi talker
establishes his speaking level for this value of S/N (usually requir-
ing about 5 - 10 words) his VU/meter is turned off. The listener's
voltmeter, however, still monitors his speech and they determine if
his level has shifted (usually requires about 5 words). If his speech
level remains at the given level, the noise is turned on and the test
begins.

5. The talker reads 25 words; the listeners write down what they
hear, the noise is turned off and the listeners recheck the talker's
speaking level. If it is within 2 db of the required le-'el they
continue, and the talker reads 25 more words. The talker then
comes out and the scores are checked.

6. If the articulation score (number of consonants right divided by
the total number of consonants x 100%) differs considerably from 50%,
the test is voided and a new speaking level is chosen. The procedure
is then repeated until scores of approximately 50% are obtained.

7. Several .sts are then taken at this value of S/N using each of the
crew of 3 as a talker. The number of tests for each system varied.
This procedure proved to be quite efficient once the articulation crew
became farxiliar with it.

4. 8.9 Results of Articulation Testing

The results of the articulation testing program are shown in
Table A4-V, averaged for the three talkers. The coluzmn headed
"DB Below Max. for 50%" is obtained by extrapolation using the
information contained in Figure A4-100. For example, suppose
microphone "A" gave an articulation score of 65% at a speaking
effort 30 db below maximum speaking effort. We enter the figure
at a score of 65% and find it corresponds to a S/N - db. A 50%
score corresponds to SIN - -12 db. Hence, if the talker spoke at
30 db (12-9) x 33 db below rn,!ximum, a 50% score should have
resulted.

The rank order of the microphone systems on the basis of db
below maximum effort for a 50% CVC score is given in Table
A4-VI, column 1. The results have been averaged for the three
talkers.

4. 8. 10 Speaking Effort Required to Achieve a 50% CVC
-core at Various Speaking Efforts

The results of Sections 4. 8. 8 and 4. 8. 9 are given relative
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to maximum speaking effort. It is obvious that maximum speaking
effort can be maintained for only a short duration. Therefore, we
would like to know the results which will arise for other speaking
efforts. With the aid of previous results we will find the overall
level of the jet noise environment which will yield a 50% CVC score
for one particular speaking effort - "raised" and may be extended
to other speaking efforts.

Sound pressure level versus subjective effort wtw discussed in
Section 4. Z. 3. 3 (see Figure A4-9). The difference in decibels
maximum effort and the other speech efforts is tabulated in Table
A4 - VII.

The procedure for determining maximum overall jet noise level
for a 50% CVC score is outlined in Table A4-VI, columns Z and 3.
Column 2 is Z7 db (i. e. the difference between raised and maximum
efforts) subtracted from colunin 1. Column 3 is the result of column 2
subtracted from 120 db jet noise. Column 3 is the maximum overall
jet noise field for which a 50% CVC score may be achieved at a raised
speaking effort.

This technique is valid if one assumes that a given S/N ratio is
required for . given intelligibility. Hence, if a speaking effort is
decreased by X db, then the noise must also be decreased by X db for
the same intelligibility.

The results of this evaluation are shown in Figure A4- 101a,
The results may be generalized to other speaking efforts with the
help of Table A4-VII and are shown in Figure 13.
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Appendix
4. 9 Evaluation of Speech Sound Alteration. Quality and Speaker

Recogniz~ability for Microphone Systems Tested.

4.9.1 Description of Sample Recordings

In order to evaluate each microphone system subjectively
as to its speech sound alteration, quality and speaker recognizability,
a series of tape recordings were made. These recordings consisted
of the following material for each microphone system:

(1) "Joe - - - lawn" sentence, into a Western Electric 640AA
microphone 4 inches from the lips. The quality of other systems
is compared to it..

(2) "Joe - - - lawn" sentence into microphone under consideration.

(3) About one paragraph of reading material from "Fortune" maga-
zine, chosen at random.

(4) Ten CVC words in the carrier sentence"Write the word in

the blank. "t

(5) Ten CVC words were read in isolation, e.g. fas, siv, etc.

(6) The sentence "Sister Susie sells silk shirts by the sea shore."

(7) The sentence "Peter Piper picked a peck of pickled peppers."

(8) Five Air Force landing commands.

These recordings were made in the quiet and in 120 db jet
noise with the same speaking effort (raised voice) for all systems.

The choice of material allowed us to evaluate all speech sounds
in connected speech, isolation, and to concentrate on sibillants and
plosives.

4.9.2 Evaluation Procedures and Definitions

Speech Sound Alteration: The four general classifications of
speech sounds, i.e. vowels, fricatives, plosives and nasals, were
evaluated separately. The following functional definitions were re-
quired:

(1) Natural - indicates there is little or no change in the intensity,
frequency or duration of the sound as reproduced by the microphone
as compared to theWestern Electric 640AA four inches from the
lips (the standard).

(2) Accentuated - indicates the strengthening of a particular speech
sound in intensity which may be a function of frequency.

(3) Diminished - indicates the decrease in intensity of a particular
speech sound. The decrease in intensity may be a function of
frequency.
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4. Altered - indicates that a speech sound has changed quality
to the extent that it is perceived as another sound.

Quality: An attempt was made to rate the overall quality
of the speech, not concentrating on any classification as in the
above. The following functional definitions were used:

(1) Natural - same as abc /e.

(Z) Nasal - the quality of speech sounds when the nasal cavity is
used as a resonator; especially when there is too much nasal
resonance.

(3) De-nasal - the absence of resonance in the nose; the voice
sounds as though "the talker has a cold in the nose. "

(4) Oral - nasal resonance is normal, but the quality is as if the
oral aperture is extremely large creating a dull mushy sound; "he
talks as if he has a potato in his mouth. "

(5) Metallic - a spread of energy at high frequency, producing
noisy, discordant elements.

Recognizability: The ability to recognize the voice of the

talker was rated as good, fair, or poor.

4. 9. 3 Result of Evaluation

Each microphone system was evaluated with respect to
speech sound alteration, quality and recognizability. The tapes
were played back on a high quality sy stem into a W. E 755 loud-
speaker. Two listeners took part, one a student with experience
in speech therapy and the other a physicist. The results uf the
evaluation are shown in Table A4-'SM It should be stressed that
the evaluation was completely subjective since no attempt was
made to determine the physical properties of the speech with
instruments.
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Appendix

4. 10 Speech Sound Analysis

4.10.1 Summary

Early in our testing program an attempt was made to
correlate physical measurements of consonant-to-vowel and
consonant-to-noise ratios with articulation testing in order
to determine the relative performance of communication
systems.

Some measurements of this nature were made; however,
little correlation existed between the physical and articulation
tests. On the basis of these results, several articles in the
literature, and a conference with personnel at Haskins Laboratory,
this approach was abandoned.

This appendix contains some example o' tCie speech analysis
employed to determine consonant-to-noise ratio, and some dis-
cussion the reasons for abandoning this technique of evaluating
microphone systems.

4. 10. 2 Relative level and frequency distribution of
certain speech sounds

4.10.2.1 Instrumentation and procedure
A block diagram of the apparatus is shown in Figure A4-102.

Spoken material was recorded on magnetic tape. Selected words
and phrases were cut out and spliced into loops so that the
material to be inspected would occur periodically.

"The time constant of the rectifier filter used was . 01 second
and the logarithmic attenuator had a range of 30 db. A keying
pulse recorded on tape provided a signal to trigger the sweep
circuit of the oscillcocope.

Using a long persistence oscillograph tube, the envelopes of
words remained visible for several seconds in a darkened room.
The recurrent signal provided by the tape loop restored the image
regularly, allowing detailed inspection of the structure of these
speech sounds.

4. 10. 2.2 Analysis of "Joe . . . lawn" sentence
The sentence "Joe took father's shoe bench out, she was

waiting at my lawn, " was first analyzed. The talker spoke at
normal conversational level into a 640AA microphone 18 inches
in front of his lips. Included also is the analysis of a set of CVC
(consonant-vowel-consonant) words consisting of fricative con-
sonants and the vowel "a" as in father. The results of these
investigations are shown in Figures A4-103, A4-104 and A4-105.

4. 10. 2. 3 Spectra of some CVC words
The spectra of all the consonants and vowels from two sets

of CVC words were also measured and are plotted in Figures
A4-106 and A4-107. These results agree essentially with those
given by Fletcher ("Speech & Hearing in Communication" 1953)
and OSRD Report #3106, and hence furnish a cross-check on our
procedure.
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A comparison was made between the sp-ýctra of the set
of CVC words using "a" (see above) when spok en normally
and when whispered. From the results of ous investigation
on this rather special vocabulary, it was found that the spectra
or level of the consonznts were not changed wi-on the word was
whispered.

4. 10. 3 Fricative consonant-to-noise ratio for
two microphone systems, pressure and pressure gradient

In order to measure the consonant-to-noise ratio for the
fricative consonants spoken in a masking noise environment of
arbitrary level and shape, an indirect procedure was used. Three
separate ratios were measured and combined to produce a consonant-
to-noise ratio for both pressure and pressure gradient microphones
as a function of frequency. (These microphones are discussed in
Appendix 4. 2 and 4. 3 respectively.)

The results of these measurements indicated the gradient
microphone gave approximately 10 -. 30 db greater consonant-
to-noise ratio below the 600 - 1200 cps octave band than the
pressure microphone. Above the 600 - 1200 cps band the consonant-
to-noise ratio of both systems were similar.

4. 10.4 Comparison of articulation testing and the
physical measurement of Section 5. 0. 3

A series of articulation tests was performed in order to
determine whether there was a correlation between the physical
measurements described above and the articulation score.

It was found that there was little correlation between articula-
tion testing scores and physical measurements of consonant-to-
noise ratio. This lack of correlation led us to consult with the
Panel of Experts and others to explain this inconsistency.

4. 10.5 Application of some basic research on speech to
our attempt at correlating physical measurements
and articulation testing

Numerous clues had led us to suspect that work being done at
the Haskins Laboratory would be applicable to our communications
work. The paper by A. Libermanaclinched our resolve to visit
them. A companion article by Halle, Hughes, and Radley 1 2
also seemed to confirm the implications which we tended to draw
in regard to our own program. Accordingly, Messrs. Veneklasen
and Snow conferred with Drs. Liberman and Cooper on 22 May 1957,
seeking their advice on several questions, especially:

Is there a simple physical parameter such as possibly speech-
to-noise ratio or consonant-to-noise ratio, which should correlate
with consonant articulation?
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The following is a record of umany answers to more specific
questions which bear on these generalities:

1. It it probable that the measurement of S/N for the high
frequency bands will not be a valid measurement of consonant
articulation even for the fricative consonants.

Z. Recognition even of the fricative consonants depends
greatly on formant transition as well as the noise bursts or
affrication. It seems likely that, in an unfavorable noise
environment, the affrication clue may be lost in the noise before
the formant transition clue. Hence, to measure affrication alone
is probably to concentrate on a superficial factor.

3. It is quite to be expected that crucial aspects of consonant
articulation may be lost in an unusual pickup system such as ear
or head location.

4. The complete physical analysis which might be e.xpected
to correlate with consonant articulation would be very complex
indeed, involving detailed analysis of sound spectrograms. This
is far beyond the scope of this project. However, we were urged
to record word lists from each representative speech system in
case such analysis should be desirable at a later time.

On the basis of these answers and oamments we discontinued
our approach, i.e. measuring consonant-to-noise ratio. Hence-
forth we relied on the more simple approach of measuring overall
sentence signal-to-noise ratio as a diagnostic evaluation of micro-
phone systems. This is described in Appendix 4. 1.
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4. 11 Basic Speech Data

Some basic material was gathered from the literature
and summarized in chart form. Theos charts bring together in-
formation from several sources and provide a means of obtain-
ing infoarm ation quickly.

The Charts of tables A4-IX and A4-X list the vowels
and consonants with their phonetic symbols, classification, fre-
quency of occurance, phonetic power, and confusion in noise.

In table A4-XI, the chart summarises the vowels and
semi vowels, showing the vowel diagram, lip and tongue positicns
and formant frequencies.

This material has aided the personel working on this
contract at WEAL especially in the choice of consonants for the
CVC words.
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Step I Siystoemysem"I

Step

Tho r.m.s, noise spectrum and LTA speech spectrum are measured
for the reference system and system "OV , The sa~ie noise level
(120 db. jot noise) and speaking effort must be used

Step lld2 Reforence %. Microphone System "X*
System 0

f 5:

From the results of Step I the S/N ratio for each system is
computed.

Step III +

0 From the results of Stop II the S/N
__ ratio for each system is compared.

Step I
2 Prom step III the difference is S/N

ratio between the two systems determines
the i•pzwovemat in signal to noise

0 ratio of system "X" relative to the
reference system.
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MAZ.D(L4 VOICE SPEXTRUX AT THE LIPS

OCTAVE PASS BANDS IN CYCLES PER SECOND
37.5 75 - 150 3 6W - 1200 - 240 -- 400 -

140j

y130~
,j loi

90
5 21 2

0100
5 2

FREQUENCY IN CYCLES PER SECOND

Curve 1: Highest
Curve 2: Average of 8 speakers
Curve 3: Lowest,

Niote: 640AA microphone was employed slightly above
the lips andi as close to face as possible
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IE]• TI•X AVERAGE BPE•H SP•TRIM AT TI• LIPS FOR JOE,..IAWN
SE/•ENCE. T4E O•LL LEVEL D•RELSES IN AITROXIM&TEIX 4 DB
INCREMEFfS F•KI4 MAXIMUM EI•FOI• TO VERY QUIET SPE•H (J•IST
ABOVE A •HISI•R,)

OCTAVE PASS •ND$ IN CYCLES liar SECOND
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SOUND PRESSURE. LEVE 1 FOOT FROM1 THE LIPS FOR VARIOUS

SUBJECTIVE SP=kH LEVELS
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SOUND PRESSURE LEVEL AS FUNCTION OF DISTANCE
FRIOM LIPS FOR A CONSTANT SPEAKING LEVEL.

OCTAVE PASS SANDS IN CYCLES PER SECOND
- 75 -- IW - - 600 1200 - 2400 - 4400 -

,F _ _ _ _ _"_ _ _ ___ _ _ 1 - --

99

so t
.5- -- I

S5 r2$ r

-~~I 101?0 00

90+

CCA

U7

FREQUENCY IN CYCLES PER SECOND

Curve 1: Microphone at lips.

Curve 2: Alicrophone Ji" from lip-

Curve 3: Microphone 1" from lips

Note: 640 AA pressure-probe microphone used.

Figur *4.10
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ATTENU&TION a31? WEL FIBEWUILS NOISE SHIELD

OCTAVE PASS lANOS IN CYCLES PER SECOND
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FREQUENCY IN CYCLES PER SECOND

Curv-e 1: Noise shield completely sealed to dummy head.
Curve 2: Noise shield sealed as weU as possible on human subject.

No leak. Subject held breath during test.
Curve 3: Noise shield with I/4" wide b7 3" long leak at subject's

chin.
Curve 4: Noise shield with 3" long 3/8" I.D. tube protruding from

bottom of shield providing leak.

Vote: Data presented is averaged for 3 subjects. Leak is
necessary for subject's breathing.
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LtN TD1 AWRAGZ SPEECH SPECTRUM I1IG PRESSUIM
MICROPHONE IN OPEN AND IN WEAL FIBEWIAS NOISE
SHI7lD

OCTAVE PASS BANDS IN CYCLES PER SECOND
37 5 75 150 -- C00 - 600 - 1200 - 2400 - 4800 -

120 L

CIO

I -• '

~100

90'

I I -:

X- 7
70

21 5 8 70 30
____7 2___ _ 0-

100 1000 10000
FREQUENCY IN CYCLES PER SECOND

Curve It Pressure microphone in noIe shield

Curve 2: Pressure microphone in ope4,n at the lips

Note:z This is typical for all subjects.
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DWROIVE•EXT IN SIGNAL TO AOIS& RATIO OF WEAL
PI.SSUR1 MICROPHONK IN FIBMMUS NOISE SHIELD
RELATIVZ TO THE REFEREJEE SYSTEM. SPi•AKER: NW.

OCTAVE PA S5 E041) IN CYCLES P"R SLCOND
375 - 75 150 I.. 12- -4 -.
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100 ~1000100
FREQUENCY IN CYCLES PER SECOND

•/!.AL probe tube pressure irzicrophone used.

Note. Leak provided by 3" long 3/8" I.D. tube.

iieferonce system is a iestern Electric 640AA pressure probe
microphone at the lips in the open.
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AT2NtTATION OF A llF, WJIET ON DW( M.AD.

OCTAVE PASS ISANDS IN CYCLES PER SECOND
•. 37J - 7 5o - 3oo 1200 - 2400 4400 - 9otO
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100 1000 10000

"FREQUENCY IN CYCLES PER SECOND

Curve 1: Attenmtion with canvas and rubber collar attached to

Cur"e 2s Attenuation with rubber collar only.
Curve 3: Attenuation with canvas collar only.
"Curve 41 Attenuation of helmet sealed to steel plate.

Note: Attenuation smasured at lip poaition

Figurs A*J
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EFFECT OF EX•AUST VAIM ON ATtIEUATION OF MA-1 HEI•MS.

OCTAVE PASS LANDS IN CYCLES PER SECOND
375- 75 - 150- 300 "W00 - 1.0 -2400- 4800-

p.. .. IiI
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4 0 -I I!
*30 ~ t

-v01

5? 1 2 425 000 I3 f -O 4
k2

100 1000 10000
FREQUENCY IN CYCLES PER SECOND

Curv Is lttemation of MA-1 helmet when clamped to steel plate.
ftzhaust valve elosed,

Curve 2t Attennotion of ML-1 helmet when clamped to stee.1 plate*

Exhaust valve opened slightlye,

Curve 3: Attenuation of MA-1 helmet on a hizan subject, Average
of 6 runs on 6 observers.

Notes Attenuation mesue at lip pcoitton
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ATTZIUATION OF MA-3 HELMET

OCTAVE PASS BANOS IN CYCLES PER •ECOND
37.5 7S 1,O-0~ 1200 2400 4000 - 9600

-4-.. - F.40

30 -A---..

~20 1

~ 0

3.0
_____- ............... __ _ ___

I.•. ..L 21 - =

5 1 2 2 47 0I 0 70W

32 ,

1001000 1~0000
FREQUENCY IN CYCLES PER SECOND

Curve 1: Attenuation of ML-3 Helmet. Average of four runs

on two observers*

Curve 2: Attenuation of MA-3 Helmet clamped to rigid plate.

Notes Measured at Up position

Fl~vm A4-2



LONG TD'1 AVERAQ SPEECH SPMTRA IS )I-1 HE4MET
USIkG WJEAL PRESSURE MICOPHOINE. SPEAKERs TW.

OCTAVE PASS BAND$ IN CYCIES PER SECOND
37-S 75 1 54 ____ &0__-ý 2AC-0 A -

110 I 4

-- 41-

I IS ]

n.,o -i 7- -

N 10I00 10000
SFREQUENCY IN CYCLES PER SECOND

Cur"e 1; wEAL 640AA probe tube pressure microphone in YAA-I ifelmet. ,

Cur"e 2: Same microphone in the "open." (Reference System)

_ _ _ _ _ _



COMPARISON OF SPEECH AMPLIICATION IN NOISE SHIELD AND MA-I HELMET

OCTAVE PWS BANDS IN CYCLES PER SECOND

373 75 150O 300 -- 10 - 2A-0 - -Ac,

- .1. . 1 1 3

FRQEC IN CYLSPRSCN

I

Curve __ 1:___ 4.E___ *- 64Apesuepob 
-i ELfie

Fg- A4-4
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tt 1t _ _ _

53 I 1 212 I 1 1 170 34" "

5 1 2 5 t 2 Is--
100 1000 10000

FREQUENCY IN CYCLES PER SECOND

Curve 1: J.E. 640AA pre~ssure probe mia in N1EAL fiberglas
noise shield

Curve 2: 4.E. 640AA pressure probe mic in MA-I helmet

Note: this is typical for all subjects.
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3IPMIIOYI IN SMIkL TO NODIS RATIO Or WEAL PWtSSUWRP
43ROVPDNE IN 14-I HEUMET PP'LATIVE TD THE REFERENCE

SYSTEM. SPEAKER: TWo

OCTAVE PA!' EAND:• IN CYCLES PER SECOND
377.5 - 75 - a - , '2) ") - 2400 0 -

I -'

E-4
I- -.---- 14

0 0

S--7-

5,3 1 62412 1700

2 2

1001000 10000
FREQUENCY IN CYCLES PER SECOND

Notes WXAL 640AA probe tube pressure microphone used,

Reference system is a JIestern Electric 6,40AA pressure
probe microphone at the lips in the open.

Notes This is typial for all subjects

Flewse A4-25
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WI3SE CANCEATION C 640AA PROBE GRADIENT
MICROPHONE AS A FUNCTION OF PROBE SPACItI

OCTAVE PASS BANDS IN CYCLES PER SECOND
37.5 75 150 - ý0W 600 1200 - 24W0 AWO -

t

I i
I t .

30-

°i
o20- -
E-4

S.. ... -. 4 - •

, -1---- - -

S 1 I I • 1.. I . " ,

53 I1 212 4L 53 1700 34 f00d 3*ý
5 2 5S 1 2 3

100 1000 10000
FREQUENCY IN CYCLES PER SECOND

Curve 1: Probe spacing - 3/16" (center to center).
Curve 2: Probe spacing - 5/160 (center to cei:ter).
Curve 3: Probe spacing 1/2" (center to center).

Figr A428



EIEJ T Or BA•FL ON NOISE CANCDEIJ•t PROPERTIES
OF A 64(0A PROBE GRADIENT MICROPIHONE

OCTAVE PASS SANDS IN CYCLES PER SECOND
34 73 150 X-130 - 6m0 1200 2400 4600 -

3 0 . .......

20

5 1_,_ _. 1 1 1_-

I III~ '- '

51 2 5 1 2 1

100 1000 10000
FREQUENCY IN CYCLES PER SECOND

Curve 1: 3/8" probe spacing. No baffle.
Curve 2: 3/8" probe spacing. Baffle consisting of 25f

piece suspended between probes.

Figure A4-,29



EFFECT OF GRADIENT MICROPHONE PRCBE SPACINs ON
LTA SPEECH SPECTRA. SPEAKERt RAB.

OCTAVE Pt BVD. '114 CYCLES P" ¶'CONO
375- 75 -150 - --
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, 2 2 5

S100 1000 10000

FREC. .. NCY IN CYCIES PER SECOND

•Curve 1" TA speech spectra as measured by open pressare
microphone at the lips (reference system).

Curve 2: LTA speech spectra. Gradient spadirg- 3/16".
SCurve . LTA speech spectra. Gradient spacing 3/8".
Curve 4: LTA speech spectra. Gradient spacing 3/4".

SNote: Waeal for' a. other subject.

Figuf. A4-30



USPWNS9 OP OMSAN SIZOTR"COUSTIC LABOPATOR! WIADIENT
MICROPeIo0 ('/4* SPAC7Q) FMO CONSTANT SPEECH URL VS

DISTANCE 1 'N LIPSM

OCTAVE PASS EANDS IN CYCLES PER SECOND
V -5 75 - 5 W 6W 1200 - 24 A$0 -

'I-iI ;OD'
1 .. ... .... ....

,i ......-.i•

707

600

1 2 •I251:
100 I000 10000

FREQUENCY IN CYCLES PER SECOND

Cu~r" IsMicropholne at lipsl.

Curve• 3% Microphone V46fro lips,,
Curve 41 Microphone 1/"from lips.Curve 5: Microl40s 10 from lips, _ _

Speaker: JPC. Typical for other subjects

Figr AAP-31



D1MOVDIM I IN 82QJLL TO NOIS= MIO OM A PRESSURE
MICROPDIOM AT TIM LIPS FM PROBEZ GRADIET MUR0P1EhlE
AS A FUNCTION OF PR(BE SPACINM

OCTAVE PASS SANDS IN CYCLES PER SECOND
$7S - 75 - ts0 - '00 -- 800 -- 120 - 2400 - 00 9-

9 1
30 I. .

-i -1-

02

o :I t09

53 1 5 2,41II 17 1 0 3,400 4?',.4

100 1000 10000
FREQUENCY IN CYCLES PER SECOND

Curve it Probe spacing= 3/16"
Curve 2: Probe spacing= 31VI
Curve 3: I-:robe spacing .3/40

LI')A~-3



EFFECT ON IM1PROVEMENT IN SIGNAL TO NOISE
RATIO OF' A GRADIENT MICM~PIIONE JI&LATIVE TO
AN OPEN PIZESSURE MICRtOPHONE AS 13OTh ARE
MOVED A1VAY FROM THlE LIPS.

OCTAVE PASS SANDS WI CYCLES PER SECOND
357S 75- ~ 15 Tý 600 1200 2400 440 9,'%

E-4t

41S0 T__ V0_3_.)
I~~ I, T~ IF

10 100 1000

FRQEC IN CYLE PEECN

Curvel: Both ipicrophones at lips

Curve 2.; ofY" from lips

Curve 3: 1f " fromi lips

Note: R*2&tUw* to probe pressure microphione at so=
position

FIgure hAv"33
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NOISE CAMELLATION OF GRADIENT MICROPHO!M IN WEAL
FIBE•ILAS SHIELD AS CWPAMCD TO TM NOWSE
i 0ELLATION IN TME WIEN

OCTAVE PAS.5 BIANDS IN CYCLES FER SECOND

7 4

37 7 1 50

4 t

• ' 30

0 ,

S-- - -. . . -1- :

3C -4

20 12

"•100 1000 10000
SFREQUENCY IN CYCLES PER SECOND

Curve 1: Noise cancellation in Fiberglas Noise Shield. Leak
provided by 3" long 3/811 I.D. tube.

ol

""oCuuve 2: Noise cancellation in open diffuse noise field at
°' dunmr' s lips.

Notel s eatern Electric 6140AA probe microphones used.
Neasurements taken using dumby head; similar resulIts occur
on human subjects.
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ODG TME AVMEW SBEH SJICTRXI MING GRADIENT
MIGROPHONE IN WEAL FIBERGLAS t)ISR SHIELD

OCTAVE PAMS MANDS tN CYCLES PER SECOND
37.3 - 75 - 150 3- 9 -, , .4,d -
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z
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-74

;41 212 43 8ý0 1700 i

0 FREQUENCY IN CYCLES PER SECOND

Curve 1: Gradient microphone in noise shield.

Curve 2: Pressure Microphone in noise shield.

Curve 3: Pressure micro hone in open at the lips.

Note: This is typica• for all subjects.
vleater Electric 640AA probe microphones used.

Sam speaking effort for all results

Pis=ro A4-36
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DWA1KVD=hJ• IN SIGIML TO WDISU RATIO OF WML
GRADIM1 MICRWPH•INE IN FIBE.MLAS NOISE SHIFlD
RELATIVE TO THE HEFF ERE SYSTEM. SPEAUERt TW

OCTAVE PAS' FANDS IN CYCLES PZR SECOND

7.5 -- .7 -- 150 3- -- - S. 6

40 3

W t
S20 --

r --1•10 -

100 1000 10000

FREQUENCY IN CYCLES PER SECOND

Curve 1: JEAL 640AA probe tube gradient nicrophone in 4EAL
fiberglas noise shield.

Curve 2: WEAL 640AA probe tube pressure microphone in MAL
fiberglas noise shield.

Note: Leak provided by 3" long 3/8" -. D. tube.
Reference system :.s a iestern Electric 640Ae pressure prote
microphone at the lips in the open.

Figur. Alo-37
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10MSE UNcW ON CF GW DNT HICINDPHOID IN MI-'1 M ON
Dt3W HEAD.

37.5 - OCTAVE PASS BANOS IN CMCLES Pk SECOND
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C; 1 Is 1 o Noise oamellatlon, In open diffUse noits fiae3 at•

Curve 21 Noise oanoellation of gradient microphone in MA-i
helmt on dnlu aS head.

0
z -

F~igure A4~.39



law tim a&"m s5psao Spsetra
in open and in NAM-i Ro t. Subject W.

OCTAVE PASS SANDS IN CYCLES PER SECONO
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FREQUENCY IN CYCLES PER SECOND

Curve . - Pr•esure mio. in ML-1 Rombt

Curve 2 - Gradient U

Curve 3 - Pressure * open

Curv 4 - Gradient open



DIPK )•MST IN SIGNAL TO XDIBI MTlO CP WlL GRADIENT
MICADPiOND IN YA-i MM B•AITIVE TO To BClqRECE
SYSTE14e SUXEJ4 %V*

OCTAVE PAU ILDNOS IN CYCLES PER SECOND
57.5 - 5 '50 -0 12N) 24 4800 9WTO~T

40

Z?0 lo-"Ci
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-- _-22 I

S2 2 5 t

100 000 10000

FREQUENCY IN CYCLES PER SECON4D

Curve 1: WEAL probe tube gradient microphone in M-i lelmet.

Curve 2: WEAL probe tube pressure microphone in MA-I .ielmet.

Note: Reference system is a desatern Electric 640AA pressure probe
microphonw at the lips in the open.
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APPARM USED FOR CALIBMTIM3 BAR MIC'CROPHONES

•----- •cmC FILTER

, I .. .. I

)EASURIN RESPONSE OF 640 AA IN COUPLER

64Wt RECEIVER i 640' A DRIVER

"-640 A DRIVER

6406A RECEIVER4

WASUINU*G R!POkNE OF IIARVINTIP
dImH fO in COUPLER





I. Measurement of Attemnution sLoudspeaker

of Ear Pickup.

aSPL Outside Ear

Attenuation in DB
SPL outside ear - SPL
inide ear

SPL Inside Ear

II Measurement of Speech
Level Outside Ear

SPL at Lips= L

SPL Outside Ear=O

III* Measurement of Speech
Level Inside Ear

SPL at Lips~

S'SPL Inside Ear=.

Fip A-46



IUMDUCTION IN SPhEH UITEL FROM THE LIPS TO JUST OUTSIDE
TH. EAR.

OCTAVE PASS BANDS IN CYCLES PER SECOND
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ATI,,NUATION OF HARVINTIP-± 64OAA ASW -TO A.RUB)RN
a SOUMID.

OCTAVE PASS RANDS IN CYCLIS PER SECONO
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OCTAVE PASS BANDS IN CYCLES PER SECOND

375 - 75 - 150 30M - 600 - 1200 2400 48C)

10 1

_____ . 1 2

__ __ __I I

FREQUENCY IN CYCLES PER SECOND

Difference in level between bone Conducted
+ Airborne Speech, and Airborne speech only.
Subject TS• with G; 40 Ail• in harvintip.
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WDNG TIME AVERAG,'. W2EkCH SPECTRMl IN THE EAR AIM
AT THE LIPS.

OCTAVE PAr LAtDb IN CYCLES rpz sCOIi•:
375 75 - tO - 2. -- .. 2.* - - -
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Cu~rve 1: LTA -speech spectrum as measured by lReference System
(1 .E. 6.4OAA pressure probe microphone at ljr)S). All
spectra are 110 DB over-all sI'L.

''

Curve 2: LTA as measured by .4.L. 640kA in .larvintip innartSdevice closely coupled to ear canal.

Note: Sne speaking level for both conditions.

Subjects: WO, JP, TW

Figure Aip-50
Sujets we.J4,T



DIFFEnNE BEWTEEN SOUND PRESSURE LEVEL
IN EAR AND AT T&r LIPS FOR SAME SPEAKING
LEVEL*

OCTAVE PASS BANDS IN CYCLES PER SECOND
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The cur-ve representis average of data on .3 subjects.
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x JP1C
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COHPLIENTARY EAR TRANSDUCER RESPONSE
REQUIRED TO MATCH THE SPEECH SIECTRLI4
AT THE LIPS.

OCTAVE PA''S tANDS IN CYCLES PER SECOND
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ATTENUATION OF NOISE EXCLUDING LAEVICES &IICH COULD
BE USED WITH AN EAIR PICKUP,

OCTAVE PASý IhANDS IN CYCLES PER SECOND
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THE D1M M NThJi? IN SIGNAL TO E!ISE RATIO OVER AN OPEN
PRESSURE MICROPHONE AT THE LIPS USING A 64M EAR
MICROPHONE WITH SEVERAL N•OISE EICLUDING DEVICES

I,

O(.1.V~EP; ~ '$-4 Cy'ý.t[S r l f 2.
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FigIur A4-
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Figure At4 5
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LOM TDIE AVERAGE SPEECH SPECTRA U83.DL 4tfCl=

EAR MICROPHONE.
OC'A\'E P f %,4DS IN CYIFS ~Pt 1,

375 75 15 - 5

CIO

CH +

14

1I bi - !

1 2

4 ' - - ' -- - 4 - -

1 1

C 1 D e

,5 2 5 2

FREQUENCY IN CYCLES PER SECOND

Curve 1: Dynamic ear microphone.

Curve 2: iteference System (4.E. 640AA pressure probe
microphone at the lips in the open).

Note: Approximately "normal conversational level" for
all spectra.

Figur &v.57
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IMPROVEMENT IN SIGNAL TO NOISE RATIO OF DYNAJMIC
EAR MICROPHOIE RELATIVE TO THE REFEREICE SYSTEM.

0OCTA'vE PAI~% 5V-.S IN Cy, . 0SP 'APC'ND

5I 7- 1 L 0
I•* I

I I

I 1 t +

o 20

1.0

.10~~ ---------

r4
I bars I

_3 . .,s --LI , 1,i0I 4

-- 4- ,-., -.

1 2

Cue 2: eVertica bars indicati spreaN

53 1 - 242 4.5 b)' j"•• * " . _
,5 1 2 ,5 ' 2 .

"1I00 1000 10 000
•- FREQUENCY IN CYCLES PER SECOND

. Curve 1: Dynamic ear microphone coupled to Harvintip under
D. Clark Muff type.

_" Curve 2: iynamnic ear microphone coupled to Harvintip. ;;o

additional noise shielding.

Note: Referenop System is d.E. 640AA pressure probe microphone
at the lips in the open.

Figure A4-59



SI..:PLE FON•EHEAD PICKUP

Preamplifier

', 640 AA

Fiw A46
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Csl L~IS :, for force fa
Z;3= bone impedance
f •force due to internal vibrations (in throat and mouth cavity)
f;} force on the coupler due to an extornal soundfield
fa force throu-h the skin due to soundvibrations conducted.
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WAVE TRANSMISSION INSIDE COAXIAL CYLINDERS
WITH RIGID W#,LLS
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OCTAVE PASS FANDS IN CYCLES PER SECOND
375 - 7 ~10 300 600W 1200 - 2400 - -

i0 V .' , 1 1 --•.. .. . ^
1104

""I re

e r4-2 c3
coI &

I r t A 'c

-U n,4 . .___ __ _____ __ __ __ __

-I30

4. I I•

C)I *

ot *,,.; , -

.3 , 1 2' 4 5 li 1 1 2i ,J-"

100 1000 1O&0 .,
FREQUENCY 'N, CYCLES PER SEC•OND

curve a : t, ieaaurecl 1p, ,;r~ in the cavity in the
forehead P' C •i, Ui

curve b : Curve a corrected with respect to Leak
from the cavity and resonance of the
forehead pickup and the skin compli•ance.

curve c : Predicted output voltag•e from an alcceiero-
maeter with sensitivity I mV/G.
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CALCUM•ID DIMUfl MJ BOBT'N OIEl)TE AND AIFXM
SPEECH ON TH9 VREHEUD• USING TkiZ 640A COUPI, PISSED
COMF'ORTABLJY TO THE FOREHEAD.

OCTAVE PAA SAND$ IN CYCLES PfR SECOND
- - --- '00 2 40W

I J

- ------ -
____ ...__ _ _ _ _ I1• - -

10

z

61 Of -

* I

___________00____ 00 IOU W,

I I

FREQUENCY IN CYCLES PER SECOND

Curve 1: Separating plane between mouth and forehead

Cure 2: No sepaating plans

Figure A4o-72
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AMU=A A!UINUTION TO LAflQN 30M3 OF FaUUM* P=U
CONISTINOFU 60 IN COMM~l WITH NO AUULIAA DLP~M~M.

WCAVE PAMS MAND 04 OCYCS KI W-CO*d
37S - 75 no 4W--- IN 4

~20

~30

.40
Zi J

100 1000 10000
FREQUENCY IN CYCLES PER SECOND

.4 tm. on 4 Obseves.i (F.,JPC, JD JM)

Cu~m It Attemmtion of Airborne SoWA ty head Pd.V pressed
o~mfortably agazinst forcbhact.

Curw 21 Anltevoion of Airborn Sound tr head P.Uv pressed
tightly against forehead*

figue A44



IDIW TDi AVEPAM SPP=H SPMTM• ON 2T FORMHtD
AM) AT TM3 LMPSo

OCTAVE PASS SANDS IN CYCLES PER SECONO
27 75 150 30 - 40 1200 240 - 480 %

4-

10010

90

70-

-J

50

Sh *d am - diates sp 4'ad

100 1000 10000
FREQUENCY IN CYCLES PER SECOND

Curve 1: LTA spectrum an measured by Reference System. (4estern
Electric 640AA pressure probe microphone at lips).
Adjusted to 110 DB over-all SPL for each talker.

Curve 2: LTA spectrua as measured by a .4estern Electric 640AA
microphone in coupler with no auxiliary diaphragm
on the forehead.

Notes Same speaking level for both conditions.

Figure A4-74



DITKMICE DZTN SOUND PIMMURE IZVEL AT LIPS AND ON FOREMAD
WITH SPMAXING lEVEL.

OCTAVE PASS KANOS IN CYCLES PIER SECOND
P.S 75 - 3 - 00 0 1200 2d00 - WO

-10

E.~0 \- -' i

fi_ 'D B/

- - -&124 -- T_-

100 1000 10000
FREQUENCY IN CYCLES PER SECOND

e lNegativw wvlues indicate level at forehead is loss than at lips*
2. TM points indioate rooulta on 6 individuals*
3. %t. solid line Is the average dftferenoe for the 6 speakerso

Figure A4r-75



DMUNJK)VUT IN SIGNAL TO NDISS RATIO Of SEVERAL
FOREHEAD HICROPIONES !WLATIVE TO THE RFERENCE
SI3STM.

OCTAVE PASS SANDS IN CYCLES PE11 SECONO
I, - 75 -S '50 3- 00 - 400 - 1200 - 2400 - M 480 - 9400

47

20 +
5_0 _ _ _ - - _ __ _ -- I _ ... _ - -

~10

0 -

C - -- - -- p m_

S 7-

100 100

Cure210 ._60A _ic .i . .reedcope. .Noau ila.
Cuve2:i,..64A -ic in foeha _-p-_r A -ilar

Cur_ _:Ngntc . _it diphag incnatwt oeed

lips-lyefe inn the open.

S---_ - ..-_ -- .T O _J 9 J - '--"_

~ 1 0 1 00 .. ... 0.. . . -0---

I -- --+-

FRQUNC IN CYCLES PER-SCOND•;

a u i u di p r g .025..........t

Curve 3: Mageti 6m0AA wih iahrg in cnatwt forehead.,ulr o uiir

Curn 4t Magnetic mic. with water pillows between diaphrg and
forehead.

Reference System is a 4.FE. 640AkA pressure probe microphone at the
lips in the open.
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W1ON TD1Z AVERAGE SPCH. SPECTRA L'SItCD MAGNETIC
1OREHEAD MICRKOPHONE WITH DIAPttR&fG DIRECTLY
AGAINST THE HEAD.

OCTAVE PASS &ANDS IN CYCLES PKR SECOND
S 7- -- 150 - 300 - 0 -- 1200 - 24M 480• -

S.... 4 _ _ i-

2 2- 4 1 1700 34 00 '.

2. i

100 1000 10000
FREQUENCY IN CYCLES PER SECOND

Curve ii Equalized forehead microphone.

Curve 2: Reference System (W.E. _40AA pressure probe

microphone at the lips in the open),

Note: Approximately "normal conversational level" for

al1l spectra.
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mAD=h ZDTIOI GAZED WHEN M.l Imb2,,t
13 WORN OVER JORHAD MIC( PK)P3.

OCTAVE PASS IANOS M4 CYCLES PER SECOND
47 - 150 300 - 0 - 200 -- 2400 4M00 --- '

0 - a-- a --4- -- I-

-1o,__ _ - _ _ _ _ _ _ _ ... .. _ _ .

~20

0 - -•_ -•- - - --_ . ..

aoo

212 4? OO 300 '0

i _ _i _ _ _ _I II I I i ii i

S"• -- i---2 "- --

100 1000 10000
FREQUENCY IN CYCLES PER SECOND

Average of 4 rnsn on 2 obeoxwers.
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IMPROVEMENT IN SIGNAL TO NOISE RATIO OF MAGIETIC
FOREHAD MICROPHONE RELATIVE TO THE REFERENCE SYSTEM.

OCTAVE PASS BANDS IN CYCLES PER SECOND
.- 75 150 300 6 00 0 2400 A" -

4: h I': ..

0 20
t -1 I •

I"-1

C

"" -- 4- ,•

_ I ni t 4.

S... ' i) -•results on two ..ije~,c,

4- - t,1• -/.v

-100 U901

1;0 1000 10000
FREQUENCY IN CYCLES PER SECOND

Curve lt 1.,jnetic .forehead microphone under -A-I •elet.

Curve 2: Magnetic forehead microphone with no additional
noise shielding*

Notes Diaphragm placed directly on forehocd.

Reference system is a J.E. 640AA pressure probemicrophone at the lips in the open.
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ADSOW? AMUJTtJ3 01P THlE SPEECH SPE0211 ON TE3 I0?
UPPER~ CENT~RAL ItEISOR9 SPEAKERS Tel.
275 -7S - OCTAVE PASS ISANDS IN CYClES PER SECOND --

-J7 S 300 - 400 1200 24M -____ ____

W 7

03

z

100 1001000

FRQEC N CYLE PE SEON

Curve 1: Sound pressure level at the lips.
Curve 2: Speech spectrum on thie left upper central incisor.

Note: Same speaking effort for both measurements.

Figure A*M



IMPROVMIEN IN $IGM!L TO NDISE RATIO U' TOOTH
MICROPHONE REIATIVE TO THE REFERFNE SYSTM

OCTAVE PASS SANDS MN CYCLES PER SECOND
VS - S 154) NO 600 - 12M 2400 4S0 - 900

40 -- _

2-> --- i - ...

IC4 30 25

~20

7:

____ertical bars Iniae-sr

A 1 T22 4J5 A- i0p36D

100 1000 10000
FREQUENCY IN CYCLES PER SECOND

Curve It Tooth microphone in open.

Curve 2: Tooth microphone in MA-l Helmet.

1. Results are averaged fur observers TN, MG and JPC,

2. Reference System is 4estern Electric 640AA pressure prot.
microphone at the lips in the open.
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LONG TIKE AVERAGE SPEWH SPECTRA FOR )-Ap )-33p
AND 1M-34 MICROPHONES. SFEA&KER JFC.

OCTAVE PASS BANDS IN CYCLES PER SECOND
2 . 75 150 -00- .- 600 12 20 - 400 06

22

100 1000 10 or
h'<EQUENCY IN CYCLES PER SECOND

Curve 1: 24-32/kIC mic. in HS 22001 Oxygen Mask.
Curve 2: M-33AIC mic. in open.
Curve 3: 4-34/AIC mic. in MX: 1334/U noise shield.
Curve 4: Reference System (4estern Electric 640AA pressure

probe microphone at the lips in the open).

Note:- Approximately "Normal Conversational Level" for all
spectra.

Figure A"'9



ATTENUATION OF 0UOEN MASK AND NOISE SHIELD USED WITH

AIC-1O MICOPHONES

OCTAVE PASS IANDS IN CYCLES PER SECOND375 75 - 1 - 3W - 600 -1200 24 - AO-

__ - Z2400

:3 0 . . ... .... . .....

20 1 '" 1

-..... 1 ...... 4

H|

J4-
z 0

225 711 170V 3400 M~00

100 1000 10000
I-REQUENCY IN CYCLES PER SECOND

Curve 1: Attenuation of MS 22001 Oxygen Mask

Cuzve 2: Attenuation of kX:1334/U Noise Shield

Average of 2 runs on each device on 2 observers.

Figure A.4-93



IMPROVEMENT IN SIGNAL TO NOISE RATIO OF M-32/AIC,
M-33/AIC, and M-34/AkIC RELATIVE TO THE REFERENCE
SYSTYS . SMAKER: JFC.

OCTAVE PASS UIANDS IN CYCLES PER SECOND
57 - 75 150 - 300 -- L,) - 12'00 - 24 - 4PO -- 9600

7~i+77L7
t I

71-'

St i

z - - - - -- -- F
"0 40 "

E-1~

0 304

10 --~2 _ +-N_ T_ _: . .. +

0- -

100 100 __0000 _

20 - -- -

So- - -Ht V -: +

FREQUENCY IN CYCLES PER SECOND

Curve 1: M-32 in MS 22001 Oxgen Mask.
Curve 2: 14ý-33 in open..
Curve 3: M-34 in KIX: 1334/U noise shield.

Reference System is a 4.E. 61JA*1 pressure probe microphone
at the lips in the open.

Figure M21-96



D8QSE Or 1H33/AlC MIC!OPHO3 ?(rt ¶o01'TAnI SP=mc LZVM
VB DISTA=CE r". 'e

OCTAVE PASS LANDS IN CYCLES PiR SECOND
73 75 130- -6 1200 -24* 4W NO

90__ -.. _ _ _ _

U

Hz

700

U

_ .... .. §

Cuv 2: Mirphn V80 fro -- ips1ur 10 10 fol010FREQUENCY IN CYCLES PR SECONL• 1000

0

z

Cur, is Mi Fgrophone prssed againstA Ups.

Curve 3: Mi~crophone 2/" rom lips.
Curve 4: Microphone 1/2" from lip.
Curie 5: Microphone 3/4'u from l¶ps.
Cur,. 6: MicroPk'on. 1" from Z1:•

Figue A4$-97



EFFECT ON THE DIPRO~VEENT IN SIGNAL TO NOISE RATIO
OF THE M-33/AIC MICROPHON RELATIVE TO THE REFERENOE
SYSTEM AS BOTH ARE MOVED AWA! FROM THE LIPS.

OCTAVE PASS BANDS IN CYCLES PER SECOND
J- 75 150 300 6W0 - 200 - 24,• 4,00 -4800

I[

S-- - 2- -- •:

I ji T II T I I I . I1=I

,_ _ _ 2 $_ _ 2I I

100 1000 10000
FREQUENCY IN CYCLES PER SECOND

Curve 1: Both microphones at lips.
Curve 2: Both microphones J/8" from the lips.
Curve 3t Both microphones 1/2" from the lips.
Curve 4: Both microphones I" from the lips.

Reference System is W.E. $4OAA pressure probe microphone
at the lips ir the open.
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ZSTDIATIK MADOI JET ADI= FIEID FOR 50% CONSONANT INITELLIOIBILITY.
MISED WEAL= sQrT.

M-34WAD IN Mi:3304/U NOISE SHIELD

TOOTH IN MA-I HELMET

PROBE PRESSURE IN MA-I HELMET

PROBE GRADIENT IN NOISE SHIELD

M-32/AmZ IN A-23A OMEN MASK

PROBE GRADIENT IN MA-I HELMET

EXPOSED 14-33/AmD

EXPOSED TOOTHI

PROBE PRZSSURE IN NOISE SHIEWt

EXPOSED PROBE GRADIENT

MAGNETIC FOIREHEAD UNDER MA-I HELMET

DYNAMIC EAR. HARVINrIP & CLARK M?

EXPOSED PROBE PRESSURE

EXPOSED MAGNETIC FOREHELD

EAR HARVINTIP

90 100 1no 120 330 140
OVER•ALL JET NOISE

75 85 95 105 115 125
SPEECH INTERF•ERN!E LEVEL

FIGUR A4,-10lA
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Table A4 - I&

RESULTS OF PH•SICAL 1PEASUREVENTS
( Averaged for Subjects TW end MG )

Improvement in S/N ratio Figure
Relative to Reference System of

Apendix Microphone 300 600 1200 2400 4800 Merit
section system ,, M 18 up R

Probe Pressure 0 0 0 0 0 0
(reference
system)

4.2.4 Probe Pressure 30 28 24 22 20 24
in noise shield

4.2.5 Probe Pressure 14 19 16 22 20 19
in A-1 heLme+

4.3.3 Probe Gradient 18 17 14 8 6 12

4.3.4 Probe Gradient
in Noise shield 34 36 31 25 20 29

4.3.5 Probe Gradient 31 33 26 26 24 27
in NA-1 Helmet

4.4.2 WYE 640AA Ear 4 -2 .5 -11 -5

(llarvin tip)

4.4.8 Dynamic Ear 1 -7 -10 -16 -10
(Harvin tip)

4.4.8 Dynamic Ear 20 6 8 4 8
(Ilarvintip +
Clark Muff)

4.5 640AA Forehead 3 -2 -3 8 2

4.8.7 640AA Forehead 1 -7 3 -7 - -2
(diaphram)

4.5.7 Magnetic Forehead 14 6 -2 2 -3

4.5.7 Magnetic Fore- -10 -6 -3 -6 - -6
head (liquid
coup1±1'g)

4.5.7 Magnetic Fore- 17 15 15 23 18
head under MA-i
helmet

4.6 Tooth 24 12 18 21 21 19

4.6 Tooth under MA-1 35 27 28 39 40 34
helmet

4:7 11-32/AIC in 30 24 22 25 28 25
0S : 22001 oxygen

mask

4 4.7 11-33/AIC 30 24 20 15 9 19

4.7 M-34/AIC in 34 32 35 37 35 35
MKX:1334/U Noise
shield

TABLE A1•-Ia



AMMLYIS OrCFOWN'ION AW)M W4 1~~ISWW CtOMM=TS

Xs Consonant bandwidth of 230 - 00O0 sopols for umvrl soigal to mol. ratios
of rand miss*

(a) 9/N '18 db (b) /Nms12 db (a) 5/1 6 db

% 3"r4 ai % Board

3.2 9 12,0 8 22.2
g 4.6 12.3 24.1

j5.0 e 165 g 26.3
5r 5.2 a 16.9 t 34.4
p 5.3 t 19.5 p 34.5

6.2 p 1909 d 37.0
6.6 d 20.6 k 37.8

a 8.3 a 22.8 s 39.2
d 8.4 b 23.4 4 43.2
f 8.5 k 26.2 54.2
b 8.9 T 29.4 b 54-8
2 9.4 O 3301 55.6
k 10.0 f 3302 6(.8
a 10.4 5 40.4 n 69.1
t .11.8 51.4 a750
n 13.5 n 55.8 f 78.6

8 49.1 a 62,2 p 6U.5
k 50.0 67.2 9 69.0
p50.7 p 68.6 P 2.1

51.9 9 70.3 84.6
54.0 75.0 b 80,.4

9 59.1 f 75.C 86.4
d 7206 k 79.1 f 87,9
v 75 b 8203 d 90.2
f 75.3 s 83.8 k 91.2
t 76.5 d 88.7 s 94.5
a 78.8t 92.4 t 98.5
b 85.2 a 95.0 a 99.3

91.8 95.9 a 100.0
95.2 98.6 f Ioo.o

3 96.6 n 9809 100.)
96.7 f 99.9 1 100.0

S From l.ler and Micely, Acoust. Soc. Am. 27, 338 - 1955

Table Ah-I



Ile. Constnt fival to im * ratio •f 2db

High ppuu out off fized at 2W0 so~pgo with low ;Ams out Off of 300, A00$
(M, 1200. 230. 04•0.

(a) 7rsquonq zwspoaeo (b) Yvqiasy rosponms (a) ftoquemy rospote
of 200 - 300 oepoas of 200 1o00 c.p.u. of 200 600 *.po.o

% 11az'd % Hft'd % Heard

9 12.11 24.,6 t 29.7
14.5 p 25.7 34.1

o16.5 9 25.9 5 34.6
f 16.7 t 27.3 a 35.3
J 16.8 f 29*2 9 379

19.1 31.0 g 40.4
v 19.3 34.2 40'8
t 23. 376? 46.8
, 25.8 5 40. p 47.1
* 27.1 a 43.4 n 50.0

23.7 k 43.5 f 53.8
d 30.0 47.9 k 54.0
k 33.7 a 50.0 v 59.8
b 38.9 b 55.9 d 64.0
n 40.2 d 61.3 b 81.0
a 6.0.9 v 75.0 m 84.0

(d) Fomum re n (e) FewqiMiey r epo (f) W vnvwy resi~onse
of 200 - L= os.poa. of 200 - 2500 *.poo* of 200 - 5000 c.p.a.

% Ho~ard or % Hoard
"WAI& uQ=~u m2ZWLM 92X01I ~2W--2fL& g2Zrrctly

t 33.0 6 37.5 9 56.2
33.4 t 43.0
34.8 V,50.0 6 ).7
35.2 a 52.3 v 70iO£ 37. 3 52.6 b 78.4

S46.7 v 66.5 a 78.4
g 46.9 g 72.9 f 79.5

53.4 p 77,.9 9 81.6
57.4 f 78.8 k 87.4

f 59.0 84.6 p )3.4
v 59.2 b 85.9 94.3
p 66.5 k 86.7 m 95.0
d 73.8 5 8910 d 95.2
b fl!.5 j 89.5 t 96.6

9 9).2 a 93.0 5 99.5
n 98.0 n 99.2 n 100.0

Table A4F-I (contlxrn4)



MZe owtant atpam to noise rtio of 32 db

LaV pass out off fl=d at 00 with high ;"a w, -A * of 1000, 2OO0,
2500, 3000 A50 e.pa

(a) rrequemy resnponse of (b) Frequeray respogu. off (a) Freuewoy responae o*'
1000 5 o00 c.p.s* 2000 -m,00 % p.a. 2500 - 5000 *.p.a

% Heald % Heard % lkward

46.0 le.7 10.7
b 47.8 2 ,•.8 v 13.8

50.3 24.6 15.5
e53.9 b 25,4 b V. 2

621.6 f 26.9 9 19.4
63 p 38.8 P 24.0
67.4 s 42.7 3 27.0
71.6 a 50.5 27.2
73.4 k 54.4 31.6
7 VL:,0 a 57.0 s 35.2
8 87.5 d 70.5 9 35.4
89.3 g 71.5 n 4605
90.8 n 75.0 5 54.8

k 91.4 81.6 457,2
90,4 36-8 W1.5

S9.5 t 87.2 t82.0

(d) irtequonay rempona of (e) Frequnay response of
3000 5o00 e...pa 4500 - 300 c.p.@.

% Hloard % Uo=rd

b 1115 n 6,9
4 13,0 3 7.1
p 14.1 6 7.3

16.3 p 10.3
g 16.0 10.8
k 21,6 b 11,0
a 22. v 12.7
n 23.0 a 2o.6
d 24.3 31.7

50,8 * 48.6
a 52.2 t 59.8
t 66.6 f 69.9
v 68.7 d 73.8
f 69.5 f 81.9

74.0 9 7.5
f 75.0 k 95.0

Table A.-I (Continued)



RANK ORDER OF SIXTLEN CO11.50;ANTS IN ORDER OF DIFFICULTY

(In the chart below, "1" means that this consonant was most
frequently confused, while "16" means that it was the least
frequuntly confused.) Fror Mill1er and Nicely, J. Acoust.
Soc. Am. 27, 338 - 1955

jIGtr4.L TO NOISi. RATIO LAI,4IDTH

'I ~ IL 1O ' -j 1 Id ~ ~ 4  U C
ti) 0N 'O C)n 'SO N4 C) C) C) C) C)% 6 O 0

A r C ,

6 1 2 2 4 2 6 6 1 2 3 3 2 i 3 15 5

g 2 1 3 6 4 4 1 3 0 7 738 !- •± l5 1

3, 3 1212 1313 15 2 6 7 81411Ii12 2415 19 ')

S 4 1416 io 16 14 5 ") 3 5!3 15 1615 316 12

p5 6 5 3 3 1 7 2 9 12 81I1 9 6 ,3 4

0 3 1 1 1 2. 3 7 5 2 1 1 4 2 5 2 3

U 7 I1 10 8 5 3 11 12 13 II 6 4 3 1 2 13 7

s8 8 911i12 13 910O 4 4 4 6131 0 i31i121

d 9 7 6 7 1) 8 12 15 14 13 10 13 11i 14 9 13

f 13 13 13 9 6 7 4 5111 0 9 7 6 51i 141.4

b ii 91I12 8 5 1414 15 1411i5 2 4 4 1 6

z12 4 8 5 9 10 10 8 3 6 5 3 5 7 9 4 3

k 131i0 7 2 7 9 1311i12 9 12 924 91') 6 16

S 14 1515 15 14 1216 io 16 15 15 121 3i 7 7 2

t 15 5 41i01111i 8 4 1 1 2 14 15 16 I0 1211i

n 1616 14 141516 151310O16 1616 13 1312 8 1

TV
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RAM ORDER OF 31XTEEN CONSONANTS IN ORDER

OF DIFFICULTY ON THE BASIS OF SIGNAL TO

NOISE RATIO, FROM MILLER AND NICELY,

J. ACOUST. 60C. AM. 27, 338 - 1955.

order of difticultv

I e

2 6

3 g

14 0

5 v

6 d

7 z

8 k

9 t

10 b

11 f

12 5

13 13

I' m
15

16 n

Table MwP-IIl



COILSOIA14TS USED IN U STERN aLCTR0-ACOUSTIC LABORATOIM
ARrIOULATION TESTS

.. o2-lL tiofl in Noise Classification

Occurance First J3=ooptlble Overall

gonaonAnt i to NoiseD .ifficulty 3

p 11 1 4 Voiceless Stop

t 1 13. 9 Voiceless Stop

k 5 9 8 Voiceless Stop

f 9 7 11 Voiceless Fricativ

S15 2 1 Voiceless Fricativ

s 4 13 12 Voiceless Fricativ

b 16 5 10 Voiced Stop

d 8 6 Voiced Stop

g 12 4 3 Voiced Stop

v 10 3 5 Voiced Fricative

8 10 7 Voiced Fricative

7 6 2 Voiced Fricative

m 6 12 14 N1asal

n 2 16 16 Nasal

1. H. Fletcher, Speech and Hearing in Commmication (Do Van Nostrand Co.pany, Inc.

1953 p. 96)

2. I-iller and Nicely, J. Acoust. Soc. Am. 27, 342, 1955 (Table VI)

3. From an analysis of Reference 2 by Western Electro-Acoustic Laboratory, Inc.

Table Ah-IT

~<



TABLE A4-V

Summarx of Articulation Testing

Avg. DB Below DB Below Max.
Symtom - Speak, List. Z No. Max. 3 Scars 4 SIN Max. s for 50% Score06

WEAL, Press. Open 21 40 7 53 -10 20 20

WEAL Grad. Open 29 41 9 53 -10 31 31

WEAL Press. N.S. 18 24 6 68 0 32 36

WEAL ( ad. N.S. 14 26 7 76 0 36 42

WMEAL Press. MA-I 6 12 2 52 0 36 36

WEAL Grad. MA-I 6 12 2 61 0 36 38

MAG. for Open 9 18 3 45 -8 18 17

MLAG. for MA-1 9 18 3 42 -6 28 27

Ear- Open 9 18 3 68 -7 5 9

Ez.r- Clark 9 18 3 47 -8 V7 27

Tooth - Open 15 30 5 63 -- 6 33 36

Tooth- NIA-1 9 18 3 82 2 34 44

1[-32 16 30 6 82 0 32 42

A4-33 18 25 6 68 -10 33 37

14-34 24 28 6 83 0 37 47

1. Total number of speaking tests.

2. Total number of listening tests.

3. Number of times maximum effort was established.

4. Consonant articulation @care - Total number correct x 100%Total N-mber

5. Decibels below maximum effort.

6. Data of (5) extrapolated to 50% using Figure A4- 100.

TABLE A.-V



TABLE A4-V1

Rank Order of Microphone Systems
on the Basis of Articulation Testing.

(1) (2) (3) (4)
DS Below Max. DB Below Max. Predicted Max.
Effort for Effort for S/N Environment

System 50% Score 50% Score for 50% CVC Score
at Raised Effort *

M-34 in MX:1334/J Shield 47 20 140

Tooth in XIA-I Helmet 44 17 137

M-3% in A-13A Mask 42 15 135

WEAL Grad. in Noise Sh. 42 15 135

WEAL Grad. in MIA- I Helmet 38 11 131

M-33 (exposed) 37 10 130

WEAL Press. in MA-I 36 9 129

WEAL Press. in Noise Sh. 36 9 129

Tooth (exposed) 36 9 129

WEAL Grad. (exposed) 31 4 124

Mag. Forehead-MA-1 27 0 120

Ear - Clark Muff 27 0 120

WEAL Press. (exposed) 20 -7 113

MAG. Forehead (exposed) 17 -10 110

Ear (exposed) 9 - 8 102

*Figures given are overall Jet noise in db re . 0002 dyne/cm 2 of assumed

spectrum shape of Figure 12..- The SIL is 15 db below this figure.

TABLE A+-VI
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TABLE A-4 VII

Difference Between Maximum Effort and

Other Subjective Efforts, in decibels.

Speech Effort LTA Overall SPL Difference Relative
wt one foot to Maximum Effort

Maximum 102 0

Very Loud 84 18

Raised 75 27

Normal Conversation 66 36

Lowered 60 42

Very Soft 55 47

Whisper 44 58

TABLE A4+-VII



StUMNRI OF TH ETADUATION OF MICROPHDI SYSTZNS ON THl
BASIS OF SMCH SOUAV ALTERATION, QUMITY, A1 SPEAKER

CONIZABILITI.

- SPEECH SOUM ALTERATION
- - i- l

SYSTEM

Vg

oral

14-32/AIC in HWs22001 Ox. Mask nat accen nat nat metallic poor

Mý-33/AIC in open nat nat nat, dim 'mea~lfl fair
nasa

M-34/AIC in MXi.334/U noise shield nat accen nat metallic poor

d.E. 640AA Pressure ProbeMic. nat nat nat nat nat good

W.E. 640AA Pressure Probe Rio. in
I=AL fiberglas noise shield nat nat nat nat nat good

W.E. 640AA Probe Gradient Mzio. nat accen accen dim denasal good

W.E. 64QAA Probe Gradient Mic. in
W1AL fiberglas noise z'-keld nat nat nat nat metallic good

W.E. 64QAA Probe Gradient Mi,. in
A-I Hlelmet

W.E. 640AA ýar Mic. (Harventip
insert tip) nat sl.dim nat nat bass good

Dynamic Ear Mic. (Harventip insert

tip) nat sl.dix nat nat bass good

W.E. 640AA forehead microphone nat dim nat nat bass fair

Magnetic Forehead IMic. nat dim nat nat bass fair

Tooth Ric. nat accen altered nat metallic fair

Table Ah-VIII



VOIIVKIS AND DIPTHOU(S

PHON? IC 37mIs FREQUIIM OF REL. PHONETIC
KEI oRD LIUTRITM CLASSIFICATIO0, 0CCURLNCZ POJR CONFUSION IN

IPAsA WnB9.6 SW, RANK., DE, RAM, oIS..

i a G i front owel 2.1 5 23.4 13 8

tI t ± 6.3 1 24.1 10 6

AprJ1 I ri - - -

'at £ . • . 2.7 3 25.4 8 7

8Lt aL a" ' a " 2.1 6 26.9 4 9

h&3. £ I m - -

father a a a oantral Yowl 2.1 7 27.8 2 12

%0 a m

Cwt A u 0 u back 6.0 2 27.1 3 5

dll 9 o o' I t 1.3 11 28,3 11

co3Ad U u U db 1.0 12 26.6 6 3

b2t u C, h 6-0 2.0 8 24.9 9 1

bjxduan-. 3 Au central vowel -
Abjdwm • u - - --

botti,. * e 1 semi vowel ---

sof1A ;. schva vowel - -

tjL= a1 .I I dipthomg 2.4 4

8 Qxd aU ow on on 0.6 13

SI oi oi eLi 0.1 1U

rri .iu aw ow ri 0.1 15

BAY 61 a a I a 1.9 9 25,7 7 10

r4 oU a5 a 1.5 10 26.7 5 2

Table L,-IU



VOWELS

1. International Phonetic Alphabet.

2. Symbols used in J.P. Egan#, Articulation Testing Methods II,. OSRD Report
3802, Psycho-Acoustic Laboratory, &rvard Univeruit~y, Cambridge (1941).

3. Bell Telephone Laboratory Symbols. See H. Fletcher, Speech tnd Hearing,

D. Van Nostrand, New York, 1953, p.3.

4. Symbols used in debater's New-International Dictionary.

5. Kanter and Jest, Phonetics. Harpers, 1941, p. 178-179 and ref. 3 p.2.

6. -of. 3, p.96, Table 15. Conversation Speech Only. Results are Jiven in
% occurance considering all speech sounds.

7. Based on results of 6. The vowels have been ranked on basis of occurance.
1 indicates most frequently occuring vowel, etc.

8. Ref. 3, p.86, Table 7A. ThA results have been converted to db. 0 db
corresponds to the least intense sound (as in thin).

9. Based on results of 8. I indicates the r:±•t intense vowel, etc.

10. J.M. Pickett, J. Acoust. Soc. Am4 29, 613 (1957). Based on date from
Table II, "flat noise" only. 1 indicates vo'wel u (as in boot) was the
most difficult to perceive in "flat" noise with a S/N of -1 db, -15 db, etc.

Table AiP.IX (contimued)



COOOYAWTS

DPSODTIM SDOOLS ygm•rw RIL. PWIMTI
KrI WORD AUTHORITI C 7SSI3CATIONS OCCURAVE POWER DOMION IN

MhA 1AR~z BELI% WEBS %6 RANK, D%3 RANKS 03Z
- - - -- - --

those I t th th tt voiced fric. 2.5 10 3.0.4 16 2

yat v v V V 1.8 15 10.8 15 5
zero z z z 5 2.2 11 12.0 10 7

au~re 3 zh shk sh * .01 2.4 13*0 9 13
Zan f f f f voicelesa frio, 2.0 14 7.0 20 3.1

Aar a a a a 4.0 6 12.0 11 12

•ip sh sh shk 0.7 19 19.0 3 15

thin 0 th th th 0.7 20 0 21 1

boat b b b b kpooive 0.6 21 8.5 17 10
do d d d d 4.6 5 8.5 18 6

g g g g 1.5 17 12.0 13 3

Judge d3 J 3 J 0.3 22 13.6 8

2hos t ch ch h oicelqsj s top,
hose tf ch ch ch •plosxve) 0.3 23 16.2 6

king k k k k 3.6 8 31.4 14 8
to t t t t 9.8 1 11.7 12 9
Ein p p p p 1.7 16 7.8 19 4

L, an ,. 8a6se± vowel
Lsan m m a a 3.6 12 17.2 5 14

no n n n n 8.1 2 15.6 7 16
sin g ng rg ng 1.1 18 18.6 4

lady 1 1 1 1 "(reced glide) 4.6 4 20 2
X= r r r r 0 a 6,1 3 23.2 1

win w w w w transitional
(app. glide) 3.7 7 - - -

Wtv - -me

Zou J y y y U 2.1 13 - -

hot h h h h "(glottal M 2.2 12 .

Table A.-



COSONL1MT

le International Phonetic Alphabet.

2. SyAbols used in J.P. kgan, OArtieulation Methods II,* OSE) Report 3802,
Psycho-Acoustic Laboratory, Harvard University, Cambridge (1914).

3. Bell Telephone Laboratory Symbols. See 11. Fletcher, Speach and Hearing,

D. Van Nostrand, New York, 1953. p.3.

4. Symbols used in Webster's New International Dictionary.

5, Kanter and dest. Phonetics. Harper's, 1941, p. 178-179 and ref. 3 p. 2 .

6. Ref. 3, p.96, Table 15. Conversational Speech Only. Results are given
in ' c-curance considering all speech sounds.

7,. Based on results of preceding column (ref. 6). The consonants have been
mrzxid on basis of occurance. One indicates the most frequenttly occuring
consonant, etce

8. Ref. 3, p.8 6 , Table 7A. The results were converted to db. 0 db corres-
ponds to the least intense sound (as in thin).

9. Based on results of preceding column (ref. 8). One indicates the most4ntense consonant, etc.

10. ILiller and Nicely. J. Acoust. Soc. Am. 27,3142,1955 (Table VI). These
results were analyzed (see appendix section ) by 'CAL to obtain a
diff•iculty rating for the consonants. One indicates the nost difficult
consonant to perceive, etc.

Table A4-1. (oontimasd)
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APPINDIX 5

54. AN/AIC-1O TYPES AND PRIOR HBADSETS

For the purposes of this stady it wiAl only be necessary to discuss a few
typical models in this category. Information regarding some of the devices was
extracted from existing reports and memoranda. Por those items, which were
evaluated by this laboratory, standard testing procedures were employed, as
discussed in Appendix 5,6.

1. Prior Headsets

A. HS-33

Information regarding this headset was obtained from
Referencem 1, 2, and 3. The nomenclature of the earphone used in this headset
is ANB-H-I. Its physical dimensions are as follows:

I. Thickness I inch
2. Diameter 2 inches
3. Weight 73 grams

It was made in two basic designs, one a magnetic diaphragm type and the other ,
moving armature type both having an inductive impedance at 1000 cps of approxi-
mately 300 ohms. Respopse characteristics as measured with a 6cc coupler for
both ground and altitude are shown in Figure A5m4 Sound attenuation using an
MC-162A earcushtou is shown in Figure(L5ft The MC-162A earcushion is rela-
tively small and made of hard rubber. It couples to the ear by resting directly
on the pinna. Probe tube measurements of the pressure response of the combin-
ation. ANB-H-l and MC-162A on the ear are shown in FigureA5t.. taken from
Reference 3. The earcushion was later changed to the M-301, a circumaural
type. Unfortunately, information regarding this earcushion could not be located in
time for inclusion in this report. However, information regarding the Harvard
Design 5-B and 6 earcushions with the ANB-H-1 was available. It is believed that
these cushions can be used as being representative of the M-301 earcushion. Probe
tube measurements of the pressure response and attenuation curves are shown in
Figures A5 -4and A5-5 respectively.

Articulation calculations for each of the above combinations
were performed by the methods given in Appendix G. The noise spectrum used
for these calculations and all the preceding ones was the W.E.A.L. Spectrum as
shown in FigureA5-6. Articulation calculations are shown in FiguresA5-,7 and A5•.&

A5-



B. Permolu. ?OR-3

References 2 and 3 were usd t obtain all the necessary
information on this headset required for this report. The earphone used in this
headset, the ANB-H-IA was mechanically interchangeable with the ANB-H-I.
Itis physical characteristics are shown in the following table:

1. Thickness 1 inch
2. Diameter 2 inches
3. Weight 112 grams

It was of the moving coil type and had an essentially resistive impedmce of 300
ohms. The 6cc coupler response for the earphone as a function of altitude is shown
in Figure A5-.% Real-ear response and sound attenuation curves are shown in
Figures A5-10 and 0.4 using the MC-162A earcushion. The real-ear response
and sound attenuation of the ANB-H-1A in the Harvard cushions are shown in
Figures *4 and A543. Calculation of word articulation is shown in Figures A544
and 045.

2. H-70/AIC Headset (Original - Reference 8)

The primary acoustic components of the headset are the H-79/AIC
receiver and a three ring fiberglass earcushion. The rt-ceiver ic a moving coil
low impedance earphone. It differs from previous types used in that the diaphragm
motion is predominantly controlled by acoustic stiffness over a wide portion of the
operating range. A small cavity, located behind the diaphragm, provides an
acoustic stiffness impedance which has considerably greater effect at both ground
level and elevated altitude than the mechanical stiffness of the mechanical system.
The output level is maintained nearly constant, independent of air density variations
from ground level to 40, 00r feet altitude. The physical characteristics of the
H-79/AIC telephone receiver are as follows:

Diameter 2 inches
Height 11.2 inch

Weight 80 grams

It has a resistive impedance of approximately 15 ohms. The earphones are connected
in parallel in the headset resulting in a headset impedance of 7.5 nhms. The 6cc
coupler response as a function of altitude is shown in Figure 5.46.

The earcushion consists of three one-inch thick rings of superfine
fiberglass, compressed between a dipped neoprene latex skin, .014 inch thick, and
a molded nylon backing shell. The front face of the earcushion is covered by a
nylon cloth cover.

A 5-2
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Rel-oar responm for the H-70/AIC heads•t t shown in Figure *•S.-
The method of evualatio conaslsted of 1000 op. loudus comparison at a 100 phon
loudness level (Rdeferece 9). The sound attenuation Is shown In Fipre A%&
Calculation of articulation index it shown in Figure *59. This value difers from
that calculated for the H-70/AIC headset in Appendix 10. The reason for this
difference Is that in AppendIx 5the RCA noise spectrum was used and in this case
the W.E.A.L. spectrum was used.

3. H- i ;/AIC Headset

The primary acoustic components of this headset are the H-79/AIC
receiver and the MX-2088/U earcushlon. Although the earphone in this headset
has the same designation as that of the H-70/AIC headset, It has increased output
of about 6 db. Frequency response of this earphone as a function of altituc., ts
shown in Figure A.N. It is mechanically interchangeable with the original model.
It too is a moving coil type. The earphone has a nominal resistive impedance of 19.5
ohmj; headset impedance is thus about 10 ohms. It has the same physical character-
istics as the H-79/AIC in the H-70/AIC headset.

The earcushlon is appreciably different. It is a circumaural foam
rubber cushion, hypalon coated and conforms to khe U.S.A.F. Drawing No.
56E 12858.

Real-ear response as obtained by loudness balance and real-ear atten-
uation at threshold are shown in Figures 0.21 and AS-= respectively. The calculation
of the articulation index is sh( wn in Figure A50.

4. H-158 (Reference 10)

The H-158 is electrically interchangeable with the H-70/AIC headset,
but has vastly improved acoustical and mechanical properties. The earphone,
H-143, developed under Contract AF 33((00)-33172, Is comparable to the H-79
receiver with regard to sensitivity a••d altitude performance (Figure A$24), however,
its weight is appreciably less than the H-79. The physical dimensions are as follows:

Height less than 1/2 inch
Diameter 2 irches
Weight 35 grams

The earphone is enclosed in a rigid cycolac shell which has a volume of
approximately 100 cc. A flange Is provided on the shell to accommodate a vinyl pad
containing either a glycerine.base liquid or isocyanate foam filler. Attenuation
measurements made using both types of pads are shown in Figures A5Q5 and -5.26
There is little difference between the two curves and at present the isocyanate foam
pad is preferred, from the standpoint of mechanical reliability. Real-ear response
measurements made by loudness balance techniques for either the liquid or foam pad

)
A 5-3



are shown in Figure ,547. In addition, real-ear respons measurements at threshold
for the H-157 with eithor pad wore determined, the results are shown in Figure 5'.U.
The two methods for making real-ear repponse determination are comparable.
Calculation of articulation ndex is shown in Figure 00 using the liquid pad and
in Figure A59. using the foam filler. (They result in equal performance.)

5. David Clark Headset (Nodel 372-8C-M)I

This headset has a Roanwell earphone which appears to be a modified
H-79/AIC telephone receiver. Its frequency response at ground level is shown in
Figure 5.-31. No altitude response measurements were made as this headset is
limited to ground application. The physical dimensions of the earphone are the same
as the H-79/AIC earphone, Acoustical sealing is provided by a molded foam rubber
p;-ad cemented to the body of a plastic shell.

Real-ear response measurements made by both loudness balance and
threshold techniques are shown in Figures A642 and 8&.33. Sound attenuation
provided by the headset is shown in Figure A4,-4. The increase In attenuation provided
by this headset over the H-158 headset is attributable to increased headband tension,
the larger mass of the David Clark and the greater enclosed volume.

Articulation index calculations are shown in Figure 545.

A5.1+



APPENDIX 5.2

5.2 INSERT EARPHONES

In the Initial consideration of insert earpvnnes, noise attenuation for the
Harvintip taken from Reference 11 was ur.d and Is shown In Flgure••,* It was
rot planned to make additiorAl measurements of the noise attenuation provided
by various ear plugs, However, in the course of making measurements of the
response of a bone conduction receiver with the ear plugs in place, the attenuation
provided by the ear plug was measured in order to insure that it was inserted
properly. Mine Safety Appliance Company Ear Defenders'vere used and the real-
ear attenuation at threshold was measured. The results are shown in Figure *-57.
It igr seen that excelient attenuation is indicated. It should be noted, however,
that initially the subjects were not able to insert the Ear Defenders in such a way
as to obtin appreciable low frequency attenuation. When inserted by the wearer
in su•h a 'ay that both the wearer and experbhnenter thought the device was fitted
properly, th,. observed attenuation %,.as very small. After six to eight trials, and
without any recognized difference in technique, the observed attenuation increased
and consistent values of attenuation were obtained with subsequent insertions.

Assuming that an earphone can be coupled to the ear canal by means of a
Harvintip or something similar to the MSA Ear Defender without loss of noise
attenuation, we can make some estimate of the size, weight and response of a
usable earphone from existing units. For example, Figure A,4sghows the response
in a 6cc coupler of an experimental moving-coil earphone, 3/0 inch thick, 7/8 inch
in diameter and weighing 10 grams. Using this response and the attenuation of the
MSA Ear Defenders, the articulation index was calculated in Figure-59 mad was
found to be .97 (assuming 200 mw and no peak clipping), giving substantially perfect
intelligibility.

Actually, 4cc coupler response would have been more appronriate, so that
the above results are no doubt conservative, if the attenuation can be consistently
realized in practice. In additlonuany increase in attenuation provided by a helmet
would result in a corresponding decrease in sensitivity requirements for the earphone.

The Mine Safety Appliance Ear Defenders are essentially similar to the V-51R
Ear Warden.

A)



APPENDIX 5.3

5.3 EARPHONE LOCATED IN OTHERWISE UNOCCUPIED SPACE

INSIDE THE HELMET AND CONNECTED BY TUBES TO THE EAR

Placing earphones over the ears necessarily increases the overall dimensions
of a pressure helmet. It has often been suggested that the earphones might be
located in otherwise unoccupied space inside the helmet and the sound conducted to
the ears by means of tubes. The purpose of this study was to determine . with a
limited amount of experimentation, something of the feasibility of this approach.

As with other headset arrangements the principal factors determining commu-
nication performance are earphone response (including sensitivity) and noise
attenuation. Noise attenuation may be limited by transmission through the connecting
tubes or by the connection between the tube and the ear canal. The connection
between the tube and the ear canal will certainly be very critical from the standpoint
of both comfort and noise reduction. Consideration of this aspect of the problem
was considered beyond the scope of the present investigation. The aim here was to
determine whether the approach is sufficiently promising to warrant recommending
that the necessary development of a seal to the ear canal be undertaken.

The approach taken in this phase was to connect an earphone to a 2cc coupler
by various tubes, ranging from 2 to 8 Inches in length and 0.135 to 0.375 inch in
diameter. Both fle- ible and rigid tubes were used. The results serve to indicate:

1. problems involved in obtaining the desired frequency response and
sensitivity

2. effect of altitude on response
3. noise attenuation attainable (neglecting seal to ear canal).

(1) Frequency Response

Frequency response characte-iatics of various earphone-tube arrange-
ments were determined using an H- 143/AIC dynamic earphone, 640-AA condenser
microphone, and 2cc coupler as sketched in Figure 1541 The earphone was driven
by a beat-frequency oscillator and the output of the 640-AA microphone was mea-ired
using an automatic frequency response recording apparatus. The effect of altitude
on frequency response was determined by raising the system to a simulated altitude
of 25, 0)0 feet in a vacuum chamber. The 2cc coupler response of the H-143/AIC
earphone is shown in Figure 1541.

A 5-6



Figure 442 shows the effect of varying th tube lagth while the
dtametvr of the tubs remains constant. Pigure/[M shows the effect of varying
diameter with constant 6.inch length. All tubes were transparent flexible vinylKsleeving of the type used for high voltage insulation in electric circuits. The
shift In resonances with varying tube length ts apparent. Changing the diameter
affects primarily the lowest resonance, although some increase in attenuation
ts noted as the diameter is decreased. There is a trend for falling high frequency
response, but this could probably be corrected, at least to some degree, by proper
earphone design.

The effect of altitude on frequency response is shown in Figure Aq-44
"The data in Figure "r#4 was obtained using a 64nch length of rubber tubing, 0.140
inch inside diameter. The effect of altitude was found to be negligible regardless
of the size of the tube or the nature of the material.

(2) Noise Attenuation

The attenuation of external noises by various tubes was measured in
the following manner. A 640-AA condenser microphone with a probe tube attach-
ment was placed one meter from a loudppeaker in an anechoic clamber. The
loudspeaker was driven by a beat-frequency oscillator and amplifier so as to produce
a sound pressure of at least 100 db at the microphone at all frequencies between 100
and 8000 cps. Curves of the sound pressure vs frequency were drawn (a) with the probe
tube open, and (b) with the tube in question cemented over the probe tube, the remote
end of the tube being zlosed with a brass plug and rigidly clamped to the microphone
support. The difference between the two curves was taken as the attenuation produced
by the tube. To check on possible pick-up through the walls of the microphone itself,
the end of the probe tube was sealed. The sound pressure recorded was at least 10 Jb
below that pressure recorded with a "sample" tube in place (indicating negligible error
due to transmission through the microphone or probe).

FigureA545shows the noise attenuation measured forvarious tubes.
Sample A is a rigid phenolic tube of the type used for coil forms and other voltage-
insulating applications. Sample B Nvas formed by drilling out a length of flexible
teflon rod. Sample C was constructed from a close wound steel spring covered with
flexible vinyl tubing. Sample 0 was a length of rubber tubing of the type found in a '
chemical laboratory. Sample E and F were vinyl tubing; Sample E being transparent
and Sample F having a fabric base.

It can be seen that the greatest noise attenuation, iib obtained from a
rigid tube. When a brass tube was tested the attenuation was so great that the
acoustical noise picked up by the microphone masked the noise level of the system.
The best of the flexible tubes was the most nearly rigid, the teflon tube. However,
even the flexible tubing provides substantial attenuation in the speech range.
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(*3) Evaluation of Commorcially AvallabLs Units

Two headsets which use tubes to transmit sound to the ears were
obtained and evaluated.

The Telex 'dynaset" uses a dynamic transducer of nominal 6 ohm
impedance. Sound Is transmitted to the ears by two metal tubes, 0.150 inch inside
diameter by 8 inches long. The 2cc coupler response of the Dynaset is shown in
Figure £AV.6 The real ear response at threshold was determined by the method
described in Appendix F and is also shown in Figure £3%6 It is seen that there fa
a substantial difference in the two response curves.

Some investigation was made of this discrepancy and it was found that
as the input power was increased there was a sudden increase in the 2cc coupler
response of the transducer of approximately 20 db. Attempts were made to explore
this phenomlenaon more fully, but was limited because of time and funds. It was
found that there was a change in response as a function of input power. This change
was non-linear, however a definite relationship could not be established. The
greatest change in response occurred around I milliwat of input power. Therefore,
it is felt that the real-ear response data as measured at threshold is somewhat
questio-'able and most probably on the low side. It is possible that real-ear response
measurements by loudness balance techniques would be more reliable and would be
comparable to the 2cc coupler response curve shown in Figure ASIA-

The Telex "Harset" also uses a 6 ohm dynamic transducer but sound
Is conducted to only one ear by a 5 foot length of vinyl tubing 0.150 inch inside
diameter. The 2cc coupler response of the earset is shown in Figure W. Of
interest is the damping effect of the vinyl tubing on the resonant peak in the trans-
ducer response. Real-ear response measurements were not made.

Noise attenuation measurements were not made since these headsets
are designed for use in low noise levels and are loosely coupled to the w-arer's ear.

Figure AM shows the articulation index calculated using the 2cc coupler
response of the H-143 (Figure AM achieved with the six inch rubber tube, 0.140 inch
diameter and simulating coupling to the ear via an MSA ear defender. It is seen that
almost perfect intelligibility It achieved with the comAnation.

Figure JOS shows the articulation index calculated using the 2cc
coupler response of the Telex "Earset" coupler to the ear via an MSA ear defender.
This combination also results in almost perfect intelligibility.

Figures &50, AM and , show articulttion calculation of various
combinations of earphone.: and couplers. The calculated performance of any of
these combinations is comparable to and, for the most part, better than the AN/-,IC-10
system.



APPENDIX 54

5o4 REMOTE SARPHONS

This phase of the study involved the exploratlon of the possIbility of uuing
a transducer mounted in some uno".cupied space in a helmet.

The work done at Armour (References 13 and 14) establishes the sound
attenuation which can be provided by a helmet (Figures AS& and AM). The latter
figure was subjectively determined using two subjects - one trial each subject.
The real-ear response of a transducer "loosely" coupled to the ears was ascertained
in Reference 12 and Is shown in Figure AM In this case an H-79/AIC (high
sensitivity) earphone was used in a pressure helmet (MA-i) and coupled to the ears
by a rather poorly fitting polyurethane helmet line-. The earphones were located
approximately over the ears.

Utilizing this information the articulation index was calculated as shown "I
Figure "54 resulting In a word articulation of 43%. It is necessary to point out
at this time that the calculation was based on 20) mw of available power; if, however,
the power were increased to 2 watts the word articulation would be appreciably
increased to about 80X.

Additional investigation carried out in this laboratory was to ascertain the response
as measured with a probe tube when the transducer is located near the nape of the neck.
An experimental pressure helmet shell was placed on a manikin and sealed around the
neck with clay as shown in Figure AM. The manikin had a microphone it the ear position
as shown. The volume enclosed by the helmet was approximately 3000cc. Measurements
were made using an H-143 earphone and also an RCA 2-1/8" Inverted Pot magnet
structure speaker Type No. 239S-1. The response obtained with these units is shown in
Figures O and £ Word articulation calculations (Figures A560 and 04) were made
using the sound attenuation data previously discussed. Location of the transducers at
the nape of the neck (without auxiliary means for conducting the sound to the ears) Is not
as effective as a transducer located near the ears (assuming that power is limited to
200 mllliwatts).

However, if increased power is considered, we find that about 2 watts would
result in an articulation Index of .71. In addition, it should be possible to provide
channels in the helmet liner which would conduct the sound to the ears more efficiently
than in the arrangement in Figure &57.

Figure Akt is also of interest in connection with this approach. It shows the
response obtained with an open helmet (similar to an infantry helmet) and with one
Dyna Labs insert earphone driving two,-rLer-ihich L-l to a h6rnalik, &tr,.a;.-,ment at the ear.
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but do not seal over the ear or make any contact with the pinna.
A diagram of the arvangement is shown in Figure A5-63. It is
seen that the sensitivity (Figure A5-62) is quite high over a
reasonably wide band. This leads one to believe that the general
approach is technically feasible and might even be accomplished
with presently available power if an efficient channeling
arrangement can be incorporated in the helmet liner,

A5.10l
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APPENDIX 5.5

5.5 5DONE CONDUCTION

Two different arrangements were explored; a bone conduction receiver
located on the forehead and an experimental earphone located on the forehead and
coupled by means of Its earcushlon. The forehead location was used, rather than
the usual location over the mastoid, because of related studies in process at
W.E.A.L. in regard to speech pickup from the forehead.

The bone conduction receiver used was a Western Electric Company
"Audiophone", a commercial hearing aid receive-. A bone conductor might be
used in conjunction with ear plugs to provide noise attenuation or with noise
attenuation provided by a helmet. It was desired to obtain the response of the
bone conduction unit with the ears occluded and with the ears essentially open.
Reference 15 indicated that there could be up to 24 db difference in thresholds for
the two conditions. However, there was some question whether the subject was
hearing a bone conducted signal or an air conducted signal since the bone conduction
receiver radiates some sound into the air. In order to eliminate the possibility of
his hearing an air coaducted signal, some measurements were made with the bone
conduction receiver covered with a muff-type ear protector (RCA "Quiet-Ear").
No significant difference was observed. Thresholds were then determined for two
conditions: (1) MSA Ear Defenders in both ears, and (2) ears covered by the "Quiet-
Ear" ear protector. The open eai onditlon was not measured because of the
question of air-conducted sound.

The response of the bone conduction receiver was measured at threshold in
the following manner. The Bekesy Audiometer wa. used to determine the subject's
threshold in a free-field. The output from the audiometer was then applied to the
bone conduction unit end the subject's threshold again determined. The voltage
applied to the bone conduction unit durin; this determination was measured. The
equivalent free field pressure for constant voltage (I volt) across the bone conduction
receiver was determined from these two threshold determinations. The impedance
of the bone conduction receiver was measured and a final response curve calculated
assuming a resistive generator matching the impedance of the bone conduction
receiver at 1300 cps with one milliwatt of power available. These response curves
are shown in Figure 154.

The response of one earphone of headset H-158(XA)/AIC placed on the forehead
was determined similarly, except that in this case the impedance was constant and
resistive so that the correction for impedance was not necessary. The response of
this arrangement is shown in Figure AS.% Comparison with the real-ear response
of this headset shown in Figure ASZ shows a decrease in response of roughly u5 db.
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Thus approximately 4 x 106 times as much power would be required for this
arrangement than would be required for the conventional use of headset
H-158(XA)/AIC. Or, for the same amount of power, an additional 65 db of noise
attenuation would be required.

A5-12
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APPENDIX 5A6

5.OUBICSTIVE MEASUREMENTS

For some items for which no data existed, subjective measurements were
made of real-ear response and rea'-ear attenuation at threshold. These tests
followed standard techniques and procedures; however, for the sake of clarity they
will be briefly explained.

Nine male Rutgers University students were used as subjects. They were
physically checked by an ear specialist and were found to have normal hearing.
Later threshold tests confirmed their normality. The students were given prelim-
inary instructions In the use of all the devices tested. For expediency most of the
measurements were made on five of the subjects; tests were repeated on each
subject on three separate occasions. The average of fifteen separate determrtnations
and the standard deviation at each test tone was calculated and is ,hown in the various
curves associated with a particular item.

I. Real-Ear Response - Loudness Balance

In this measurement a sound source and a listener position are situated far
enough apart in a free field so that the sound wave arriving at the listener position
approximates a free, progressive plane wave. The source was calibrated to provide
a uniform sound-pressure level over a wide frequency range at the listener position.
The sound pressure level was maintained at 90 db. A block diagram showing the
various components required for this test is shown in FigureAS66.

A listener or subject occupies the listening position facing the sound source
along its principal axis and listens to the sound wave at some specified test
frequency. Then the jource tone is stopped and the listener puts t~ie headset on,
adjusting it to fit in a typical manner with regard to reasonable comfort. An
earphone tone of the same frequency is then presented to the subject. The variable
attenuator is adjusted until the loudness of the earphone tone is judged to be equal
to that of the source (reference) tone. The marphone tone is stopped, the headset
removed and the reference tone again sounded for c,-mparison. This is repeated a
number of times until the listener arrives at an attenuator setting which, in his
judgement makes the two tones equal in loudness.

An electronic keying device was used to alternate the test tone between the
loudspeaker ani the headset under test. •.
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Whea the subject has JuWd the tomes frm beth seurees to be of equal
loudness he signals the expsrwmmter * tohem reeeeds the tewuial valtage across
the headset. Several Jdwemnte ar maode at each frequezay. Taking the average
of different detezminatiom b7 different subjeot, the experimenter obtains the
real-ear response.

Measurements at threshold were done with a Bekesy Audiemeter, Grayson-
Stadler Model E-800, in a small, highly damped re. A coaeion of the
thresholds measured with the test orew with the Minimum Audible Field established
by Sivian and dhite is given in Figure A3-67*

The audior-ter consists of am eaillsa or and an automatic recorder. The
horisontal drive on the chart is coupled to the oscillator dial. The range from
100 to 10,000 ocp can be scanned in 7 or 3.5 minutes, depending on the drive speed.

The recording pen is coupled to a logarithnic attenmator which controls the
signal level at the output of the audiometer. The recording pen and attenuator are
driven by a motor which can be reversed by a switch under the control of US
subject. The pen motor normally operates to increase the signal to the subject.
When he hears the signal he rresses the switch, reversing the motor attenuating the
signal until he no longer hears it. TI. signal level thus crosses and recrosses
the subject threshold of hearing as the frequency is slowly ihanged. The rate of
change of signal level is 140 db/uinute with the slow chart speed and 280db/minute
with the fast chart speed.

The range between decision that the signal is present and that it is not
present is of the order of 10 - 15d b. The actual threshold is taken as the mean
of the extreme deviations as plotted .n the audiometer chart. A typical chart is
shown in Figure A0-68,

A. Real-E&r Attenuation at Threshold

As far as practicable, these tests were conducted in conformance with
the proposed American Staniard for the measurement of the Real-Car Attenuation of
Ear Protectors at Threshold, Z 24,22/906,

In this method, the subject is seated facing a loudspeaker In the
test chamber, He is presented with a tons from the audiometer, pulsed four times
per second, which he adjusts to his threshold as described above, Having made
threshold determinations from 100 to 10,000 ope in this manner, he then dons the
headset or attenuating device, He is then presented with a white noise signal and
he adjusts the headset for miniim sound transmission. He is then presented with
the pulsed tone and repeats the threshold determination as before. The difference
between the two threshold curves plotted on the audiometer is then taken as the
noise attenuation of the device.



B. Real-Bar Response by Threshold Compariso

In this method, the subject first establishes his fro*-field threshold
curve using the signal from tt. loudspeaker in the wiamber. He then dons the
headset device and adjusts it for proper fit. The audiometer output is then fed
into the headset and the subject establishes a new threshold curve. The audio-
meter plot then corresponds to the voltage on the speaker and headset which produce
signals at the observer's threshold.

The difference of the two threshold curves is then corrected for the
free field calibration of the speaker as measured with a W.E, 640-AA microphone
at the subject's head position (subject out of the room). The result is taken as the
real ear response by the threshold comparieon method.
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APPHNDIX 5.7

5.7 CALCULATION OF ARTICULATION INDEX

A. CalculatioA For A Specific Earp!EteeCoupler Combination

In this analysis the method of articulation index calculation, developed by
French and Steinberg (Reference 4) and by Beranek (Reference 5) to applied. This
method ts based on experimental data which show that the dynamic range of speech
(considering r.m.s,. pressures in 1/8 second intervals) is 30 db, and the frequency
range which contributes to intelligibility is 200 to 6100 cps. Therefore, a commun-
ization system which provides a signal-to-noise ratio (rms speech peaks to rms
noise) at the listener of 30 db or better over the entire 200 to 6100 cps band wifl
provide "perfect" articulation performance. The method provides for calculation
of word articulation scores as follows:

(1) The frequency band from 200 to 6100 cps is divided into 20 bands
which contribute equally to intelligibility. Each band can thus contribute a maximum
of 5% to the word articulation performance.

(2) The effective dynamic range of the speech signal at the listener's
eardrum in each band is then determined. According to Reference 6, best correlation
with experiment is obtained when the dynamic range at the listener is limited at high
sound pressures to a spectrum level of 95 db/cycle. The dynamic range in limited
at low sound pressures by the listener's threshold of hearing or by noise which
raises the listener's effective threshold of hearing, that is, masks the speech signal.
A dynamic range greater than 30 db in any band contributes no more to intelligibility
than does a 30 db range.

(3) A summation is then mr-de over all bands of the product of the
fraction of the maximum usable dynamic range in each band and the maximum possible
contribution of each bend. The result is called the articulation index, abbreviated A.I.

(4) The next step is to determine the relation between articulation
index and word articulation scores (W.A.) for the particular crew of talkers and
listeners and the particular material transmitted. When this latter relation has been
determined the word articulation score for various conditions can be calculated, and
while it holds strictly only for the test crew used, it applies approximately to the
population in general, the degree of approximation depending upon the adequacy of the
test crew as a sample of the population.

The relation between W.A, and A.I. given in the paper by Beranek (Reference 5)
is shown as Curve B of Figure IM Later experience at RCA has indicated that for
PB word lists and crews with moderate training, Curve B of Figure A69gtves optimistic
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results. Curve M (See Reference 6) of FigurelA4 shows th rtlatiou determined
for an RCA test crew and shows good agreement with a similar relation reported by
Pollack (Reference 7) shown as Curve ? of Figure A icrve M will be used for
estimates of word articulation scores. No consideration was given to the microphone
problem in this report. For the purpose of making articulation calculations the
shape of the speech spectrum was as shown In Figure SM which was based upon
Reference 5.

With reference to the methods suggested in References 4 and 5, an articula-
tion index scale was used, The frequency scale is distorted to make equal Increments
give equal contributions to articulation index.

To obtain the spectrum level of sound pressure at the eardrum it is necessary
to consider the amplifier capabilities and the departures from uniform orthtelephonic
response from the earphone-earcushion combination as positioned on a subject's head.
For example: If we have a headset which has a real ear response as in Figure 13M7j
then the spectrum level of speech peaks in equivalent free field sound pressure for a
200 milliwatt amplifier will appear as the lower curve in Figure *72 assuming uniform
microphone and amplifier response. The latter curve I.. then plotted on articulation
index computation chart - Curve A of Figure £5,,7.

In addition to the above, it Is necessary to know the amount of noise attenuation
provided by the headset. The subjective method employed in obtaining real ear
attenuation values was that of threshold shift. The 120 db Jet noise spectrum is then
reduced by the measured hearphone attenuation, shown in Figure A $ (The noise
spectrum of Figure q5%was used by RCA and the Air Force in the development and
testing of AN/AC-10 equipment. It is used here only for the sample A.I. calculation
In this appendix. For all other A.I. calculations In this report the noise spectrum of
Figure A5.6was used.)

The area between the spectrum level of speech peaks and the noise passing
through the earcushions, is a measure of articulation index. By calculating the arti-
culation index and then referring to Curve M of Figure A" n estimate of word
articulation scores can be made.

B. Calculation Of S.P.L. Required To Achteve An A.I. of 0.71

While it was originally intended to make the articulation index calculations on
the basis of 200 milliwatts input power since this Is the power available from
AN/A!C-10 amplifiers, W.E.A.L. requested a somewhat more general approach,
namely, that the overall sound pressure level necessary to produce an articulation
index equivalent to that of present AN/AIC-10 headsets (Aol. = .71) be determined.

The procedure in this calculation was first to determine the transmitted rwise
spectrum by subtracting the amount of noise attenuation provided by the arrangement
under consideration from the 120 db noise spectrum. Uniform orthotelephonic aystem
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response was then assumed and the spectrum of speech pp.ks necessary to give
an articulation Inde of 0.71 was established. The overall level of this speech
peak spectrum was then determined and this value was placed an the chart. It
can be used in conjunction with the 1000 cps sensitivity figure to estimate the power
required; that is, subtracting the 1000 cps sensitivity in db from the S.P.L. in db
for 0.71 A.I. gives the required power in db re one milliwatt.

The following list summarizes the results fnr the various arrangements
considered.

Title Figure No. Spectrum Level Of Speech
Peaks Having An Overall

Level Of - (DB)

ANB-H-I/MC-162A A5-76 122
ANB-H- 1/5-B, 6 A5-77 117
ANB-H-IA/MC-162A A5-8 112
ANB-H-IA/3-Ba 6 A5-79 117
H-78B/AIC A5-90 112
H- 1588/Liquid Pad A5-M1 14
H-158/Iso. Foam A5-* 104
David Clark - 372-8C-M A5-83 102

*MSA Ear Defender (V-51R) A5-.4 106
Harvintip A5-85 il

Experimental Plastic Helmet A5-86 108

* V-51R Ear Warden and Mine Safety Appliance Ear Defender are

essentially similar.
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Append¶ix

6C0 BEUET ATTENUATION ANI WMUDBPEAKER COWMUNICATION BASED
ON PROGMSS REPORTS FJOM WORK ASSIGNED TO AIROUR RESEARCH
FOUNDATION

6.1 Helmet Attenuation

6.1.1 Introduction
In the full pressure oxygen helmets the head is

completely enclosed by the helmet, and hencethe
helmet becomes a "aaor factor in noise exclusion.

In general, the helmet encloses the receiver
units in their position on the ears, and the microphone
in its position in front of the lips. Thereforejthe
helmet controls the signal to noise ratio for both the
speaking and listening ends of a communication link,
Hence the improvement of the attenuation of helmets
is a vital aspect of the communication system.

It has been shown that presently available helmets
(such as the IIA-l described in appendix 4),represent
a very limited acoustical concept and should be subject
to considerable improvement in attenuation.

This section reports results of work to determine how
the acoust'cal performance of helmets may be improved
and in a general way, the limits which may be expected.
Physical tests were conductid to determine the effect of
certain he!met parameters on tlj attenuation. These in-
cluded size and shape, material, seal around shoulders,
and internal absorption.

Several enclosures were tested and an experimental
plastic helmet which could be worn by a human subject
was designed, made, and tested.

6.1.2 Apparatus and Procedure.

The physical measurements on the helmets described
below were made in the reverberation room at Armour
Research Foundation. This room is described in the liter-
ature. The standard jet noise spectrum was introduced
through a horn loudspeaker system.

The attenuation of the helmets with no head present
was measured in the following manner. MAeasurements were
made of the sound pressure level inside the helmets
with a condenser microphone so placed that its face was
at the center of the helmet. The resulting attenuation
was abtained for each octave band by comparing this
sound pressure level with that existing at the same
location in the room without the helmet.

A6-1



6.1.3 Evaluation of Parameters Influencing Nelmet
Attenuation

6.1.3.1 Size and Shape

To determine what influence, if any, the shape
an& size of the helmet might be expected to play
in attenuation, two different shapes and sizes of
hollow glass globes of the type used to cover
street lights were obtained. Globe A was spherical
in shape with a diameter of 12 inches, Globe B
was a truncated sphere roughly the shape of the
ornament often found on top of gasoline pumps.
Týe diameter was 14 inches and the thickness about
4. The opening at the bases of these globes were
approximately 4 inches in diameter. They are
shown in the photograph of figure A6 - 1. The
attenuations of these globes is shown in figure
AG - 2. The spherical shape gave from 4 to 13
db more nttenuation in the octave bands above
600 cps. than the truncated sphere.

For the various flexural modes of vibration
of a shell the volume changes associated with the
vibration are probably least for the spherical
shape due to its inherent ridgidity. Hence, one
would expect the spheres shape to give improved
attenuation over a trundated sphere.

6.1.3.2 Materierl

For a spherical shell subjected to a uniform
hydrostatic pressure, the radial displacement due
to the pressure is given by the formula:

Radial displacement a R2p(I -. U)
2 Et

whexe R a average radius of sphere
P = pressure
t - thickness of shell
E = modulus of elasticit*
U - Poisson's ratio

For a given sized sphere the radial displacement
under a given pressure is inversely proportional to
the product of the modulus of elasticity of the mater-
ial and thickness of the shell. If we wish to
decrease the amplitude of response of the shell to
applied pressure we must decrease this product.
The "stiffer" the shell in this sense the less its
change in volume when subjected to pressure and the
less the transfer of energy into the interior of
the shell. Of course, this concept holds only for
the lowest radial mode of vibration.

With this factor in mind two spherical helnets
were compared. 1. An experimental plastic helmet
14" in diameter with a thickness of .035". This
helmet is discussed in detail in section 6.1.4.
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2. A steel helmet 14" in diameter with a thickness
of .035".

The attenuation of these two helmets as measured
experimentally is shown in figure A6-3. The
attenuation of the two helmets was nearly the same
for frequencies below 600 cps. The attenuation
minimum for the plastic helmet occurs in the 1200-
2400 octave band, the minimum for the steel helmet
occurs in the 2400-4800 octave band. It would
appear that the fundamental radial mode for the
steel sphere is higher in frequency by the order
of an octave over that of the plastic sphere.

The frequency of the lowest radial mode of a
thin spherical shell is given by:

f r F__-- En Young's Modulus
2 00~) an radius of sphere

(). density of shell
a- Poisson's ratio

Substituting values for the constants above for
steel and plastic indicates that the resonant
frequency of the lowest radial mode of the steel
sphere is roughly 2.7 times that of the plastic
sphere.
6.1.3.3 Seal

It has been shown in a previous section (Appendix
4.2) that the attenuation of a helmet is li-lited
by the nature of t:.e seal at the base of the helmet
to the wearers body. Hence,this problem was explored
experimentally.

The seal used with an operational helmet such
as an MA-1 consists of a thin rubber collar and a
heavier canvas collar. Although this seal is air-
tight, the attenuation of this seal are poor especial-
ly at low and middle frequenciesdue to the flimsi-
ness and low density of the material.

Three other types of materials were tested:
1) A seal of foam rubber
2) A captive water seal
3) A captive putty seal

The attenuation obtained on the experimental
plastic helmet strapped to the wooden form using
these materials is shown in figure A6-4.

The foam rubber seal consisted of a 2" thick
pad with a hole in the center to allow entry of
the head or microphone.

The water seal consisted of a vinyl plaptic
doughnut filled with water. The data shown in
figure A6-4 is the average of the curves of
figure A6-5. In this figure the attenuation of
water seal as a function of width/thickness ratio
is plotted. From the trend of this data, it would
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appear that a rather wide ring will offer superior
attenuation with reduced weight.

The third seal consisted of a plastic putty
material sold under the trade name of Mortite.

The results of figure A6-4 indtcate that the
water seal offers increased attenuation at low
frequencies while the foam rubber seal is the
better at middle and high frequencies. This effect
is due to the increased absor~ption provided by
the foam rubber seal.
6.1.3.4 Absorption

In the data presented thus far, a dip in atten-
uation ali.'ays occurs at high frequencies due to
the modes of the helmet shell. The introduction
of sound absorbing material within the helmet
apparently reduces the effect of these modes,
The increase in attenuation when I square foot
of 19 thick fiberglas is placed within a helmet
is shown in fi'gure A6-6 for the experimental steel
and plastic helmets.

6.1.4 Experimental Plastic Helmet

6.1.4.1 Description

On the basis of some early measurements it was
decided that significant attenuation might be
achieved by using a spherl'Pal helmet. Such a helmet
was therefore designed and built. The helmet con-
sists of a transperant plastic sphere 14 inches in
diameter attached to a bent piece of plastic which
supports the whole helmet on the shoulders. A
wooden form was made in the general contours of the
shoulders to support the helmet for tests oi sound
attenuation. The only openings into the he..met
are two pipe fittings for the ventilating air and
the opening for the head. The latter opening is
convenient for inscorting a microphone to made direct
measurements of the sound attenuation. The helmet
is shown in Figure A6-7.

6.1.4.2 Attenuation of the experinental plastic
helmets on human subjects

The attenuation of the experimental plastic helmet
worn by human subjects was measured by placing a
microphone near the ear of an observer. Results
are shown ix, Figure A6-8.

The attenuation of the helmet with foam rubber
seal was also evaluated subjectively by the threshold
shift method. These results agree reasonably well
with the physical measurements made with the
microphone.

A6-4
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6.2 Loudspeaker Communication

6.2.1 Apparatus and procedure
6.2.1.1 Synthetic Jet noise

Noise spectra of jet aircraft were simulated in
a reverberation room. The electrical output of a
white noise generator was passed through a filter
circuit which shaped the spectrum and into two power
amplifiers. The output of one amplifier drove a
University multiple 4orn loudspeaker to provide the
high frequency part of the spectrum. The other amp-
lifier fed a special 15 inch low frequency speaker.
With this arrangement an overall sound level of over
120 db re .0002 microbar could be produced more or
less uniformly throughout the room. This sound,
which also existed at the position occupied by an
observer, had the ,ctave band spectrum shown in
figure 12 . The noise simulating the jet airplane
was generated independently from the speech pro-
du,.ing system.
6.2.1.2 Speech signals

Speech signals were presented to an ob; erver in
the reverberation room through a system completely
separate from the above noise system. The speech
system comprised a MIagnecorder, Model PT6-J, an
octave band filter, attenuators, amplifiers, and one
of two loud-speakers selected as typical of thcir
type. These two speakers were, specifically, an
Electro-voice Model T25-A Crive,' with Model 611D horn,
and a Bozak Model B209 mid frequency speaker. Speech
signals for the tests were pre-recorded on magnetic
tapes.

The first tape was recorded through a flat system
giving pure unaltered male speech. To establish
the level of the speech recording, a short interval
of white noise was first recorded. White noise was
selected as the reference because it affords a con-
venient reproducible reference. The words vere
all recorded with equal effort, at a level such
that average maximum speech signals were approximately
the sarmie when monitored by A VU meter as the average
of the white noise previously recorded on the tape.
No carrier sentence was used with the worth. A time
interval was provided between words to allow for a
response fro,.i the listener. The speech tape was
played into the room at a level previously determined
by the level of the noise recor(ed on the tape.

This inethod of measuring the speech levels has
since been checked for PB words and the lon,; time
average for the "Joe - lawn" sentence. The Joe -
lAwn sentece was spoken with fixed effort in to a
Kellog microphone and the output of the microphone
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recorded on magnetic tape. With this same speech
effort PB word lists were recorded on the tape
using a VU meter to monitor the level. The signal
level of this tape was measured with a VU meter
having a 1000 mf. capacitor across the meter move-
ment. The indicated VU level for the Joe - lawn
sentence was then three db below the VU level of
white noise with frequency between 600 and 2400 cps,
recorded on the same tape. In addition, the Joe-
lawn sentence and the noise as recorded on the tape
w;ere run through a square law integrating circuit
similar to one described by Benson and Hirsh. A
time constant of one second was used. The indi-
cated level for the Joe - lawn sentence was 4.5 db
below that of the noise. Other methods mi-;ht have
been used tc monitor the level of the sperm;' test
matcial. llc,%vever, t.icre is a definite relationship
between var.'.ous methods as shown by Benson and llirsh.

6.2.1.3 Level Mdeasurement

In addition to the two systems used for generation
of jet noise and speech signals, respectively, a
third circuit was used for monitoring the noise
levels in the reverberation room. A Kellog condenser
microphone with its associated amplifiers and cal-
ibration facilities provided the electrical voltages
proportional to sound pressure level which were read
on a Ballantine Model 300 voltmeter. Sound pressure,
SPL, of the noise, as well as the speech were measured
by this system. SPL's were converted into sound
power by means of the following formula:

10 lfg V a L + 10 log A - 136.5

W w acoustic power in watts

L a sound pressure level in a reverberant
field in db re .0002 microbar

A - measured absorption of the reverberation
room in sabins.

This relationship between the sound pressure level
in a reverberant space and the sound power provides
a convenient way of determining sound energy.
From this efficiencies of sound reproducing systems
can readily be determined.

The signal-to-noise ratio used here has been
determined as follows& The sound pressure level for
the noise is the reverberant level as measured by
the Kellogg condenser microphone in the reverberation
room. This is the sound pressure level that would
be measured by the microphone at the position occupied
by the observer during the testing procedure. The
sound pressure level of the signal is determined by
the noise on the speech tape. It is measured at the
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position to be occupied by the observer'i head,
The signal to noise ratio as used in Figure A6-13
and elsewhere in this appendix section is the differ-
ence in db between the sound pressure levels as
obtained above for the noise and the speech. In terms
of a long time average level for speech the signal
is three db lower than the above*

6.2.2 Measurements of loud Speaker Characteristics

Chaacteristics of importance to specification of
comunication system performance have been measured for
the Electrovoice Mo'el T25A horn type speaker and the
Bozak Model B209 mid-frequency speaker. These speakers
were used to introduce the speech into the noise environ-
ment in the testing for intelligibility of speech. The
variation of sound pressure level with distance on the
axis of the speaker was measured for both speakers in the
reverberant room. The sound used was the noise recorded
on the speech tapes used in the testing for intelligi-
bility. The polar response of both speakers at various
distances and at various frequencies were also measured.
This testing was carried out in the anechoic chamber.
These results, given in Figures A6-9 through A6-11 need
no further elaboration.

In a reverberant sound field in which tne sound is
truly random the sound pressure will be the saone all
over the room, except for locations very near the sound
source. The field of sound pressure level for 'he Electro-
voice speaker was measurcl in a plane section parallel
to the floor of the room aqd through a line joining the
center of the speaker to the cý.nter of the helmet. This
field is indicated in Figure A6-12 together with the
approximate positions of the plastic helmet in this plane
for the three test distances. It is seen that when the
distance is 36 inches the helmet is essentially in the
reverberant field of the speaker, whereas at six inches
the helmet is in a portion of the field of the speaker
where the signal level is of the order of fotur to six
db above the reverberant level. Thus, the listener close
to the speaker hears direct speech while at greater
distances he hears reverberant speech.

Data is given in Table A6-I concerning power input
required to establish a sound pressure level of 100
db re .0002 microbar at a specified distance from the
speaker for the speakers used in the intelligibility
testing. The computation of the values in this table
is based on the measured efficiencies of 2.8 "a and
0.31 % for the Electrovoice, Model T25A, and the Bozak
Model B209, speakers, respectively.

The efficiencies of the speakers were determined by
the measurement of the current input to the speaker
required to produce a reverberant level of 100 db in the
reverberation room used in intelligibility testing. The
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electrical input was derived from a Grason Stadler Co.
Model 455-13 noise generator filtered through an
Allison Laboratories variable HP and LP filter Model
2-BR, and presented to the speaker with filter settings
at 75 and 9600 cps, respectively.

The speech tapes used in the intelligibility testing
have included a strip of this noise as reference level.
It has been determined and previously reported that the
long time average of the "Joe.........Lawn" sentence when
spoken with the same effort as used with the word lists
is 3 db lower than the long time average for the refer-
ence strip of noise.

6.2.3 Intelligibility of Speech Using Spondee Words

Intelligibility scores for spondee words were measured
using the Electrovoice and Bozak speakers described above.
These measurements were made with the listener wearing
the experimental piastic helmet. These results and shown
in tables A6 - IIand A6 -III and figure A6 - 13.

Intelligibility scores for spondee words were also
obtained for an observer sitting in a jet noise envir-
onment and in the reverberation room but without the pro-
tection of the helmet. The results are presented in Table
A6 - III. The remarks pertaining to the measurement of
signal and noise sound pressure levels for Table A6 - II
also apply for Tables A6 - Illand A6 - IV .

From Table A6 - III it appears that the signal - to -
noise ratio required with a masking jet noise to correct-
ly identify 50 percent of a set of spondee words is of
the order of -10 to -12 db. This is true irrespective of
the levels of the masking jet noise used and the distance
between the observer and speaker. It is to be noted
that for the largest value of this distance reported in
the table, the observer was essentially in the reverberant
field of the speaker through which the speech was presented.
On the basis of this comparison, we conclude that the S/N
ratio required for the correct identification of 50 percent
of a set of spondee words is of the order of -11 db and
is the same whether the masking noise is white noise or
jet noise. This S/N ratio is also independent of the
level of the masking noise at least up to the level of
100 db re 10002 microbar. When using the helmet the level
of the noise within the helmet is of the order of 100 db
when the level outside is 120 db.

Tables A6 - IIand A6 . IIpresent the results of similar
testing but with the observer wearing the experimental
helmet. In obtaining the data for Table A6 -IZ 1t.odel
B209 speaker was used. Data is missing for those cases
where the signal required to attain the S/N necessary for
intelligibility was above the capabilities of the speaker.
Results for both speakers lead to the same conclusions,
except for the close position of the helmet to the Iozak
speaker.
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An examination of the data for both speakers reveals
that the presence of the helmet seems to have an adverse
effect on the intelligibility of spondee words. At
levels of 100 and 110 db for the masking jet noise and
using the Electrovoice speaker to present speech, and with
the observer wearing the helmet, a S/N of -8 to -10 db
was required for a score of 50 percent at distances of
13 and 25 inches from the speaker. At these distances,
the observer was within the direct field of the speaker.
This is to be compared with the requirement of a S/N
of -11 db for comparable distances without the helmet
corresponding to these two exterior levels would be 80
and 90 db re .0002 microbar, respectively.

The presence of the helmet has affected intelligibility
sufficiently so that the S/N required for 50 percent
intelligibility is even more evident when the position
of the observer's head is 43 inches from the speaker.
At this distance the observer is in the reverberant
field of the projected speech. Here, the order of 6
to 8 db more signal was required with the helmet t'an
without for an observer at the same point in the field.

6.2.4 Intelligibility of Speech using PS Words

Tape recordings with lists of PBwords were used as
the test material. The level of the recording was set
relative to a strip of white noise recorded at a fixed
level. The "Joe........lawn" sentence was then recorded
with a fixed effort by a talker. Peaks of speech were
monitored by a VU meter to be on the average level as
the white noise. The words of the lists were then record-
ed with. this same effort. A 1000 f capacitance was placed
across the meter movement of a VU meter and the meter
readings were used to relate the levels of white noise
and the "Joe......lawn" sentence. The average level of
the "Joe........lawn" sentence averaged 5 db lower than
that of the recorded white noise.

Preliminary testing indicated the possibility of a
measurable difference in intelligibility for PB words
when heard in the reverberation room and the anechoic room.
Furthermore, there is an abundance of data in the liter-
ature for intelligibility of PB words with a masking of
white noise. In order that our results might be corre-
lated with those in the literature, an intelligibility
test was first conducted in the anechoic room using white
noise for masking. The spectrum of white noise used is
presented in Fig. A6 - 14. The intelligibility test was
then carried out in the anechoic room using the synthetic
jet noise for masking. In both situations the overall
noise level for the masking noise was 90 db. A compar-
ison of the results of these two tests should indicate
the effect on intelligibility of shaping the noise spectrum.
Following this, intelligibility tests were conducted in
the reverberation room using synthetic jet noise for
masking. The noise level used was 90 db. The observer
listendd without the protection of the helmet in all
three conditions. The result of this last test was
expected to reveal what differences, if any , could be
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expected between inteUligibility in the two extremes of
an anechoic and a highly reverberant environment. The
actual environment within an airplane must lie somewhere
between these extremes. Finally, the tests were run in
the reverberation room with the observer wearing the
experimental helmet. In this final category of tests,
synthetic jet noise levels of 90 db and 105 db were used.
The results here should reveal what changes, if any,
in intelligibility could be attributed to the spectral
attenuation of the helmet, together with the character
of the hearing environment within the helmet itself.
If no appreciable modification is present, one then
needs to concern himself only with the variation of
intelligibility with noise level. In the testing with
the helmet the maximum noise level we , 105 re .0002
microbar. All listening tests in this series were made
with the listener at the same distance from the speaker.
A plan of the anechoic room indicating positions of
speakers and listeners is included as Fig. A6 - 15.
Fig. A6 - 16 gives block diagrams for all circuits used
in presenting noise and speech to the listener, as well
as that used to measure sound pressure levels. All
levels for masking noise and the levels for speech were
measured at the position to be occupied by the listener's
head in the testing. The latter levels are those produced
by the noise recorded on the speech tape,. Four members
of the staff of the section were chosen for the listening
tests, No attempt has been made to test their hearing
by audiometers but three were young adults in their
early twenties and the fourth a male adult of 38.

The results of these measurements are tabulated in
Table A6 - IV.

For low S/N and for listening in an environment re-
presentative of the anechoic room ther3 seems to be a
slightly better intelligibility for PB words in jet
noise. The advantage disappears for S/N of the order of
O db. Although the data so far obtained indicates an
advantage for white noise at high S/N ratio this is less
certain and needs further investigation. The articulation
scores for two of the observers, VR and CC, were unusually
low at a S/N above +2 db when the masking was by white
noise. Their low scores have greatly depressed the aver-
ages plotted in Fig. A6 - 17. One of these observers, VR,
waw tested at a lower level of the masking white noise,
80 db, and had articulation scores at this level equal
to those of the other observers, DL and LS, at the
higher level of 90 db. It is felt, therefore, that the
depressed charecter of curve for S/N above +2 db may not
be correct. The interest in the use of white noise as
the masking noise lies in the fact that the literature
contains considerable data with relation to its use.
It is intended that this phase of the experimentation
should enable us to relate the work with jet noise to
this information. The article by Hirsh , et al, gives
the value of -5 db for the S/N corresponding to an artic-
ulation noise and PB words were presented to the listener
by earphones. The corresponding value obtained by us
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with the listener in an anecholc room was frem -2 to
-3 db.

This difference Is Pasily explained in terms of the
directivity of both noise and speech sources in our
experiment within the anechoic room. In an earlier article,
Hirsh has shown that the intelligibility of spondee
words in a masking white noise depends upon the directions
from which the noise wnd speech come. His experiments
were also conducted xn an anechoic room, although his
noise spectrum was flat to 7000 cps. whereas ours
increased 3 db per octave. His data indicates that the
threshold of intelligibility for spondee words ma~ked
by the noise spectrum chosen varied as much as 9 db as
the directions of presentation of noise and speech were
varied. This threshold for the partidular manner of
presentation chosen in our case, that is, with speech
coming from behind and the noise from in front, was
second highest among the situations reported by Hirsh.
This level was of the order of 3 db above the average
for all cases.

This data indicates that our value of -2 to -3 db
S/N for an articulatio,. zore of 50 percent is high
because of the way in which noise and speech were present-
ed to the observer.

For the second step in the testing program, articu-
lation scores were obtained for the four lisý,eners in
the reverberation room with a masking jet noise. In
this environment the results f9r all four observerw
were more nearly alike. The average articulation score
against S/N for this case is also plotted in Fig.
A6 - 17. The results from all four observers have been
used to determine these averages.

The striking feature of jet noise masking in the
anechoic and reverberation rooms is the small differences
in intelligibility for such widely different environments.
The intelligibility appears to be slightly higher for
listening in a reverberation room in the range of low
S/N. For an intelligibility score of ZO percent the
improvement is of the order of 2 to 3 db. Any actual
listening environment for personnel operating jet
aircraft mustj of necessity, lie between these extremes.
The differences between extremes is so small that we
conclude that the use of the reverberation room for the
testing is satisfactory.. Results obtained in an environ-
ment such as the reverberation room would not be expect-
ed to differ markedly from those to be anticipated in
actual use.

In light of the results in the paper by Hlirsh, mention-
ed above, we can conclude that the results when listening
in an anechoic environipent are even more like those
when listening in the reverberation room than curves B
and C of Fig A6 - 17 indicate.
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Finally, testing on intelligibility using PB words
was conducted in the reverberation room with the observer
wearing the helmet. Results at two levels of the masking
jet noise, 90 and 105 db, have been obtained using two
of the four observers. The results when the masking
jet noise was at a Level of 90 db re .0002 microbar
have been plotted in Fig. A6 - 17. averages of the
percent of correctly identified words obtained by the
two listeners have been plotted against S/N. A tentative
conclusion to be drawn from a comparison of the two curves
for jet noise in a reverberation room, one with and one
without the helmet, is that, at least for low S/N, the
helmet adversely affects intelligibility of PB words.
The use of the helmet has resulted in the requirement
of additional S/N of about 3 to 4 db in order that the
observer may obtain an articulation score of 50 percent.
Results of individual observers also show this adverse
effect due to the helmet, 3 db in the case of VR and
I db for CC. At high levels of S/N good intelligibility
is obtained for either case.

For the range of conditions considered in these ob-.
servations the range of average S/N for 50 percent
intelligibility was a little more than 3 db. This is
not considered to be a particularly significant difference
in view of the application for which the study is intended.

6,2.5 Communication Via Air Supply Tubing

Previous experiments had indicated that high signal
levels were required to produce adequate intelligibility
for speech when this speech is projected by a loudspeaker
exterior to the helmet. Any attempt to operate such
equipment at high altitudes and at even higher jet noise
levels on the ground than are experienced at present
would require large increases in efficiency and in power
handltng abilities of the speaker, as well as added
power capabilities in amplifying equipment. An alternative
to this seemed to be the introduction of the helmet from
the exterior speaker by way of a tube. In the equipment
which is the goal of the work this might be the tubes
supplying air or oxygen to the wearer of the helmet.
Assuming reasonable transmission characteristics for
speech by the tube we then need to prhvide the required
signal - to - noise ratio relative to the much lower
sound pressure level of the jet noise found within the
helmet. For a preliminary investigation of this method
of communication, heavy plastic tubing with an inner
diameter of one inch, outer diameter of 1 - 1/4 inch, and
of various lengths was procured. The driver unit of the
Electrovolce speaker Model T25A was attached to one
end of this tubing. The other end was coupled to the
helmet by way of small rubber tubing. This was only a
preliminary expedient for the purposes of testing for
feasibility. By way of a T junction air was also furnish-
ed through the plaRtic tube to the listener when he wore
the helmet. A schematic diagram of this apparatus is
presented as Fig. A6 - 18. The observer was placed in
the reverberation room in a jet noise environment of a
specified sound pressure level and speech was introduced
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to him through the tube. The voltage applied to the
driver unit was seasured and the percent of words cor-
rectly Identified by the observer was noted. This
procedure was repeated at several levels of the J et noise
and for various lengths of plastic tubing.

The results of these experiments have been summarized
in Table 46 - VI. The values used in part (a) of Table
A6 - VIfor the signal - to % noise ratio required for
an intelligibility of 50 percent have been obtained from
Table II, They are averages of the results for the
two ob servers. It is evident from Table A6 - I that
the same level of intelligibility, an articulation score
of 50 percent for spondee words, in attainable by a con-
siderable reduction in electrical power requirements of
the speaker if the tube method is used.

Assuming the resistive component of the speaker
impedance to be the same for the two condidions of Table
A6 - Vý the power reduction is between 20 and 35 db.
This is the same magnitude as the noise attenuation of
the helmet. Thus, the same S/N is obtained tut because
the noise is attenuated by between 20 to 35 db, the
signal way be reduced correspondingly. At 120 db noise
sound pressure level in the room, 50 percent of the spondee
words were correctly identified with only one volt of
speech signal on the speaker feading through the tube.
In contrast, 10.7 volts were required for the same
intelligibility by a listener 13 inches from the speaker.

6.2.6 Summary of Loudspeaker Power requirements

From the material of section 6.2.2 and the results of
the articulation testing, the power required to achieve a
given articulation percentage may be determ'ned. Tables
A6 - VII'and VIII summarize the results.

6.2.7 Intelligibility of Clipped Speech Projected by a
loudspeaker in Noise (conducted by WEAL.

In order to utilize the available power in a given
transmission system, clipping of speech has been widely
used without significant decrease in intelligibility.

Infinite clipping results in a ratio of I between
peak and average energy. Normally the clipped speech
is fed through a high-pass filter In order to protect
the loudspeaker system and a low-pass filter is also
used to limit the higher harmonics. Both filterings
normally result in slightly increased intelligibility.

6.2.7.1 Instrumentation

The instrumentation used is shown in Figure A6 - 19.
Pre-recorded CVC words were differentiated as to
prevent the vowels from dominating the clipping.
After differentiation the CVC words were clipped and
the clipping level was controlled by use of a scope
and an attenuator. After clipping the signal was
fed through a band pass filter to the amplifier.
Output signal fron the amplifier was finally fed to
a "University" 15 watt loudspeaker, Type N%1-2.
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The level of the average voltage fed to the loud-
speaker was measured with a WEAL voltmeter (measures
average but reads MI for sine waves, therefore l
db was subtracted from the readings).

The lev'el of the peak voltage fed to the loud-.
speaker was measured with a Heathkit voltmeter
(measures peak voltage but reads MIS for sine waves,
therefore 3 db was added to the readings).

6.2.7.2 Procedure

Approximately ten lists of 50 CVC words were tape
recorded in the quiet, using a 640AA microphone, 1
foot from the lips. Three talkers, MG, TW, WO,
were used.

These tapes were then playrd back through the
apparatus shown in Fig. A6 - 19

The clipping level was set in the following
manner:

(1) A tape with CVC words was played back and the
clipping level control and the gain of the
amplifier before the clipper, was adjusted so
the very highest peaks in the words were barely
clipped. The gain of the amplifier was increased
30 db so the speech was clipped. (This clipping
levzl corresponds to approximately 25 db of clip-
ping where zero db of clipping corresponds to
just barely clipping of the average peak level in
words.)

(2) The clipped wave was then fed through the
filter, and the peak level measured.

(3) This peak level was used as reference voltage
for feeding a sine wave to the output amplifier.
The sine wave was adjusted to the same peak
level as the clipped and filtered speech wave.
The gain control of the amplifier was then adjusted
so the amplifier delivered 15 watts of contin-
uous energy to the loudspeaker.

(4) The input to the output amplifier was then
switched from the sine wave to the clipped,
filtered speech wave.

6.2.7.3 Results

The loudspeaker was mounted in the noise enclosure
one foot forward of the forehead. The score for
a listener (JPC) with a MA Helmet, was 88M under
quiet listening conditioi 3. The power for the clip-
ped, filterce speech wave was:

Peak Power: Approximately 15 watts
Average Power: Approximately 2.5 watts

Peak Power
Average Power - 8 db

The score decreased to 65% when standard jet noise
spectrum was introduced. The signal level, noise
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level and signal - to - nolse level at the helmet
are shown in Figures AG - 21 and A6 22.
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Table A6 - I

Electrical power in watts required
to produce a SPL of 100 db r* .0002
aicrobar.

Electrovoice Boxak
D Model T25A Model B209

in inches (db re 1 watt) (db re 1 watt)

6 -14.5 -8.2

12 -11.3 -3.2

18 -8.5 -0.7
24 -8.0 +1

30 -7.0 +1.8
36 -6.5 +2.3

42 -6.0 +2.8

60 +3.6*

D a Distance from mouth of speaker along axis.

a At this distance we are essentially in the rever-

berant field of the speaker.

TABLE A6-I



INTELLIGIBILITY OF SPONDEE WORDS IN SYNTHETIC JET NOISE
OBSERVER WEARING HELMET

Electrovoice, Horn Type Speaker, Model T25A

Sound Pressure Level D S/N Ratio in db for 50 percent
of Synthetic Jet Noise Articulation Score
in db re . 0002 Microbar CC VR

IZO 13 -8
25 - 4 -5
43 - 4

110 13 - 9 -5
25 -10 -7
43 - 4 0

100 13 -10 -8
25 - 9 -8
43 - 6 -4

D represents distance in inches from mouth of speaker to position occupied by
observer's head during test.
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INTELLIGIBILITY OF SPONDEE WORDS IN SYNTHETIC JET NOISE
OBSERVER WEARING HELMET

Bozak Speaker, Model B209
In one cu ft closed box baffle

Sound Pressure Level D S/N Ratio in db for 50 percent
of Synthetic Jet Noise Articulation Score
• db re . 0002 Microbar CC VR

110 13 - 5 -8
25 -10 -9
43 - 4

100 13 - 6 -5
25 -10 -7
43 - 3

D represents the distance in inches from mouth of speaker to position occupied
by observer's head during testing.

Table A6-II



INTELLIGIBILITY OF SPONDEE WORDS IN SYNTHWTZC JET NOISE
OBSERVER NOT WEARING HELMET

Electrovoice Speaker, Model TZSA

Sound Pressure Level D SIN Ratio in db for 50 percent
of Synthetic Jet Noise Articulation Score
in db re . 0002 Microbar CC VR

100 6 -12 - 7
18 -10 -10
36 -10 - 7

90 6 -9 - 9
18 -10 - 9
36 -12 -10

80 6 -12 -1i
is -12 -11
36 -13 -10

D represents distance in inches from mouth of speaker to position of
observer's head during testing.
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RESULTS OF INTELLIGIBILITY TESTING WITH PB WORDS

(Percent of Words Correctly Identified)

a) Listening in anechoic room with masking by white nof3e at SPL of 90 db

S/N +10 8 6 4 2 0 -2 -4 -6 -8 -10 -12 -14 -16 -18-20-22

VR 59 66 64 74 56 60 51 34 28 12 0
CC 66 58 53 46 58 51 32 34 37 30 26 14
DL 9Z 86 88 78 80 74 71 57 48 10 0
Avg. 72 70 68 66 65 62 51 42 38 17 9 5
LS 9Z 82 84 88 88 84 82 88 80 82 70 64 56 44 26 28 10

b) Listening in anechoic room with masking by jet noise at SPL of 90 db

S/N +10 8 6 4 2 0 -2 -4 -6f, -8 -10 -12 -14 -16 -18

VR 88 79 84 68 54 52 14 0 0 0
CC 90 88 88 68 70 50 46 78 22 22
DL 94 91 82 Q9 57 4 16 0
Avg. 91 84 88 68 69 57 39 23 16 7
LS 98 94 88 95 90 96 90 9n 90 90 A4 61 44 38 6

c) Listening in reverberation room with masking by jet noise at SPL of 90 db

S/N +10 8 6 4 2 0 -2 -4 -6 -8

VR 87 90 86 78 74 74 62 55 42 10
CC 82 86 75 72 67 52 41 28 10 0
DL 9' 96 90 88 87 77 66 50 28 16
Avg. 87 91 84 79 76 68 56 44 27 9
LS 9z 94 90 92 89 80 55 32 8
d) Listening in reverberation room with masking by jet noise at SPL of 90 db.

Observer wearing plastic helmet.

S/N +10 8 6 4 2 0 -2 -4 -b
VR 98 89 85 87 71 52 45 24 9
CC 8Z 85 84 75 62 44 ZZ 0 0
Avg. 90 87 84 81 66 48 34 12 4

e) Listening in reverberation room with masking by jet noise at SPL of 105 db.

Observer wearing plastic helmet.

S/N +10 8 6 4 2 0 -2 -4 -6

VR 88 79 78 82 65 56 38 28 0
CC 73 76 66 80 70 54 50 38 30
Avg. 81 78 72 81 68 55 44 33 15
LS 90 74 76 78 60 58 52 24 18
Avg. 84 76 73 80 65 56 47 30 16
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COMPARISON OF ELECTRICAL INPUT TO SPEAKER WHEN
COMMUNICATING WITH SPEAKER LXTERIOR TO HELMET
AND WITH SPEAKER ATTACHEL TO AIR SUPPLY LINEo
SPONDEE WORDS WERE USED.

A) Using Speaker Exterior to Helmet

SPL of Masking D S/N Required Voltage on
Jet Noise in for 50 percent Speaker
db re . 0002 Microbar Intelligibility db re 1 volt

120 13 -8 20.3
25 -4 28.6
43 -4 30.6

110 13 -7 11.6
25 -9 19.1
43 -2 21.1

B) Speech Introduced Through Tube

SPL of Masking Length of Tube Voltage on
Jet Noise in Speaker
db re . 0002 Microbar db re I volt

120 27 0.0

110 71 - 6.0
45 -12.8
Z7 - 9.1

D is distance in inches from mouth of speaker to position occupied by
observer's head.

TABLE A6-VI
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IUUMR TO ACHZEV A 50%
ARTICULATION SCORE

OVER ALL JET DISTANCE $/N (DI) APPROX•ITZ
NOISE IALV FWK FOR PO'adER
(DB 0..0002 LOUUSPEAKER 50% RXQUIREBAR) (IC= SgR sc(.... DB &sI•T

1. Spondee words. Subject in reverberation room. No helmete Electrovoice
spea0er, Model T 25A

100 6 -10
18 -lo
36 -8

90 6 -9
18 -10
36 -1

2. Spondee words. Subject fn reverberation roms Plastic helmet with foam
rubber seal. Electromoice speaker, model T 25A

120 13 -8 +0.7
25 -5 .7.0
43 -4 +10.0

11o 13 -7 -8.3
25 -8 -6.0
43 -2 +2.0

100 13 -9 -20.3
25 -9 -17.0
43 -5 -11.0

3. Spordee words. Subject in reverberation rom. Plastic helmet with foem
rubber seal. Bezak Speaker, Model B209

110 13 -6 +1.2
25 -10 #1.0
43 -4 +8.8

100 13 -6 -9.2
25 -8 -7.0
43 -3 +0.2

4. Spondee words. Subject in reverberation room. Caummnioation via air supply

tubing. Helmet with foam rubber seal. E V speaker, Model T 25A.

120 27"

110 71
45
27

" Length of W4
TABLE A6-VII



D•A A6 - TIII

St(R Or zizTaCaL POWER UQUI
'O ACHIIEVE A 50% ARTICULATION SORI

OVERALL DISTAME S/I RATIO APPROXIMATE
JET NOISE FROM (DB) FOR POE
ILVEL OUDSPEAKER 50% REQUIRED(RD, ,R-.2922 ,,BAm _UW SCORE - (DB UE I ME

1. PB words. Subject in reverberation room. No helmet* EV speaker,
Model T25 A.

90 25 -3 -21

2, PB words, Subject in reverberation rowm. Plastlo helmt, foam seal.
EV speaker, Model T25A.

90 25 *1 -.17
105 25 -w4

TABLE A6-VIII


